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Judgment and to Vacate Trial Schedule and the 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support Thereof 
John T. Mitchel! 
.fohn T MitchsH 
Court Log- County John T Mitcheil 
Date: 1 5/2014 
















First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
User: 










CT' ' , . , normon vs. E. eta!. 
Kenneth Deanna L Barrett 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
03/14/2014 09:00 Al'vt District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Charlotte Crouch 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's 
Motion To Strike Pandrea's Memorandum In 
Support Of Plaintiff's Response To Defendant's 
Motion For Summary Judgment And The 
Affidavits Filed Support Thereof - More Than 
100 Pages 
. Mitchell 
Hearing result for Motlon scheduled on John T Mitchell 
03/14i2014 09:00 AM: Motion G;anted 
Defendant/Counterc!aimant Clark's Motion To 
Strike Pandrea's Memorandum In Support Of 
Plaintiff's Response To Defendant's Motion For 
Summary Judgment And The Affidavits Filed in 
Support Thereof 
Hearing result for Motion for Summar/ Judgment John T. Mitchell 
scheduled on 03/14/2014 09:00 AM: Motion 
Granted Defendant Clark's Motion for 
of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's 
Counter Claims 
Notice of Unavai!abilify - Attorney . Thornton John T. Mitcheil 
Notice of Unavailabi!iiy - Attorney V. Thornton John T. Mitchell 
*******END OF FlLE #2*****BEG!N FILE #3***** Idaho Supreme Court 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting John T. Mitchel! 
Defendant C!ark's Motion for Summary Judgment 
as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting 
Defendant Clark's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgmsnt on Clark's Counter-Claims Against 
Thornton 
HENDRICKSO Motion in Umine Motion for Protective Order and John T. Mitchell 
for Sanctions 
HENDR!CKSO Certification of Counsel In Support of iv1otion 
Umine Motion for Protective Order and for 
Sanctions 
John T. r,,1itchell 
HENDR!CKSO No Notice of Hearing filed at the time of the above John T. Mitchel! 
Motion in Limine 
HENDRICKSO Defendant/Counterclairnant Clark's Motion to 
Voluntarily Dismiss the Damage C!a,m for 
Interference with Easement and Notice of 
John T. Mitcheli 
HE~JDR!CKSO He~r!ng Schedu!ed n51n11?n1t1, n1 ·'"-<ii John T ~~/Htt"'hQ~, 
Defendant/Counterciaimant Clark's Motion 
to Dism~ss the Damage Ciaim of 
interference with Easement 
Notice of No Objection to Defendant Clark's 
Motion to Dismiss Damage Ciaim 




























First Judicial District Court Bonner 
Case: CV-2013-0001 
E vs. etaL 
E Kari Kenneth Deanna Barrett 
User 
HENDRICKSO Stipulation for Order of Dismiss of 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Damage 
Claim for Interference with Easemant 
Hl=NnRICKSO Stip11!;:,tion ;:mrl OrdF;r ~Ant i:>m~i! tn .Imig;,,. 
Mitchell 
User: 
John T Mitchel! 
.lnhn T. l\/litrhA!l 
Order of Dismissal of Defendant/Counterdaimant John T Mitchell 
Clark's Damage Ciaim for intererence with 
Easement 
HENDRICKSO Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings John T Mitchell 
of Facts and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motion 
to Reconsider t11e ORder Granting Clark's Motion 
to Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and 
Granting Partial summary Judgment in Favor of 
Clark 
HENDR!CKSO Memorandum in Support of Pandrea's Motion to John T Mitchell 
Amend Findings of Facts and to Alter or Amend 
Judgment; Motion to Reccnsider to Order 
Granitng Ciark's Motion to Strike; Denying 
Pandrea a Hearing; and Granitng Partial 
Summary Judgment in Favor of Clark 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Mary E Pandrea John T. Mitchell 
HENDRICKSO Supplemental (page 12) to the Memorandum in John T. Mitchell 
Support of Pandrea's Motion to Amend Fir.dings 
of Facts and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motion 
to Reconsider the Order Granitng Clark's Motion 
to Strike; Denying Pandrea A Hearing; and 
Granitng Partial Summary Judgment in Favor of 
Clark 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing for: John T. Mitchell 
Memo,andum in Support of Pandrea's Motion to 
Amend Findings of Facts and to Alter or Amend 
Judgment; Motion to Reconsider the Order 
Granting Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying 
Pandrea A. Hearing; and Granting Partial 
Summary Judgment in Favor of Cla:k 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/22/2014 04:00 John T. Mitcheli 
Kootenai Courthouse 
Defendant Pandrea's Mot!on(s) 
HENDRICKSO Judgment John T. Mitcheil 
HENDRICKSO Civil Dispositio:1 entered for: Kari A. John T Mitchell 
Defendant; Pandrea, Mary E, Defendant; 
Thornton, John P:aintiff. date: 
4/30/2014 
HENDR!CKSO Affidavit of John Thornton in Support cf Motion to John T Mitchel! 
Reconsider 
HENDRICKSO Memorandum of Law in Support John T. Mitchell 


















First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA 
3-0001334 Current Judge: Idaho 
F. Thornton vs. etaL 
Ker:ne:h Deanna Barrett 
User: 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Val Thornton Support of Plaintiffs John T Mitcheli 
Motion to Reconsider Summary Judgment 
( attorney to file Amended Notice with correct 
;-,,::,,,rinn date) 
HENDR!CKSO Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider Summary John T. Mitchell 
,r1,.,,m,::,nt and Notice of '-'--r·~-
HENDRICKSO ******END OF FILE #3*****BEG!N FILE #4******* Idaho 
HENDRICKSO Pandrea's Motion to Void Judgment John T. Mitchell 
HENDR!CKSO Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea in Support of Her John T. Mitchel! 
Motion to Void the Clark Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Motion to John T Mitchell 
Void Judgment 











HENDRICKSO Defendant/Counterc:aimant C!ark's Motion for John T. Mitchell 
HENDR!CKSO Brief i:1 Support of Defendant/Counterciaimant John T. Mitchell 
Clark's Motion for Award of Attorney's Fees and 
Costs 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit/Memorandum of Joel P. Hazel in Support John T. Mitchel! 
of Motion for Award of Motion for Attorney's Fees 
and Costs 
HENDRICKSO Defendant/Countc!airnant Clark's Objection 
Pandrea's Motion to Amend and Motion to 
Reconsider 
John T. Mitchell 
HENDR!CKSO Affidav:t of Annette Moorman of 
Document \lia Fax 
to Serve John T. Mitchell 
HENDRlCKSO Notice of Hearing fer John T. Mitchell 
Pandrea's Motion to Void Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/22/2014 04:00 John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County 
Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Void 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Amended Notice of Hearing and Motion John T. Mitchel! 
to Shorten Time 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/20i2014 04:00 
Plaintiff's Motion to Rsconsider Summary 
HENDRlCKSO MisceHaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
\lVitherspoon Keitey Davenport Receipt numbe;: 
0007784 Dated· 5/13/2014 Amount: $4 00 
John T M1tcheil 
John T. Mitche!i 
HENDR!CKSO Miscellaneous Payment For Certifying The Same John T. Mitchell 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid 
Witherspoon Keliey Davenport Receipt number: 




























First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0001334 Idaho Supreme Court 
Thornton vs. eta!. 
Kari Kenneth Deanna Barratt 
User 
HENDRiCKSO Defendant/Countc!aimant Clark's Objcetion to 
Pandrea's Motion to Void Judgment 
User: 
john T. Mitchell 
HENDRICKSO Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Response to Joh:i T. Mitche!I 
Thornton's Motion for Reconsideration and 
Objection to the Affidavit of Mary Pandrea and 
John Thornton Filed in Support Thereof 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Correction Affidavit of Val Thornton In Joh'1 T Mitchell 
Support of Piaintiffs Motion to Reconsider 
Summary 
HENDRICKSO Stipu!atk:m for Order of Dismissal of Plaintiffs 
Complaint to Quiet Title and For Damages 
Against Defendant Mary Pandrea 
John T. Mitchell 
HENDR!CKSO Documents Affidavie of Correction, Stipulation for John T. Mitchell 





conforming copies in Jo's pending 
Affidavit Of Service. Persona! service to John T Mitchell 
Thornton on 5/12/14 
Miscellaneous For Making Copy Of John T. Mitchel! 
File Or Record The Per Page Paid 
Mary Pandrea Receipt number: 0008036 Dated: 
5/i6/2014 Amount: $5.00 (Check) 
Plaintiffs Rep!y Brief in Support of His Motion To John T. Mitchell 
Reconsider Summary Judgment 
HENDR!CKSO Affidavit of Defendant Mary Pandrea in Support of John T. Mitchell 
John Thornton's Motion to Reconsider 
BOWERS Miscellaneous Payment: For 
File Or Record The 
Copy Of 
Per Page Paid 
Pandrea Receipt number: 0008104 Dated: 
5/19/2014 Amount: (Check) 
HENDRICKSO Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of 
Moton to Void Judgment 
Pandrea's REPLY to C!ark's Objection to 
Pandrea's Motion to Amend of Facts 
and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motion to 
Reconsider the Order G:-anting Clark's Motion to 
Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting 
Partial Summary Judgment in Favor of Clark 
john T Mitchell 
John T Mitchell 
John T Mitchell 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Mitchei/ 
05/20/2014 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Plaintiffs Motion i,.; Rewnsidei 
Summary Judgment 
Order of Dismissal of Plaintiff's Complaint to T Mitchell 



















First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA 









,.,.,,,,m,.,r1 for file to be returned - ,Nill 
classing and close 
Court Minutes - From Kootenai 
Motions 
Hearing date: 5/22/2014 
Time: 4:07 pm 
Courtroorn: 
Court reporter: Julie Foland 
Minutes Clerk: Lindsay Morgan 
Tape Number: in Kootenai 
Jason Gray on behalf of Ms. Clark 
Pandrea 
Hearing result for Motion sched..1!ed on 
05/22/2014 04:00 Pft/t District Court ""'""'""''"n Heh 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
Number of Pages for th:s 
estimated: Koctenal - Less Tnar: 100 
Pages 
Defendant Pandrea's Moton to Void 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
05/22/2014 04:00 PM: Motion Denied Kootenai 
Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Vo•d 
User: 
Mitchell 
John T. fv1itchell 
John T Mitchel! 
! Mitchel! 
OPPELT Hearing result for Mofon scheduled on John T Mitchell 
05/22i2014 04:00 PM: Motion Denied Kootenai 
County Courthouse 
Defenda:1t Pandrea's r.1otion(s) 
OPPELT '"'"''""'"',.,,.. resuit for Trial - 3 scheduled John T fv1~tcheH 
on 06/24/20'!£'., 09:00 AM: 
Bonner 
KRAMES Plaintiff's Objection And Motio:1 To Disaiiow John T Mitcheil 
Defendant kari C!a,k's Motion For Fees 
And Costs 
OPPELT Memorandum Decision and Order JJhn T Mitchel! 
Plaintiff Thornton's Motion to Reconsider 
and 
Pandrea's Motions 
HENDRiCKSO Notice of Hearing on Defendant/Counterclaimant John T MitcheH 
Clark's Motion for Award cf Fees and 
Costs 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Schedu!ed (Motion for A.ttorney fees and John Mitchell 
Costs 07/15/2014 10:00 AM) Kootenai 
HENDRICKSO Amended Notice of Hearing 
re: i.JefenaanttCoumerclaimant Ciark's Motion for 
Award of Attorney's Fees 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Attorney fees and 
Costs 06/30/2014 09:00 Kootenai 




























First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
Case: 3-0001 Idaho Court 
Thornton vs etaL 
Kari Kenneth Deanna Barrett 
User 
HENDRICKSO resu:t for Motion for fees and 
Costs scheduled on 07/15/2014 10:00 AM: 
Continued Kootenai /~.mended ~~otice of 
HENDRiCKSO Response to Plaintiffs Objection and Motlon tc 




"'"'',-.rr,oH Fees anci Costs 
Order Permitting Counsel to Appear 
T eiephon1caliy 
Plaintiff's Noke of Easement Location 
Affidavit of John Marquette Re Legal 
of Easement Contained in Proposed Amended 
User: HUMRICH 
tvlitchea 
John T. Mitche!i 
John Mitchel! 
Joh:: T. Mitchell 
John T. MitcheH 







Support Of Motion For Award Cf Attorney's Fees 
And Costs 
Received Notice of Appeai via fax, called Val 
Thornton and left voice message - ur.able to clock 
in unti!I filing fee has been paid filing fee 
and bonds for derk's records and 
L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to 
Supreme Court Paid 
(attorney for 
0010756 Dated: 6/30/2014 Amour.t: $109.00 
(Credit 
Technology Cost - CC Paid 
Valerle John 
number: 0010756 Dated: 6/30/2014 Amount: 
Fa;: John F 
(plaintiff) 
Amended Judgment 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 0757 Dated 
6/30/2014 for 1 
Bond Posted - Cash 
6/30/2014 for 200.00) 
10759 Oc1ted 
HUMRICH Appealed To The Supreme Court 
HUMRICH NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Hl::NUK:1..;i<:,~u Hearing result for Motion for fees and 
Costs scheduled on 06/30/201.t. 09:00 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Julie Fo!and 
t.Jumber of Transcript for th~s 
estimated: Kootenai County 
Defendant/Cour.terc!aimant Clark's Motion 
Award of Attorney's Faes 
Vai Thornton phona 
T. Mitchell 
N1itcherl 
John T Mitchell 
T Mitche:i 
John . t"1itche!I 
John T. Mitchen 
John T Mitchel! 






































HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion for Attorney fees and 
Costs scheduled on 06/30/2014 09:00 AM: 
John T. Mitchell 
Motion Granted Kootenai County 
Defendant/Counterciaimant Clark's Motion for 
Award of Attorney's Fees 
Val Thornton by phone 
HENDR!CKSO Amended Judgment John T. Mitchell 







Defendant; Pandrea, Mary Defendant; 
John F. ~ Plaintiff. date: 
6/30/2014 
Miscellaneous Payment Fax Fee Paid by: 
Witherspoon Kelley Receipt number: 0010818 
Dated: 7/1/2014 Amount $8.00 (Credit card) 
John T Mitchell 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost CC John T. Mitchell 
Paid by: Witherspoon Keliey Receipt number: 
0010818 Dated: 7/1/2014 Amount: $3.00 
card) 
Notice of Appeal faxed to Witherspoon Kelley's John Mitchell 
CDA office 
Notice of Appeal faxed to Judge Mitchell John T Mitchell 
Request for Additional Transcript/ Record (faxed John T Mitchell 
to Judge Mitchell} 
Motion and Affidavit for Fee Waiver John T Mitchell 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Objection and Motion to Strike and Idaho Supreme Court 
Disallow Supplemental Affidavit for Attorney Fees 
and Costs 
HUMRICH Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civii appea! or cross-appeal to John T Mitchell 
Supreme Court Paid Pandrea, Mary E 
{defendant} Receipt number: 0011513 Datect 
7/14/2014 Amount: 29.00 (Check) For· 
Pandrea, Mary E (defendant) 
HUMRICH Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 11516 Dated 
7/14/2014 for 100.00) 
HUMRiCH Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 11518 Dated 
7i14/2014 for 200.00) 
HUMR!CH Appealed To The Supreme Court 
HUMRICH NOTICE OF APPEAL (rviary E. 
HUMRICH Change Assigned 
HENDRICKSO Motion I Notification of Substitution of 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel m ot 
Motion/Notification of Substitution of 
John T Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
Idaho Supreme Court 
:daho Supreme Court 
Idaho Court 
Plaintiff's Objection and Motion to Strike and idaho 






























Case: CV-2013-0001334 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme Couri 
F Thornton vs. C '-· eta!. 
E. Deanna 
User 
HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed- "NOTICE OF Court 
DEFECT' 
HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed- "NOTICE OF Idaho 
SUBSTITUTION OF KENNETH J. BARRETT 
AND DEANNA L BARRETT IN THE STEAD OF 
RESPONDENT KARI A CLARK" 
HENDRICKSO ******END OF FILE #4******BEG!N F!LE 
HUMRICH 
#5 ********* 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "Motion to 
Temporarily Remand Case to the rnsrlct Court to 
Rule on Respondent Kari A Clark's Motion to 
substitute Parties" 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
HENDRICKSO Order Substitution Kenneth J. Barrett and Deann::1 Idaho Supreme Court 
L. Barrett in the Stead of 
Defendant/Counterciaimant Kari A. Clark 
HENDRICKSO Defendant: Barrett, Deanna L Appearance Joel P Idaho Supreme Court 
Haze: 
HENDRICKSO Defendant Barrett, Kenneth J Appearance Joel P Idaho Supreme Court 
Haze! 
HENDR!CKSO Supplement to Plaintiffs Objection and Motion to Idaho Supreme Court 
Strike and Disallow Substitution of Party for 
Defendant Kari Clark and Certifcation of Counsel 
HUMRICH AMENDED NOTiCE OF APPEAL Idaho Supreme Court 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of idaho Supreme Court 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Val Thornton Receipt number: 0013022 Dated: 
8/11/2014 Amount: $5.00 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous For Certifying The Same Idaho Suoreme Court 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid 
Val Thornton Receipt number: 0013022 Dated: 
8/11/2014 ?imount: .00 (Cash) 
HENDRICKSO Notice Of Subsritution Of Counsel - Attorney r.t 
Schmidt for Defendant's Kenneth J. and Deanna 
Barrett 
HUMRICH Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal 
HENDRICKSO Application and Affidavit for Issuance of Writ of 
Execution Against P:aintiff/CounterDef&ndant 
John F. Thornton and Against His Attorney 
Valerie Thornton 
Affidavit of Computation i11 Support of Affidavit 
and Application for Writ of Execution 
John F. Thornton and 
Against His Attorney Valerie Thornton 
Clerk's Records due 1 
#42332-2014 
docket 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Court 

















First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
Case: CV-2013-0001334 Current 





Kenneth Deanna Barrett 
Miscellaneous For Making Copy Of 
File Or Record By The Per Page Paid 
Pandrea Receipt number: 0013718 Dated: 
8/22/2014 Amour:t: $2.00 (Cash) 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "ORDER 
APPROVING SUBSTITUTION" 
Supreme Court Document Filed BY DEF -
'VERIFIED PETITION FOR WRIT OF 




Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme CoLirt 
HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed - ldaho Supreme Court 
"RESPONDENTS KENNETH J. AND DEP.,NNA L 
BARRETT'S OPPOSff!ON TO PETITION OF 
COUNSEL VAL THOR!\!TON FOR LEAVE TO 
INTERVENE ON APPEAL; rec'd via emaii from 
!SC 
HUMR!CH Supreme Court Document Filed- Idaho Supreme Court 
"DECLARATION OF MICHAEL G. SCHMIDT 
SUPPORTOFRESPONDENTSKENNETHJ. 
AND DEANNA L BARRETIS OPPOSiTION TO 
PETITION OF COUNSEL VAL THORNTON FOR 
LEAVE TO INTERVENE ON APPEAL; rec'd via 
email from ISC 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Val Thornton Receipt numbe;: 0014026 Dated: 
8/28/2014 Amount $12.00 
Idaho 
HENDR!CKSO Miscellaneous For The Same Idaho 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Sea! Paid 
Val Thornton Receipt number: 0014026 Dated: 
8/28/2014 Amount: $1.00 (Cash) 
Court 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid !dare Supreme Court 
Lukins & P.S. Receipt number: 
0014271 Dated: 9i3/2014 Amount: $2.00 
(Check) 
HENDRlCKSO Writ of Execution Against Idaho Supreme Court 
HUrvmlCH 
BOWERS 
Piaintiff/CounterDefendant John F, Thornton and 
Against his Attorney Valerie Thornton - copy to 
file 
Supreme Court Document FBed- Idaho 
DENYING VERIFIED PETITION FOR WRIT OF 
PR0HIB1Ti0N/MANDAMUS" 
Miscellaneous Payment For Making Copy Of 
File Or Record By The Per Paid 
Val Thornton Receipt number: Dated: 
9/3/2014 Amount: 5.00 (Cash) 
Idaho 
Miscellaneous Payment For The Same Idaho 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid 

















































Amended Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal 
Reset Due Dates for Clerks Records - Due 
11/7/2014 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of 
File Or Record The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Pandrea, Mary E Receipt number: 0014556 
Dated: 9/5/2014 Amount: $1.00 (Cash) 
Miscellaneous Payment For Making Copy Of 
File Or Record By The C!erk, Per Page Paid 
Pandrea, Mary E. Receipt number: 0014559 




Notice Of Lodging Transcript On Appeal Jwie Idaho Supreme Court 
K. Foland - Motion foi Summary Judgment on 
3/14/2014, Motion for Reconsideration on 
5/20/2014, Motion to void Judgment on 5/22/2014 
and Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs on 
6/30/2014 
Statement for transcr~pt from JuHe K. Fo~and - Idaho Supre!T'e Court 
Motion for 
~111otion for Reconside,ation ori 
to void Judgment on 5/22/2014 and Mot[on for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs on 6/30/2014 
Suprerr;e Court Document Fiied- "MOTION TO 
DISMISS APPEAL OF MARYE. PANDREA" 
(filed by Respondents Barrett); rec'd via email 
ISC 
idaho Supreme Court 
Sup:-eme Court Document Filed- "NOTICE OF 
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL FOR 
DEFENDANTS KENNETH J. BARRETT AND 
DEANNA L BARRETT ONLY AS TO THE 
APPEAL OF PANDREA"· rec'd vla email from 
!SC 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "NTICE OF 
WITHDRAWAL OF: 1 TO DISMISS 
APPEAL OF MARYE. PANDREA and 




Bond Converted (Transaction number 1377 dated Idaho 
9/23/2014 amount 200.00) 
Clerk Information - Payment to Julie Foland for idaho 
transcript $200. She wiii bi!I for balance 
$50.25 
Notice of on Plaintiffs t,1,0tion for 
Pending Appeal and Waiver of Supersedeas 
Bond 
Plaintiff's Motion for Stay Pending ,..""''"'"''"'' and 




















First Judicial District Court - Bonner 






Thornton vs. E etaL 
Kenneth Deanna Barrett 
Hearing Scheduled 10/30/2014 04:00 
Kootenai County 
P!fs Motion for Stay Pending Appeal & Waiver of 
Supersedeas Bond 
Sheriff's Return on Writ, Served, returned 
unsatisfied 
Writ Retumed 
Supreme Court Docl.!ment Filed- "ORDER TO 






HUMRICH Appeal due dates reinstated; respondents' motion Idaho Supreme Court 
to dismiss appea! of Mary E Pandrea and Notice 
of errors to Clerk's Certificate of Appeal is 
Withrdrawn 
JOHN F. THORNTON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 




Mary Pandrea, Defendant pro se, to Kari 
above-entitled court: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that 






Courthouse, 324 West Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, the 9th day of April, 2014, at 
the hour of 9:00 o'clock a.m., or as soon thereafter as the matter be 
1 l(a)(2)(B) of Rules 
aec:1s1(m granting surnmarv judgment 
is -~UcLU-
precluding the court 
Procedure. 
MOTION 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
to 
This motion is further based 
attached thereto, 
WHEREFORE, IS PRA \'ED, 
TRL\T the reconsider 
in this matter; 
FOR an Order awarding Plaintiff reasonable costs 
2 and Rule 54( d) Idaho Rules 
FOR all such other and further relief as the court may deem 
The undersigned nc'Tif-"<"f 
delivered as indicated on the 
JOEL P. HAZEL 
Vv1THERSPOON KELLEY 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83864 
MARY P Ai'\JDREA 
Upper Pack Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
CERTIFICATE SERVICE 
_mailed, postage prepaid 
faxed to (208) 667-84 70 








Fax sent by 20866784?0 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
05-12-14 10:33 Pg: 2/4 
11 
2 JOEL P. H.l\.ZEL, ISB # 4980 
3 
JASON M. GR.A Y, !SB # 8539 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
s Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
6 
I Telephone: (208) 6674000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 




Attorneys for Defendant!Counterclaimcmt Kari A. Clark 
10 
ll 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STA TE OF 
ID.AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
12 
13 JOHN F. THORNTON, 
14 Plaintiff!Counterdefendant, 
lS vs. 
16 MA.RYE. PA..'NDREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
17 Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust. 
18 u/a April 9, 2002; and 
19 Defendant, 
20 KARI A. CLARK.. a sinile woman 
l ' 
l 
21 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust. 
22 u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari 
1
, 
A. Clark Trust u/a June 21, 20 l 0, 
23 
24 Defendant/Counterclaim.ant. I 
Case No. CV 2013 .. 1334 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT 
CLAR.K'S MOTION FOR AWARD OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
COMES NOW Defendant'Counterclaimant Kari A. Clark ("Clark")~ by and through her 
: I attomeys of recool, Joel P. H=l and Jason M. Gray of the firm of Witherspoon Kelley, and I 
2s II I 
I 
I DEFmll"DA.~/COLINTERCLAIMANT CLARK'S MOTION 
FOR AW ARD OF A TTOR?-l"EY'S FEES A1'11> COSTS • I 
k:\~11'4~1~'1%,* 
Fax sent by , 20866?84?0 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 05-12-14 10:34 Pg: 3/4 -~--------
§ respectfully moves this Court for an 
2 Order awarding attorney's fees and costs to Ciat:'k. 
3 This Motion is supported by the Affidavil/Memorandum of Joel P. Hazel In Support of 
4 Mm ion for Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs and by Brief in Suppon of 
S Defendant/Counterclairnant Clark's Morion for Award of Attorney's Fees and Coals filed 
6 concurrently herewith. 
7 Clark is entitled to an award of attorney's fees and costs on the basis that she is the 
8 prevailing party against Plaintiff/Counterdefendant John F. Thomton ("Thomton") and this case 
9 was brought, pursued and defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation by 
10 Thomton. The award of attomey's fees and costs should also be entered against Thomton's 
11 attorney, Valerie Thomto~ as a sanction pursuant to LR.C.P. 1 L 

















DEFBNDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT CLARK'S MOTiON 
FOR A WARD OF A TTORNBY'S FEES A'ND COSTS - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERviCE 
I certify that on this the 2m day of May, 2014, I caused a true and correct copy the 
3 within DEFENDA.NTICOUNTERCLAIMANT CLA.RK1S MOTION FOR AWARD OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the 




















4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4672 Upper Pack River Rd. 
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2 JOEL P. HAZEL, ISB # 4980 
3 
JASON M. GRAY, ISB # 8539 
\VITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
s Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
6 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
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IN THE D1STR1CT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO~ IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
13 JOHN F. THORNTON, 
14 Plaintiffi'Counterdefendant, 
1S vs. 
16 MARYE. PANDREA. a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
17 Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable T~ 
18 u/aApril 9, 2002~ and 
19 Defendant, 
20 KA.RI A. CLARK, a single woman 
21 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
22 u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari 




Case No. CV 2013-1334 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT 
CLARK'S MOTION FOR AW ARD OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
26 ' Defendant/Counterclaimant Kari A. Clark ("Clark") is entitled to an award of attorney's 
27 
'H> I fees and costs again...4¢ Plaintiff/Counterdefendant John F. Thornton (nThomton") and 
.... Thornton's attorney, V aleric Thornton, because Clark is the prevailing party in this action and 
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CLARK'S MOTION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS -1 
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i 
. 11. - . ' ' . . . ' ' ' ' tne t.:ourt nas aircaay toun\l tnat this case waa orought, pursued and defended mvolously~ 
2 unreasonably or without foundation by Thornton and his attorney. 
3 
I. CLARK Is THE Puv AJLING PARTY AGAINST TBOR.¥TON AND CLARK Is ENTITLED 
4 To ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS. 
~ As this Court knows, in order to detennine if a party is entitled to costs and attorney's 
6 fees under l.R.C.P. S4(d)(l) and I.R.C.P. 54(eXl), the Court must first determine which party is 






Prevailing Party. In detennioiog which party to an action is a prevailing party 
and entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final 
judgment or result of the a.orion in relation to the relief sought by the respective 
parties. 
This case was initiated by Thornton as an action to quiet title in real property against 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea (11Pandrea"). Thornton claimed that Clark did not have the right 
13 
cross a two acre parcel that Thomton now owns, despite the fact that the Warranty Deed 
14 
conveying the property to Thornton specifioally stated that the conveyance was subject to "A 1, 
30.0 FOOT EAS:MENT FOR A ROAD RIGHT OF WAY AND UTILITIES" in favor of 
16 
"MARYE. PANDREA WILTSE" and ''KARI A. CLARK" as set forth in "INSTRUMENT 
17 
NO. 416381." Thornton also claimed that he was entitled to sole ownership of what has been 
18 
referred to as the "Well Piece." Clark filed an Answer and counterclaims against Thom ton for 
19 
interference with her easement rights, iajunctive relief and to quiet title. 
20 
21 
Clark moved for summary judgment on Thornton's claims and on Clark's counterclaims 
regarding the easement because there were no genuine issues of material fact regarding the 
22 
existence of Clark's easement appurtenant to Thornton's property. Clark's Motion for Summary 
23 
Judgment was granted, Thornton's Complaint against Clark was dismissed with prejudice, and 
24 
2S 
Clark was successful on her counterclaims to quiet title regarding her appurtenant easement 
rights, for injunctive relief and establishing that Thornton wrongfully interfered with Clark's 
u I easement rights. Clark voluntarily dismissed her claim for damages against Thornton in an 
27 
28 I 
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effort to avoid further wastefoJ. litigation com, but reserved the right to seek any attorney's fees 
2 and costs she is entitled to. 
3 Based on this Court's ~emorandwn Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clarkjs 
4 Motion for Summary Judgmcni as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant 
s Clark's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaims Against Thornton 
6 ("Memorandum Decision"). there is no question in this case that Clark is the prevailing party 
7 against Thornton. 
8 1 
II. CLARK IS ENTITLED To ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS UNDU l.ltC.P. 54 AND I.C. § 
9 . 12-121. 
10 The district court's decision to award attorney fees is a discretionary decision, subject to 
11 · the abuse of discretion standard of review. Bailey v. Sanford, 139 Idaho 744, 7S3, 86 P.3d 458, 






In any civil action) the judge may award reasonable attorney's fees to the 
prevailing party or parties, provided that this section shall not alter, repeal or 
amend any statute which otherwise provides for an award of attorney's fees. 
Idaho Courts have held that I.C. § 12-121, read together 'With I.RC.P. 54(e)(l), limits 
attorney's fees to those situations in which the Court finds that the action was "brought, 
pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or 'Without foundation." Ortiz v. Reamy, 115 
18 
Idaho 1099, 1101, 772 P.2d 737, 739 (Ct. App. 1989). 
19 
In this case, the frivolity and unreasonableness of Thornton's positions throughout this 
20 
litigation is unquestionable. Thornton's initial position in this litigation was that Pandrea had 
21 
an easement in gross across Thornton's property, but Clark had no easement rights. Thornton 
22 made this frivolous assertion despite the fact that the Warranty Deed conveying the property to 
23 
Thornton specifically stated that the conveyance was subject to "A 30.0 FOOT EASMENT 
24 
FOR A ROAD RlGHT OF WAY AND UTILITIES" in favor of "MARYE. PANDREA 
25 WTL TSE" and uKARl A. CLARK." 
After this Court indicated in its ruling on Pandrea's Motion to Dismiss that both Clark 
27 
,,Q, I and Pandrea had an appurtenant easement across the Thornton Property based on the clear 
"" language of the deeds at issue, Thornton then cbaoged his position and argued that an:y 
BRIEF L~ SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMA.\1T 
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2 in this litigation, there was absolutely no basis to support suoh an argument and his assertions 
3 can only be viewed as an attempt to harass Clark and to increase Clark's costs in this case. As 





Both Thornton and Pandrca are very mistaken in their argument linking the 
eaqemcnt in favor of Pandrea and Cla.rk t-0 Ta.x Lot 40, The link simply does not 
exist. As a result, the partition lawsuit between Pandrea and Clark before Judge 
Luster has absolutely nothing to do with Pandrea's and Clark's easement rights 
across Thornton's land. Thornton is grievously mistaken to argue otherwise. 
9 
Memorandum Decision, p. 15. 
10 ln addition., Thom.ton made the frivolous claim that an appurtenant easement must be 
11 adjacent to the property burdened. More specifically, Thornton's attomey stated, "the 
12 easement, if any1 appertaining to the adjacent parcel only appertains to the adjacent parcel." 
13 







No legal authority supporting such a circular argument has ever been submitted 
by Thornton. No legal authority for Thornton's argument exists. Clark is named 
in the easem.cnt. The easement exists and is recorded, so for Thornton's attomey 
to state on March 14, 2014, that ''The easement, if any .•• ", ignores the 
uncontroverted evidence. For Thomton's counsel to make the claim that an 
easement appurtenant depends on "adjacency" to the burdened land, without any 
legal support for that claim, is irresponsible. Clarlc's easement does not depend on 
adjacency of her property to Thornton's. Clark's easement depends on the fact that 
her name is on a recorded easement that burdens Thornton's land. 
20 Memorandum Decision., p.16. 
21 As mentioned above, the frivolity of Thornton's arguments regarding the easement is 
22 demonstrated by his untenable position that Pandrea had the right to use the easement, but 
23 Clark did not without any regard for the undisputed language m the deeds of record specifically 
24 providing that the easement "is favor of Pand.rea and Clark." Memorandum Decision, p. 16 
(emphasis original). Clark agrees with the Court that "Thornton's inability to read and 2S 
26 
understand what is of recor~ is quite mystifying." Memora.udum Decision, p. 16. However, 
27 Thornton's willful decision to ignore the plain language in the deeds and to wrongfully interfere 
28 with Clark's easement rights goes far beyond mere neslect and constitute a calculated course of 
I 
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/I 
! 11 oonduct design.cl to harass Clark md wear her dewr. with ""!"".SOS .,,d wes!cl'.tl lliig!!ion. 
2 Thornton's conduct in interfering with Clark's property rights and the frivolous claims that he 
3 brought against Clark in this case are inexcusable. Not only was Thornton's conduct in 
4 violating Clark's property rights troubling, but his continued pursuit of his unreasonable claims 
~ I against Clark without any foundation whatsoever is the very definition of frivolousness. 
6 Thorton's deleterious tactics should fail and Clark is entitled to an award of all of her attomey's 





m. CLARK IS ALso ENTITLED TO AN AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES A..,.-I> COSTS AGAINST 
TROR.~'TON AND HIS ATTOR.~E\', VALERIE THORNTON, AS SANCTIONS PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P.11. 
The district court's decision to impose Rule 11 sanctions is reviewed under the abuse of 
12 discretion standard. Chapple v. Madison County Offida/s, 132 Idaho 76, 967 P.2d. 278 (1998). 
13 Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1 l(aXI). all pleadings, motions and other papers signed by an attorney 
14 must meet certain criteria. Where such motions, pleadings or other papers arc not well 
1 s grounded in fact. warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for extension, 
16 modification, or reversal of existing law, or are interposed for improper purposes (such as to 
17 harass, cause undue delay, or needlessly increase the cost of litigation), imposition of sanctions 
18 
results. I.R.C.P. ll(a)(l); Slackv. Anderson, 140 Idaho 38, 39-40, 89 P.3d 878, 879-880 (2004) 
19 
(citing Durrant v. Christensen, 117 Idaho 70, 74, 785 P.2d 634, 638 (1990)). I.R.C.P.1 l(aXl) 
20 authorizes the court to impose sanctions again.st an attorney and/or the represented party. This 
21 
rule does not duplicate I.C. § 12-121, and circumstances that justify an award of fees under that 
22 
statute do not necessarily call for imposition of Rule 11 sanctions. See Sun Valley Shopping 
23 
Center. Inc. , 119 Idaho 87, 96, 803 P.2d 993, 1002 (1991); Young v. Williams, 122 Idaho 649, 
24 
654, 837 P.2d 324, 329 (Ct. App. 1992). An "attorney is required to perform a prefiling inquiry 
2
~ into both the facts and the Jaw involved to satisfy the affirmative duty imposed by Rule 11." 
26 
Riggins v. Smith, 126 Idaho 1017, 1021, 895 P.2d 1210, 1213 (1995). Reasonableness under the 
circumstances, and a duty to make reasonable inquiry prior to filiog a pleading or other paper, 
27 
zg I is the appropriate standard to apply when evaluating an attomey's conduct. Durrant v. I 
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1 r Christenss,:, ! 17 Boho 70, 7 4, 785 P .2d 634, 63! (! 990). Whether • p!e'ldi•g, motion or other 
2 signed document is sanotionable must be based on an assessment of the knowledge of the 
3 relevant facts and law that reasonably could have been acquired at the time the document was 
4 submitted to the court. Young, 122 Idaho at 653 , 837 P.2d at 328. 
s The frivolity of the lawsuit tiled by Thomton and his attorney has already been 
6 established. The claims Thornton brought against Clark were not well grounded in fact, nor 
7 were they a good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law. 
g However, the course of conduct of Thornton and his attorney both prior to, and throughout this 
9 litigation has demonstrated that Thornton and his attorney have intentionally brought and 
10 p!Jl'SUed this litigation in an attempt to harass Clark and unnecessarily delay Clarie's lawful right 
11 to use the easement across Thornton's property. Despite having actual and constructive notice 
12 of Clark's right to use the easement across Thomton's property, Thomton chose to block Clark's 
13 access and he posted a sign directly threatening Clark with criminal prosecution. When Clark 
14 attempted to use the easement to access her property, Thom.ton and Thornton's attorney 
15 confronted Clark and told her that she had no legal right to cross the Thomton property. 
16 The lawsuit that was brought by Thornton and his attorney against Clark goes above 
17 and beyond frivolous and constitutes vexatious litigation. Throughout the entirety of this case, 
1s Thornton and his attorney have purposefully driven up Clark's costs of litigation by completely 
19 ignoring the plain language contained in two deeds of record describing Clark's easement rights 
20 and by seemingly working in concert with Pandrea to harass Clark. In addition, Thornton bas 
21 attempted to utilize affidavits and documents provided by Pandrea in an effort to support 
22 Thornton's meritless claims even though Tb.omton is the Plaintiff and Pandrea is a co-defendant 
23 with Clark. 
24 Sanctions should be imposed against Th.omton and his attorney because Thornton's 
25 attorney was required to perform a reasonable prefiling inquiry into both the facts and the law 
26 before initiating this lavvsuit against ClL-k. Thornton's attorney did not conduct a reasonable 
27 inquiry as demonstrated by her complete failure to recognize the plain meaning of the language 
28 contained in two deeds that specifically granted Clark an easement over Thomton's property. 
B.RIEF !N SUPPORT OF DBFBNDANT/COUNTERCLAlMANT 
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As this Cou,,"t discussed in its Memorandum Decicio::. on Cla.."'k's Motion f¢r Pe...-rJa! I 





















Thornton's attorney, at the March 14, 2014, hearing argued: "Thornton was never 
on any notice there was a right to use." Such argument completely ignores the 
purpose of Idaho's recording statutes. 1.C. § 55-801 et.seq. Once the easement 
was recorded in l 992~ that easement is constructive notice to Thornton and the 
entire world., of Clark's easement rights. I.C. § 55-811. How Thornton's attorney 
can make such a statement to the Court, is not capable of being understood. The 
fact that Thornton refused to submit proof of the fact of the recorded easement in 
the earlier motion for summary judgment bro~t by Pandrea, only illustrates the 
untenable position Thornton took not only on July 20, 2013, but throughout this 
litigation, and Thornton, and his attorney, obviously continue to adhere to up to 
the present time. Thornton cannot make the written recorded easement go away 
by pretending it does not exist. Thomton's attorney cannot pretend Idaho's 
recording statutes do not exist. 
Thomton's attomey also argued at the March 14, 2014, hearing that ''A landovvner 
has a right to approach a person that you have never met before." Such argument 
is disingenuous given the fact that fifteen days before meeting Clark and 
confronting Clark, Thornton, on July S, 2013, put up the following sign: 
NOTICE 
KARlCLARK 
IS PROH1BITED FROM ENTER.ING UPON THIS PROPERTY FOR ANY 
REASON UNDER PENALTY OF CRIMINAL TRESPASS. J.C.§ 18-7001. 
Why would Thornton place such a sign if he had never met Kari Clark or at least 
knew who Kari Clark was, and blew Kari Clark claimed some right to cross his 
property? 
Memorandum Decision, pp. 19-20. 
24 
Thornton and his attorney chose to ignore the facts and ignore the law in bringing this 
2
:5 action against Clark. The only conclusion that can be drawn from the actions of Thornton and 
_ his attorney is that this lawsuit was brought and pursued in an effort to harass Clark and to 
26 I 
force Clark to incur needless costs of litigation defending against a frivolous two-pronged 
27 
')Sl I attack from Thornton and Pa.ndrea. Thornton and Pandrea have litigated this case in bad faith 
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1 in the cynical hope t.~at C!ark would abandon her property in order to avoid the expense of 
2 defending her legal rights. Under these circumstances, an award of attorney's fees and costs 
3 should be awarded to Clark as sanctions against Thornton and his attorney pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
4 11. 
S V. CONCLUSION 
6 Clark is the prevailing party in this matter and is entitled to an award of 
7 attorney's fees under Idaho Code § 12-121 and an award of costs under I.R.C.P. 54(d). In 
s addition. an award of attorneys fees and costs should be awarded to Clark as sanctions against 
9 Thomton and his attomey pursuant to l.R.C.P. 11 in the amount set forth in the Affidavit filed 
10 herewith. 
11 Clark reserves the right to file supplemental affidavits for attorney's fees incuned 
J 2 responding to Thornton's continued. motions in this case. 













JOEL P. HAZEL 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclalmant Clark 
27 
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CERTmCATE OF SE!tVICE 
2 I certify that on this the 12t11 day of May, 2014J I caused a true and correct copy of the 
3 within BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFEND.A.NT!COUNTERl'LAJMA.NT CLARK'S MOTION 
FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY1S FEES .4.ND COSTS to be forwarded~ with all required charges 























4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4672 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
[X] u~. Mail; Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
[X] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile: 
Annette Moonnann 
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2 JOEL P. HAZEL, lSB # 4980 
3 
JASON M. GR.A Y. ISB # 8539 
\VITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
s Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
6 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
1 Email: jph@witherspoonkelley.com 
Email: jmg@witherspoonkelley.com 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICL..\L DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
13 JOHN F. TIIORNTON, 
14 Plaintif£'Counterdefendant, 
1S VS. 
16 MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman 
individu.ally and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
17 Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
18 u/a April 9, 2002; and 
19 Defendant, 
20 KARI A. CL.ARK, a single woman 
21 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable~ 
22 u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari 






STATE OF IDAHO ) 
27 : ss 
County of Kootenai ) 
28 
Case No. CV 2013-1334 
AFFIDAVIT/MEMORANDUM OF JOEL P. 
HAZEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
AW ARD OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S 
FEES AND COSTS 
Joel P. Hazelt being first duly sworn. on oath, deposes and says: 
AFFIDAVIT/MEMORANDUM OF JOEL P. HAZaL 1N SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR AWAB:D OF MOTION 'POR 
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i. That he is a member of the fum of w1THERSPOON KELLEY, attorneys for 
2 Defendant/Counterclaimant Kari A. Clark ("Clarlc"). That he makes this affidavit on the 
3 basis of bis personal knowledge. 
4 2. That your affiant is well informed as to the attorney's fees and costs incurred 
' in this action and states and represents that the fees and costs below set forth were in fact 
6 incurred in this action. 
7 3. 
8 54(d)(S). 
This Affidavit is made in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) and I.R.C.P. 
9 4. That the attorney's fees were calculated on the basis of my hourly rate of 
10 $265.00 to $275.00 per how-, and Jason M. Gray' s hourly rate of $165.00 to $170.00 per 
11 hour. 
12 s. That the time and labor required for this action is summarized below and 
13 further itemized as set forth in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein, and is 
14 typical for a case of this nature and duration. 
15 6. The skill required to perform the legal service was average. I arn lead counsel 
16 on this case and a principal with Witherspoon Kelley. I have been licensed to practice law in 
1 i the State of Idaho since 1994. I practice primarily in the areas of real property, civil 
18 litigation, and medical malpractice defense litigation. Jason M. Gray is an associate with 
19 Witherspoon Kelley, has been licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho since 2010, and 
20 practices primarily in the areas of civil litigation. business and corporate law, land use, zoning 
21 and real estate. 
22 7. That your affiant is well informed as to the hourly rates of counsel with similar 
.2; skill, knowledge, and experience in the state of Idaho, and states that the attorneys' fees 
24 sought are similar to prevailing charges for like work. 
25 8. The fees charged were fixed and based upon the hourly rates. 
26 9. The case involved relatively S'll'aightforward questions oflaw. 
27 IO. The time limitations imposed by the circumstances of the case were typical of 
,,.. II -. 
"
0 I a case of thJ.s nature. 
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11 , The case was initiated by John F. Thornton ("Thornton") as an action to quiet . . ~ 
2 title in real property against Clark and Mary E. Pandrea. Thornton claimed that Clark did not 
3 have the right cross a two acre parcei that Thornton now owns, despite the fact that the 
4 Warranty Deed conveying the property to Tbomton specifically stated that the conveyance 
5 I was subject to nA 30.0 FOOT EASMENT FOR A ROAD RIGHT OF WAY AND 
6 UTILITIES" in favor of "MARYE. PANDREA WILTSE" and "KARI A. CLARK" as set 
7 forth in "INSTRUMENT NO. 416381." Thornton also claimed that he was entitled to sole 
s ownership of what has been referred to as the "Well Piece." Clark filed an Answer and 
9 counterclaims against Tbomton for interference with her easement rights, injunctive relief 
10 and to quiet title. 
JI 12. Clark moved for summary judgment on Plaintiff's claims and on Clarie's 
12 counterclaims reprding the casement because there were no genuine issues of material fact 
13 regarding the existence of Clark's easement appurtenant to Thornton's property. Clark's 
14 Motion for Summary Judgment was granted, Thornton's Complaint against Clark was 
15 dismissed with prejudice, and Clark was successful on her counterclaims to quiet title 
16 regarding her appurtenant casement rights, for injunctive relief and establishing that Thornton 
17 wrongfully interfered with Clark's easement rights. Clark voluntarily dismissed her claim for 
18 damages against Thomton in an effort to avoid further litigation costs~ but reserved the right 
19 to seek any attorney's fees and costs she is entitled to. 
20 13. That a substantial amount of time and labor was required in this case due to 
21 the frivolous court filings and claims that were brought against Clark and it is your affiant's 




14. There is nothing particularly desirable or undesirable about the case. 
15. Clark is a new client of the law firm Witherspoon 'Kelley. 
16. The award of attorney's fees sought is higher than awards in similar types of 
20 cases due to the frivolousness oft.lie court filings and lawsuit brought by Thornton and bis 
27 attorney and the action of Pro-se codefendant Mary Pandrea (Pandrea). 
28 I J 7. That other than the Court filing fees and service fees, all costs sought 
AFFIDAVIT/MEMORANDUM OF JOEL P. HAZEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR A WARD OF MOTION FOR 
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t hereunder are discretionary costs that were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably 
2 incurred and should in the interest of justice be assessed against Thornton. Your affiant 
3 believes it was reasonable and necessary to use a modest amount of computer-assisted legal 
4 research in the preparation of the case. 
18. That the following is a true and accurate account of the fees and costs 












SUMMARY OF FEES 
Attorn /Provider Name TotalHoun 
Joel P. Hazel S1.4 
JasonM. Ora 164.6 
W estlaw research 










19. That your affiant states that to the best of his knowledge, all items set forth in 
18 this Memorandum are correct, and all items claimed are in compliance with I.R.C.P. Rule 54. 
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CERTIFICATE QF SERVICE 
2 I certify that on this the 12th day of May, 2014, I caused a true and coITect copy of the 
3 within AFFIDAV!l!MEMORANDUM OF JOEL P. HAZEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
AWARD OF lefOTTON FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS to be forwarded, with all 























4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4672 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
[X] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
[X] U.S. Mail, Posta3e Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile: 
Annette Moormann 
Af'FlDAVITtMEMORANDUM OP JOEL P. HAZEL IN SUPp0RT OF MOTION FOR AW.A.RD OF MOTION FOR 
A TIORNEY'S FEl:::S AND COSTS • 5 
, ir,~ \lffi0\0001\e009S67M~ 
Fax sent by 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 05-12-14 10 :39 Pg : 6 / 11 
,, 
Exhibit A 
: • ,''* 
Fax s ent b~ : 2086678470 WI THERSPOON KELLEY 05-12- 14 10 :39 Pg : 7/11 
Time Report 
Clark, Karl A. I Thornton v. Clark Litigation ( 14530-1) 
11/11/2013 Joel P. Hazel 3.50 927.SO 
Review documents provided In Bonner County lawsuit; 
research Idaho cases re easement in Gross v. 
Appurtenant Easement 
11/12/2013 Joel P. Hazel 1.00 265.00 Draft notiee of appearance; review complaint 
11/13/2013 Joel P. Hazel 0.50 132.50 Telephone conference with Atty. Thornton re notice of appearance; finalize pleading. 
11/14/2013 Jason M. Gray 3.80 627.00 Pertom, legal research re potential counterclaims; prepare draft of Answer. 
Telephone conference with Alfy. Val Thornton re two 
11/14/2013 Joel P. Hazel 1.20 318.00 weeks to flle answer; instruction to A~. Gray and 
review documents. 
11/18/2013 Jason M. Gray 3.80 827.00 Review and analyze claims alleged by Plaintiff; perform legal research re afflm,atlve defenNS. 
11/20/2013 Jason M. Gray 3.90 643.50 
Perform legal research re requirements for easement 
by implication; prepare draft of Answer/Counterclaim. 
11/21/2013 Jason M. Gray 2.00 330.00 Perform legal reseeren re requirements for easement by prescription; prepare draft of Answer/Counterclaims. 
11/22/2013 Joel P. Hazel 0.50 132.50 Review correspondence and document 
Perform legal researeh re potential afflm,atlve defenses 
11/22/2013 Jasen M. Gray 4.80 792.00 and counterc:laims: prepare draft of 
Answer/Counteretalm. 
11/30/2013 Jason M. Gray 32.67 Westlaw Research 
12/02/2013 Joel P. Hazel 0.40 106.00 Review discovery responses. 
Prepare draft of answer to complaint; review and 
12/04/2013 Jason M. Gray 2.30 379.50 analyze Pandrea's motion to dismin complaint to quiet 
titJe and for damages. 
12/05/2013 Joel P. Hazel 0.20 53.00 Review title company corre&pondence. 
12/05/2013 Jason M. Gray o.ao 132.00 Attend hearing on motion to compel. 
12/06/2013 Joel F'. Hazel 0.30 79.SO 
Office conference with Atty. Gray re outcome of 
hearing. 
Attend hearing on Thornton's motion to intervene; 
12/06/2013 Jason M. Gray 2.80 429.00 telephonic meeting with Sandpoint Title re litigation 
guarantee and eanment Issues. 
12/10/2013 Jason M. Gray 2.90 478.50 
Prepare draft of discovery responses: prepare draft of 
discovery requests to Thornton. 
12/11/2013 Joel P. Hazel 0.70 185.50 Revtew flllngs by Pandrea. 
Review documents provided by client pertaining to 
12111/2013 Jason M. Gray 3.40 581 .00 
discovery requests; review and analyze Memorandum 
!n Support of Pandrea's Motion to Dismiss; office 
conference with Afr./. Hazel re discovery responses. 
12/12/2013 Jason M. Gray 3.80 627.00 
Prepare draft of discovery respon$es; pertom, legal 
research re presumption of easement appurtenant 
Pagel 
Time Report 
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12/13/2013 Jason M. 3ray .vf ""'"' ! ,tt:.IJ 1S8l00 Review and analvze lltlgation 12uarantee from Sandpoint Title. · - -
12/16/2013 Jason M. Gray 0.30 49.50 Draft emall to client re motion for summary judgment 
Office conference with A'ey. Hazel re strategy for 
12/17/2013 Jason M. Gray o.so 82.50 summary judgment motion; review emall correspondence from client re negotiations with 
opposing counsel. 
12/18/2013 Jason M. Gray 3.10 611.50 Prepare draft of memorandum in support of motion tor summary Judgment 
141\Jl"J'.H"tt'\4 ~ Jason M. Gray ~ ..... "1'!14 IV\ Prapara draft of summar7 judgment motion. l,&JtC..:J/tC.V l,wl l , "1'1,,1 If,.;, 1,1,11,1 
Review and analyze Pandrea's reply to Plaintiff's 
12/30/2013 Jason M. Gray 1.00 165.00 objection In opposition to summary judgment office con!'-rence With Atfy. Hazel re summary Judgment 
motion. 
01/02/2014 Joel P. Hazel 1.50 397.50 Review pleadings and motions. 
Perform legal research re plaintiff's failure to flle answer 
01/02/2014 Jason M. Gray 3.30 S44.50 to counterclaims; review and analyze plaintlff's objection and memorandum In opposition to Pandrea's 
motion for summary judgment. 
01/03/2014 Joel P. Hazel 2.00 530.00 Review tltle reports and pleadings. 
01/06/2014 Joe! P. Hazel 3.00 795.00 
Prepare for and attend Pandrea1a motion to dismiss 
hearing. 
01/10/2014 Joel P. Hazel 3.00 795.00 
Prepare fer and attend Pandrea's motion to dismiss 
hearing. 
01 /10/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.90 478.50 Perform legal research re moving for summary judgment on counterclalms. 
01/13/2014 Jason M. Gray 3.30 544.50 Prepare draft of brief in support o1 summary judgment motion. 
Review and analyze decision on Pandrea's motion to 
01/14/2014 Jason M. Gray 1.90 313.50 
dismiss; review email from client re entry of judgment In 
partition action; draft emails to ollent re Judge Mitchell's 
dteision and order. 
01/15/2014 Joel P. Hazel 2.60 662.50 
Review Jud;e Mitchell's decision; Instruction to Atrf. 
Gray; telephone conference with client. 
01/15/2014 Jason M. Gray 0.80 132.00 Prepare draft of brief in support of summary judgment 
Rev~w and revise affidavit of Tem Boyd-Davis; review 
01/17/2014 Jason M. Gray 3.30 544.50 
email from client re Thornton's request tor documents: 
draft email to client re status of summary judgment · 
motion. 
01/22/2014 Joel P. Hazel 0.50 132.50 
Correspondence re summary judgment and default on 
counter claim. 
Review email and documents from Nfy. Thornton re 
stipulation to amend scheduling order; prepare draft of 
01/22/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.70 445.50 brief In support of summary judgment; office conference 
with Atty. Hazel re documents necessary for summary 
judgment motion. 
01/23/2014 Joel P. Hazel 2.00 530.00 
Instructions on summary judgment and review 
memorandum. 
01/23/2014 Jason ~~ . Gray .., ?t\ 3e3.00 
Perform legal research re legal standards for classifying ........ easements. 
Pase2 
Time Report 
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01/24/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.80 462.00 
Prepare draft of affidavit of Joel Hazel !n !t.Jpport of 
summary Judgment; revise draft of affidavit of Terri 
Boyd-Davis. 
01/27/2014 Joel P. Hazel 2.00 530.00 Review filings by Atfy. Thornton; telephone conference with Client: lnstnJctlon to Atty. Gray. 
01/27/2014 Jason M. Gray 0.10 16.50 Draft email to cllent re status of partition action. 
Prepare section of summary judgment brief on Clark's 
counterclalms; prepare draft of 3-day notice of Intent to 
Oi/28/2014 Jason M. Gray 5.60 924.00 take default; prepare draft of expert witness disclosure; draft emall to client re expert witness dllclolure; 
perlonn legal research re mootness of Thornton's well~ 
piece clalm after partition action was ftnallzed. 
01/28/2014 Joel P. Hazel 3.20 a.48.00 Review and revise summary judgment memo, motion and affidavits. 
Prepare draft of brief In support of summary Judgment 
01/29/2014 Jason M. Gray 3.SO 594.00 motion; finalize drafts o1 affidavits of Joel Hazel and 
Terri Boyd-Davis. 
01/29/2014 Joel ~- Hazel 2.20 583.00 Finalize summary judgment pleadings for filing. 
01/30/2014 Jason M. Gray 0.40 68.00 Prepare draft of 3-day notice of Intent to take default. 
01/30/2014 Joel P. Hazel 0.40 106.00 Review and revise 3-day notice of default on counterclaims. 
01/31/2014 Joel P. Hazel 0.70 185.50 
Review Atty. Thomton's answers to eountercialms and 
affirmative defenses. 
02/27/2014 Joel P. Hazel 0.60 165.00 Review our summary judgment memo In anticipation of response. 
02/28/2014 Jason M. Gray 5.80 988.00 
Review and analyze documents submitted In support of 
Plaintiffs opposition to summary Judgment 
02/28/2014 Joel P. Hazel 1.90 622.50 
Initial review of summary judgment responses; direction 
Atty. Gray. 
03/03/2014 Jason M. Gray 0.80 138.00 
Office conference with Atfy. Hazel re summary 
Judgment rMponse. 
03/03/2014 Joel P. Hazel 0.80 220.00 
Office conference With Atty. Gray re summary judgment 
ruponse. 
03/03/2014 Jason M. Gray 3.20 544.00 
Perform legal rasearch re motion for summary 
Judgment granting restitution of premises. 
03/04/2014 Joel P. Hazel 1.50 412.50 
Review summary Judgment response memorandum 
.outline Issues fer reply. 
Perform legal research re motJon to strike non-adverse 
03/04/2014 Jason M. Gray S.30 901 .00 
party Pandrea's memorandum In opposition to Clark's 
motlon for summary judgment prepara draft o1 reply In 
support of motion for summary Judgment 
03/05/2014 Joel F. Hazel 1.90 522.50 Review Pandrea's memorandum and affidavit. 
03/05/2014 Jason M. Gray 3.80 646.00 Prepare draft of motion to strike. 
03/06/2014 Joe! P. Heze! 0.80 220.00 Review motion to strike and revise. 
Perform legal research re Thornton's elalm that 
easement Is only appurtenant to tax let 40; perform 
03/06/2014 Jason M. Gray 5,10 867.00 legal reeearch re motion to strike Pandraa's affidavits; 
prepare draft of motion to strike and motion to shorten 
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03/07/2014 Joel P. Hazel 3.00 825.00 
03/07/2014 Jason M. Gray 5.40 918.00 
03/10/2014 Jason M. Gray 0.50 85.00 
03/12/2014 Jason M. Gray 0.90 153.00 
03/13/2014 Joel P. Hazel 2.00 560.00 
03/13/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.10 357.00 
03/14/2014 Joel P. Hazel 3.20 880.00 
03/14/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.10 3S7.00 
03/14/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.10 367.00 
03/19/2014 Jason M. Gray 1.90 323.00 
03/21/2014 Jason M. Gray 0.20 34.00 
03/26/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.70 469.00 
03/26/2014 Jason M. Gray 1.20 204.00 
03/28/2014 Jason M. Gray 3.40 ~78.00 
04/08/2014 Jason M. Gray 5.40 918.00 
04/09/2014 Joel P. Hazel 1.10 302.50 
04/09/2014 Jason M. Gray 5.80 986.00 
04/10/2014 Joel P. Hazel 1.30 357.50 
04/10/2014 Jason M. Gray 5.90 1,003.00 
04/11/2014 Jason M. Gray 3.10 527.00 
Time Report 
response. 
Review and revise reply memorandum. 
Oraft correspondence to client re location of well piece; 
reView correspondence from client re summary 
judgment hearing; prepare draft of reply memorandum 
in support of summary Judgment motion. 
Review easement documents provided by client. 
Review plaintiff's motion tor sanctions. 
Prepare for summary judgment argument. 
Review c:otTNpondence from client re plaintiff's motion 
for sanctions; prepare outline of summary Judgment 
argument 
Prepare for and attend summary judgment oral 
argument; telephone conference with client; Instruction 
to Atty. Gray. 
Review correspondence from client re plaintiff's motion 
for sanctions; prepare outline of summary Judgment 
argument 
Flnal preparation for summary Judgment argument; 
attend summary judgment hearing. 
Prepare draft of order on motiOn to strike. 
Review COfTHpondenee from client re gate iaaue, 
Prepare draft of response to plaintiffs Heond set of 
discovery requests. 
Prepare draft of responses to plalntlff s sec:ond set of 
dlSeovery requests. 
Review correspondence and documents from client re 
attorney's fees; prepare draft of response to plaintlfrs 
second set of dlsecvery requests; research legal 
standards for motion to disqualify attorney. 
Review and analyze Atfy. Thornton's motion for 
protective order and sanctions; perform legal research 
re recovery of damages for easement Interference. 
Review Judge Mltchell's decision; telephone 
conference with client; telephone conference with olient 
re case. 
Review memorandum decision iuued by District Court; 
perform legal research re effect of motion to dismiss 
claim for damages on status aa prevaillng party, 
Further review Judge Mitchell's decision; instruction to 
Atfy. Gray. 
Craft email to client re motion for sanctions flied by Atfy. 
Thornton; perform legal research re Claim for damages 
based on wrongful Interference with easement rights; 
begin preparation of request for attcmey fees and 
costs. 
Review Alfy. Thomton1s letter to Bonner County clerk re 
scheduling hearing date; perform legal ruearch re 
motion to disqualify attorney based on conflict of 
Page4 
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04/14/2014 Joel P. Hazel 1.50 
04/1 4/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.60 
04/1 7/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.80 
04/18/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.10 
04/23/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.00 
04/24/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.30 
04/25/2014 Jason M. Gray 3.20 
04/29/2014 Jason M. Gray 2.70 
04/30/2014 Jason M. Gray 5.70 
Time Report 










Review correspondence re new trespass: telephone 
conference with Atfy. Thornton re stipulation and 
alleged confrontation with Terri Boyd-Davis and her 
husband; instruction to Alfy. Gray. 
Perform legal research re motion for contempt and 
motion for dlsquallfleatlon of attorney; draft letter to 
client re decision on motion for summary Judgment 
Prepare draft of stlpulatlon for entry of order for 
dlsmlssal; prepare draft of final judgment. 
Prepare draft of motion for attomey1s fees and cottl. 
Prepare draft of motion for attorney's fees and costs. 
Review and analyze Pandrea11 motion to amend, 
motion to reconsider and corresponding documents. 
Review emall from client with attached documents In 
response to motion flied by Pandrea. 
Perform legal research re award of attorney's fees and 
costs based on frlvolous lawsuit. 
Prepare draft of motion for attorney's fees and oosts; 
prepare draft of response to Pandrea'a motion to 
amend/reconsider. 
:r .~-1 ,._, ·'" .. ,. ":I: ,,.! • $ 
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05/13/2014 08:51 208-255-2327 
VAL TIIORNTON 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
4685 Upper Pack 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fux 
ISB #6517 
THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF JDA..qo IN AND FOR r.dE COlJt..rr'{ OF BONI'l"'ER 
JOHN F. THORNTON, ) 
) CaseNo. CV-2013-1334 
Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) PLAINTIFFS 
) AMENDED 
MARYE. PANDREA, et al, ) NOTICE OF HEARING 
) AND MOTION TO 
Defendants. ) SHORTEN TIME 
PAGE 01 03 
TO: Mary Pandr~ Defendant prose. to Kari Clark, her attorney Joel P. Hazel, and to the clerk 
of the above-entitled court: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Plainttlfs motion to reconsider summary JUdgment is 
scheduled to be heard Tuesday~ the 20th day of May, 2014,. at the hour of 4:00 o'dock p.m., 
or as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard before the Honorable John T. Mitchell, at the 
Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 West Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
Plaintiff' hearby moves the court to shorten time for hearing of this motion, because the 
date and time set forth in notice of hearing of t:bis matter was incorrect. 
t... 
DATEDtrus!rdayof ~ ,2014 . 
. r~ 
\;CJ..k \ ~ C:Sx:'.J 
VAL THORNTON, Attorney at Law 
.M1ENDED NOTICE OF :HEARlNG AND MOTION TO SHOR.TEN TIME PAGE I 
05/13/ 4 08:51 208-255-'J':127 THORNTON LAW OFFI~~ 
CERTIFICAIB OF SERVICE 
The undersigned her~ .certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
AA1,.,,,,.,.-.a.r1 as: indicated on the~ day of ~ , to: 
JOELP.HAZEL  
WTI1IER.SPOON KELLEY ;x. mailed, postage prepaid 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste_ 300 _faxed to (208) 667-8470 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83864 _hand-delivered 
4687 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
HON. JOHN T_ MITCHELL 
P_ Q_ Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alen~ ID 83864 
_mailed, postage prepaid 
_faxed to (208) __ _ 
.x-hand-delivered 
.J(_mailed, postage prepaid 
_faxed to (208) 446-1132 
_hand-delivered 
\JaQ~ 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING AND MOTION 10 SHORTEN TIME PAGE2 
PAGE 02/03 
05/13/2014 08:51 208-255-2327 THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
CERimCA'IE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy 
delivered as indicated on the J2t_ day to: 
JOEL P. HAZEL 
\\TIHERSPOON KEllEY 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
4687 Upper Pack River Rd_ 
Sandpoint. ID 83864 
HON. JOHN T. MITCHELL 
P. 0. B~9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
2'_ mailed. postage prepaid 
_faxed to (208) 667-8470 
~hand-delivered 
_mailed, pos'".age prepaid 
_taxed to (208) __ _ 
...JL hand-delivered 
~ed, postage prepaid 
_faxedto(208)446-1132 
hand-delivered 
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2 JOEL P. HAZEL, !SB # 4980 
3 
JASON M. ORA Y, ISB # 8S39 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
6 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
Email: jph@witherspoonkelley.com 
7 Email: jmi@withem>99nkelley.com 
8 Attorneys for Defendant!Countercluimant Kari A.. Clark 
9 
10 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 







MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman 
16 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable TnlSt, 
17 u/a April 9, 2002; and 
18 Defendant, 
19 KAR.I A. CLARK. a single woman 
20 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 





Clark Trust u/a June 21. 2010, I 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
Case No. CV 2013-1334 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT 
CLARK'S RESPONSE TO THORNTON'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND 
OBJECTION TO THE AFFIDAVITS OF 
MARY PANDREA AND JOHN THORNTO 
FILED IN SUPPORT THEREOF 
DEFENOANTrCoONl'.BllCLA.!MAN'f CLARI<'$ RESPONSE TO THORNTON'S MOTION FOR 
RECONS1DBRAT10N AND OBJECTION TO THE AFFIDAVITS OF MARY PANDRBA ANO JOHN 
THORNTON FILED IN SUPPORT THEREOF - l 
k:\~\l~§O\OOOl\c0099104.'* 
Fa~~ sent hy : 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 05-13-14 14:18 Pg: 3/7 ~----
attorneys of record, Hazel and Jason Gray of the firm Witherspoon Kelley and 





In addition, Clark hereby requests an award of attorney's fees and costs as a sanction 
against Thornton and Thornton's attorney, Valerie Thomto~ pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11 on the 
grounds that the Motion for Reconsideration and the documents filed in support thereof are 
frivolous, they are not well grounded in fact or warranted by existing law or a good faith 
8 
argument for the extension, modification. or reversal of existing law~ and these documents were 
9 
10 filed for the improper purpose of harassing Clar~ causing unnecessary delay and needless 





A. Thorn.ton's Motion to Reconsider is without merit. 
In the Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark1s Motion for 
15 Summary Judgment ("Memorandum Decisionn) that was entered on April 9t 2014, this Court 
16 correctly determined that Clark is entitled to judgment as a matter of law on Thom.ton's claims 
17 and on Clark's counterclaims because there are no genuine issues of material fact regarding 
18 




contained in Quitclaim Deed~ Instrument No. 416381. reoords of Bonner County and 
Warranty~ Instrument No. 525386; records of Bonner County, which both provide that 
Thornton's property is subject to a 30 foot easement for right of way and utilities in favor of 
22 
Pandrea and Clark. The subsequent Judgment that was entered against Thornton accurately 
23 I 
24 I reflects the Court's ruling. 
""' II .... I D:EFENDANT/COUNTBR.CLAIMANT CLAR.K'S RESPONSE TO THORNTON'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERA TJON AND OB.JBCTlON TO THE AFFIDAVITS OF MARY PANDREA AND JOHN 
THORNTON FlLED IN SUPPORT THEREOF - 2 
k'.~\24!30\000llo0099la.4.d«, 






I Tom are nc gem:ios isc""s llllilerial fact fot lriai reganijng the oialms and 
coum:ercla.llnS Mtween ·111ornton and Pandrea and the lengths that Thom.ton and his attorney 
have gone to in attempting to distort the facts in an effort to justify their blatant disregard for 
the plain language contained in the deeds of record in this case is alarming. 
In his Motion for Reoor,sideration, Thomton takes issue with ianguage contained. in the 
Judgment that was entered by this Court. However, the Judgment utilizes the exact metes and 
bounds description of the property burdened that is contained in Warranty Deed, Instrument 
8 
9 
No. 525386, which is the very document that conveyed Thornton's property to him. Wmanty 
10 Deed, Instrument No. 525386 refers to the language contained. in Quitclaim Deed, Instrument 
11 No. 416381 for a description of the easement, just as the Judgment does. 
12 It is unclear exactly why Thornton is taking issue with this Court referring to the deeds 
13 of record for a description of the easement. However, to the extent that Thornton is concerned 
14 about the portions of the easement that a.re no! on his property, Clark would simply uote that 
l S the Mcmonmdum DcGision and Judgm.Ci.l.lt w c i;;h.a.r llmi. I.his Court was only d.eter.l:!::11Dg the 
16 claims and counterclaims between Thornton and Clark regarding the easement across 
17 









B. The Aflidavits of Pandrea and Thornton filed in support of Thornton's 
Motion for Reconsideration should be stricken. 
Thornton's efforts to manufacture some type of factual dispute so that he can force 
Clark to endure a lengthy and expensive trial should be rejected by this Court. The 
"illustrative" hand dravv1Mnaps that were submitted through Pandrea and Thornton in their 
Affidavits are completely irrelevant to the issue of whether Clark has an appurtenant casement 
across Thornton's property based on the deed.~ of recnrd that wAM '.r"n~rly r~ord~.d. 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERC~.\NT CLARK'S RESPONSE TO THORNTON'S MOTION' FOR 
RECONSIDERATlON AND OBJ'BCTION TO THE AFFIDAVITS OF MARY PANDR.EA AND JOHN 
THORNTON Fn.BD 1N SUPPORT THBREOF-3 
11.;1,..,._\edlml!ll\14S30\0001\dJOWl04.doc 
Fa:x sent 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 05-13-14 14 :19 Pg: 5/7 
I -I • ". ,. ,. • • • • • • , - ,. j aeptcuons 01 tne parcels oasea on .Ills mterpretation of "tax plat maps, survey 
I maps, and sateUite imagery'' are without foundation and the legal descriptions contained in the 
3 





Thornton regarding the property boundaries should be stricken in their entirety, 
c. Tb.it Court should award Clark attorney's fees and costs aa a sanction 
against Thornton and his attorney pursuant to I.R.C.P.11. 
The district court's decision to impose Rule 11 sanctions is reviewed under the abuse 
8 of discretion standard. Chapple v. Madison County Officials, 132 Idaho 76J 967 P.2d 278 
9 (1998). Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11 (a)( 1 )$ all pleadings~ motions and other papers signed by an 
10 




are not well grounded in fact, warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for 
extension. modification. or reversal of existing law, or are interposed for improper purposes 
(such as to harass, cause undue delay, or needlessly increase the cost oflitiption), imposition 
of sanctions results. I.R.C.P. ll(a.)(1); Slack v. Anderson, 140 Idaho 38~ 39-40, 89 P.3d 878~ 
1S 
16 
879~880 {2004) {citing Durrant v. Christensen 117 Idaho 70, 74, 785 P.2d 634,638 (1990)). 
Despite this Court's clear ruling in its Memorandum Decision adjudicating the claims 






Bonner County Case No. CV=20l 1°835) "is not adjacent to Thornton property and does not 
even touch the dominant parcel." Motion for Reconsideration, p. 17. This incredulous 
argument goes far beyond ignorance P.nd oonstit'.ites gross misconduct designed to ha..,ss 
Clarlc further by filing as many frivolous motions as possible in order to substantially increase 
DBFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT CLARK'S RESPONSE TO THORNTON'S MOTION FOR. 
.RBCONSIDERA TION AND OBJBCTION TO TH£ AFFIDAVITS OF MARY PANDREA AND JOHN 
THORNTON FILED 1N SUPPOR.T THBREOF - 4 
k:lwdoetwd&milll\!45lCM001\QOO'llllll'.~ 






















should not be tolerated by this Coun and Clark should 
Thomton1s vexatious Motion for Reconsideration. 
II. CONCLUSION 
Clark respectfully requests that this Court deny Thornton's Motion for Reconsideration 
and strike the Affidavits of Pandrea and Thornton filed in support thereof. Additionally, Clark 
requests an award of attorney's fees and costs as a sanction against Thornton and bis attorney 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11. 
DATED this 13th day of May, 2014. 
WlmERSPOON KELLEY 
~ 
JASON M. GRAY 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark 
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Annette Moonnann 
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Case No. CV-2013-1334 
PLAINTIFFS 
REPLY BRIEF 
IN SUPPORT OF ms MOTION 
TO RECONSIDER SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
PAGE 01 04 
JOHN F. THORNTON, Plaintiff in the above entitled action. by and through his 
undersigned counsel, hereby replies to Defendant Counterclaimant Clark1s response to his motion 
for reconsideration, and objection to the affidavits of Pandrea and Thornton filed in support 
them( as follows: 
l. The facts are in dispute as to the boundaries. title and ownership of the dominant and 
servient estates involved in this easement dismAA, grecludiog summary judgment. 
The easement in this case was once part of Parcel B. John Thornton•s property, Parcel A, 
was originally a smaller piece that did not include the shoreline. The shoreline is that portion of 
Parcel B lying southeasterly of Tavern Creek. That piece was conveyed from Parcel B to Parcel 
A in the Quitclaim Deed, Instrument No. 416381. 
The Warranty Deed describes Parcel A by describing first that portion of Thornton 
property as it existed prior to the conveyance contained in the Quitclaim Deed, then goes on to 
describe the Shoreline: "A,_~ That portion of a tract of land located in Section 11, Township 59 
REPLY BRIBF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER -Page 1 
4 08: 208-255-?327 THORNTON LAW OFFICE PAGE 02/04 
Rage 2 West the Boise meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, lying southeasterly of the 
corner of said Section 11 ... " and goes on to descn'be Pareel B. The conveyance conveys that 
portion of Parcel B lying southeasterly of Tavern Creek, which is the Shoreline. 
PaF...el C v..-as origi.,ally Kari Chuk's property. She quit-claimed 500/o to her sister, then to 
a trust, and finally back to herself again. In Bonner County Case No. CV-20ll-835 the court 
allocated a portion of Parcel C to Mary Pandrea. Mary Pandrea now owns all of Parcel B and a 
portion of Parcel C. Kari Clark does not own any portion of Parcel B. 
However, Kari Clark claims that the two parcels were one, and further claims that she 
now owns the dominant estate to which the easement appurtains. Plaintiff respectfully disputes 
both these allegations as untrue and incorrect statements of fact. 
There is no explanation fur the discrepancy, Kari Clark does not address the 
contradictions in her earlier statements,, where she has admitted that the two parcels were separate 
and distinct She continues to insist that she owns the dominant estate to which the easement 
purtains, in spite of all property descriptions to the contrary. and without any evidence to support 
her statements. The court should recognize that summary judgment is improper when the facts 
upon which the court relied have been proven to be untrue. 
+... fflustrative Maps are highly relevant and effective means of communicating property 
disputes and demonstratins historic changes in title and boundazy lines_ 
Defendant Kari Clark contends that "the legal descriptions contained in the actual deeds of 
record speak fur themselves". However, if this were true, the court would not have been misled. 
The legal descriptions contained in the judgment M.s. Clark has produced for the court's signature 
do not mirror the legal descriptions contained in the a.,"'tua} deeds of recoid. 
REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER -PageZ 
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The Idaho Supreme Court has begun demanding that maps provided appeals 
to assist the court to understand matter. can 
see the nature of the dispute when the map is correlated to the deed of conveyance, and the 
property can be identified with its description. This is especially true in this case, where the 
easement. It helps the coon to see that the pa.reels were two distinct propenies, and not one 
twenty-acre parcel. And it helps the court to be able to identify the proper descriptions. 
The judgment does not describe an easement; it descnoes the entire Parcel B. 
The correct language describing the easem.~ contained in Instrument 416381, is as follows: 
" ... said road easement being 30.0 feet wide (15.0 feet each side of the centerline) 
the centerline being more fully descn"bed as follows: 
Commencing at the Southeast comer of said Section 11, thence North O degrees 
58'55" East along the East line of said section a distance of IJ25A2 feet; thence 
West a distance of 1978.63 feet; thence North 27 degrees 57'08" West a distance 
of 448.04 feet to the point of beginning; thence South 59 degrees 03'17'' East a 
distance of 637.22 feet; thence South 58 degrees 03'22" East a distance of 300.00 
feet more or less to the Westerly right-of-way of Pa.ck River County Road." 
Instead of using that language, the court bas granted what appears to be an easement in gross to 
Karl Clark and her family forever, as well as an easement appurtenant to a ten-acre parcel that 
does not touch John Thornton's property. The court goes on to say that this easement is over all 
of both John Thornton's and Mary Pandrea's separate properties, without any limits or denotation 
as to the purpose of the easement. It is not clear 'WhetheI- the Clarks, and their heirs and assigns 
forever, are to be permitted to use the Thornton's and Pandrea's properties for any particular 
purpose other than egress and ingress, for exampl~ for parking, fishing and picnics, or if the use 
of the easement comempiates construction of parking garages and hunting cabins in furtherance of 
other possible uses of the said unlimited and undescribed ea...~. 
REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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CONCLUSION 
court should 
material facts are in dispute. The easement in question was never appurtenant to the land now 
owned by Defendant Kari Cl~ and she is not entitled to the right of way on John Thornton's 
property now th..at she does not own the land :from v..11ich the easc,nem w1iS conveyed. The 
property description that she bas provided does not describe an easement, and the language does 
instead create an unlimited easement in gross and appurtenant to property that is not adjacent to 
the servient estate. The court should reconsider its order granting summary judgment, and John 
Thornton should be awarded attorney fees and costs for having to defund against baseless claims 
that are not supported by fact or law. 
£,. 
DATED this~ day of \N\Q.J.O...;, 2014. 
\l\lTl~~ 
Vii Thornton, Attorney for Petitioner 
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Case No. CV-2013-1334 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT 
MARY PANDREA IN SlJPPORT 
OF JOHN lHORNTONS 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
I, MARY P ANDREA, Defendant pro se, hereby swear and allege under oath that I 
am over the age of eighteen, and am competent to testify, as follows: 
1. I have personal knowledge, as a beneficiary the Harry F_ Clark and Edith E. Clark 
Irrevocable Tm.st. of the property conveyances of the Oatk Estates, and of the easement 
agreement on the access road John Thornton refers to as the Upper Road Kari Clark1s 
property has easement access via the Upper Road. 
2. My property is the one re:reued to by John Thornton as Parcel B for the purpose of 
his motion to reconsider. 
3. The metes and bounds descriptioo of Parcel B is the identical gescription contained 
:J{/9"-~_"G' 
in the Rule 54(a) Final Judgment entered by the court on April 24'~ 2014, purporting to 
describe a tract lying southeasterly of Tavern Creek. 
4. When John Thornton purchased his property in 1998, that he refers to as Parcel A, 
my property was the dominant estate that had the reseJVed easement through bis property, 
and it was the only property that did. My property did not have an easement running 
through it to the benefit of any other property. 
5. I have seen the illustrative maps. Plaintifrs Map Exhibits One-A through and 
AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF MARY PANDREAIN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
PAGE 01/02 
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including One-L. the best: of my knowledge and beliet: they appear to be :fair 
accurate depictions 
denom:in:m~ Parcels B and 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
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MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable 
Trust u/a April 9, 2002; and 
KARI A. CLARK. a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable 
Trust u/a April 9, 2002, and as Trustee 


















Case No. CV-2013-1334 
ORDER 
OF DISMlSSAL OF 
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
TO QUIET TITLE AND FOR 
DAMAGES AGAINST 
DEFENDANT MARY PANDREA 
BASED UPON the stipulation of the parties, the court having considered the matter, and. 
good cause appearing. Iohn Thornton's Complaint to Quiet Title and for Damages against 
Defendant Mary Pandrea, is hereby dismissed with prejudice, and each party shall pay his or her 
own attorney fees and costs. 
DATED tlris~y of ~ 61 . 2014, 
ORDERDis:MISSING PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AGAINST MARYPA.NDREA - Page 
2 4 
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_hand-delivered 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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MARY E. PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable ) 
Trust u/a April 9, 2002, and KARI A. ) 
CLARK, a single woman individually and } 
as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark and Mary E.) 
Pandrea Revocable Trust u/a April 9, 2002,) 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark Trust ) 
u/a June 21, 2010, ) 
Defendants. ) _______________ ) 
case No. BON CV 20131334 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF 
THORTON'$ MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT, AND DENYING 
DEFENDANT PANDREA'S 
MOTIONS 
I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND. 
This matter is before the Court on plaintiff John F. Thornton's (Thornton) Motion 
to Reconsider Summary Judgment and on various motions filed by defendant Mary E. 
Pandrea's (Pandrea). 
On August 14, 2013, Thornton filed his "Complaint to Quiet Title and for 
Damages" against Mary E. Pandrea and Kari A. Clark (Clark). Thornnton attached to 
that Complaint a typed property descriptions purporting to describe his property, but 
Thornton attached no copies of any deed, let alone a copy of the recorded deed to his 
property. 






filed a against 
On December 5, 2013, Clark filed "Defendant Clark's Answer, Affirmative 
Defenses, Counterclaim and Demand for Jury Trial. At no time in this litigation did 
Clark file a cross-claim against Pandrea. 
On January 29, 2014, Clark filed a "Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal 
of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's 
Counterclaims". Oral argument on that motion was held on March 14, 2014. At the 
March 14, 2014, hearing, the Court also took up the issue of "Clark's Motion to Strike 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof." The basis of that 
motion was Pandrea is not an adverse party to Clark, and Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment only pertained to Thornton's claims against Clark and Clark's counterclaims 
against Thornton. Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof, pp. 2, 3. At the conclusion of oral 
argument, the Court granted "Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in 
Support of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and the 
Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof', because Pandrea is not an adverse party to Clark, 
and also granted Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
At the March 14, 2014, hearing on Clark's motion for summary judgment, this 
Court granted summary judgment on aii of Ciark·s counterciairns against 
dismissing all of Thornton's claims against Clark. On April 9, 2014, this Court entered 
its "Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER Page 
as Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for 
on Counter-Claims Against 
decision and order, this held: 
For the above stated reasons, this Court grants summary judgment 
in favor of Clark as against Thornton's claims, and grants partial summary 
judgment in favor of Clark as against Thornton on all of Clark's 
counterclaims, except for the issue of damages to Ciark by Thornton, if 
any, which will be tried to a jury. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter-Claims Against Thornton, p. 22. On 
April 30, 2014, this Court entered its Judgment consistent with that written decision. 
This matter is now before the Court because on May 6, 2014, Thornton timely 
filed "Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider Summary Judgment and Notice of Hearing", a 
"Memorandum of Law in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider Summary 
Judgment", an "Affidavit of John Thornton in Support of Motion to Reconsider" attached 
to which are twelve "illustrative maps" he feels "create a fair and accurate depiction of 
the properties and easements involved in this case." Affidavit of John Thornton in 
Support of Motion to Reconsider, p. 1. Thornton also submitted an "Affidavit of Mary 
Pandrea in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider", in which Pandrea stated 
Thornton's "illustrative maps" "appear to be fair and accurate depictions of the history of 
the property boundaries and ownership of the three parcels owned by the parties." 
Affidavit of Mary Pandrea in Support of Motion to Reconsider, p. 1. On May 6, 2014, 
Val Thornton, the attorney for John Thornton, filed an "Affidavit of Val Thornton in 
Support of Plalntrff s Motion to Reconsider Summary judgment" on May 14, 2014, 
Thornton filed "Affidavit of Correction Affidavit of Val Thornton in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion to Reconsider Summary Judgment"). On May 13, 2014, Clark filed 





Support May 1 4, days noTnro 
untimely filed "Plaintiff's Reply Brief in Support of His Motion to Reconsider Summary 
Judgment." Also on May 16, 2014, Pandrea filed another affidavit in support of 
Thornton's Motion to Reconsider Summary Judgment. Oral argument on these motions 
by Thornton was held on May 20, 2014. At oral argument, counsel for Clark objected to 
the untimely filing of Thornton's "reply brief', but did not demonstrate any prejudice. 
The Court finds that because Thornton's arguments are specious, there is no prejudice 
to Clark due to Thornton's untimely filing of Thornton's reply brief. 
This matter is also now before the Court on Pandrea's motions. On April 23, 
2014, Pandrea, prose filed "Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Fact 
and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motions to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's 
Motion to Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summary Judgment 
in Favor of Clark", a "Memorandum in Support of Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings 
of Fact and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motions to Reconsider the Order Granting 
Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summary 
Judgment in Favor of Clark", and "Supplemental (Page 12) to the Memorandum in 
Support of Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Fact and to Alter or Amend 
Judgment; Motions to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying 
Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summary Judgment in Favor of Clark." On 
May 8, 2014, Pandrea prose filed "Pandrea's Motion to Void Judgment", an "Affidavit of 
Mary E. Pandrea in Support of Her Motion to Void the Clark Judgment" and "Pandrea's 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Void Judgment." On May 12, 2014, Clark filed 
"DefendantiCounterclaimant Clark's Objection to Pandrea's Motion to Amend and 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
May 4, Pandrea signed a "Stipulation for Order 
Plaintiff's Complaint Quiet Title and Damages Against 
Pandrea." May 2014, Val Thornton signed that on behalf 
Thornton. On May 14, 2014, that stipulation was filed with the Court. That stipulation, 
in its entirety, reads: "JOHN THORNTON AND MARY PANDREA hereby stipulate to 
move the court to enter an order dismissing John Thornton's Complaint to Quiet Title 
and for Damages against Defendant Mary Pandrea, with prejudice, and that each party 
shall pay his or her own attorney fees and costs." Oral argument on Pandrea's motions 
was held on May 22, 2014. At that hearing, the Court found Pandrea had no standing 
to bring her claim for reconsideration of this Court's decision as to the relationship 
between plaintiff Thornton and defendant Clark. The reasons for that decision are 
discussed below. 
On May 12, 2014, Clark filed "Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Motion for 
Award of Attorney's fees and Costs", a "Brief in Support of Defendant/Counterclaimant 
Clark's Motion for Award of Attorney's fees and Costs", and an "Affidavit/Memorandum 
of Joel Hazel in Support of Motion for Award of Attorney's fees and Costs.'' On May 27, 
2014, Thornton Timely filed "Plaintiff's Objection and Motion to Disallow Defendant Kari 
Clark's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs." 
As set forth in the April 9, 2014, Memorandum Decision and Order, the factual 
background of this case is a follows: 
On August 14, 2013, this action was commenced by Thornton 
against his neighbors Pandrea and Clark to quiet title to his real property. 
Thornton and Pandrea own adjacent parcels of real property in Sandpoint, 
Bonner County, Idaho, near Tavern Creek. Compiaint to Quiet Title and 
for Damages (Complaint) pp. 3-5, 'llii 2. 7-2.22. Thornton and Pandrea 
share a common boundary border. Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea in 
Support of Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Dismiss Complaint for Quiet 
Title and for Damages (First Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea), p. 2, 1J 3. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER Page 
owning his land, Thornton rented the property from 
wifE=: the time. Marv Pandrea. 
-- - , ,I 
112.2. This property Thornton now owns is a two-acre 
parcel Affidavit Joel P. Hazel in Support Defendant 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Affidavit of Joel Hazel), p. 211 
Wiltse and Pandrea had obtained the two-acre parcel of land from Clark 
and Pandrea, by Bonner County Quitclaim Deed, Instrument No. 416381, 
on November 10, 1992. Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel in Support of Defendant 
Clark's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel), 
Exhibit A That Quitclaim Deed conveyed the property to Vviitse and 
Pandrea "[s]ubject to and reserving a 30.0 foot easement for a road right 
of way and utilities .... " Id. Wiltse and Pandrea divorced in 1996. First 
Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea, p. 2, 116. 
On May 4, 1998, after he was divorced from Pandrea, Wiltse 
conveyed the two-acre parcel of land to Thornton by Warranty Deed, 
Bonner County Instrument No. 525386 (Thornton Property). Affidavit of 
Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit B. The Warranty Deed has a provision for an 
easement as follows: 
EASEMENT AND CONDITIONS THEREOF RESERVED BY 
INSTRUMENT: 
IN FAVOR OF: MARYE. PANDREA WILTSE, A MARRIED 
WOMAN DEALING IN HER SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY; 
AND KARI A CLARK, A SINGLE WOMAN 
FOR: A 30.0 FOOT EASEMENT FOR A ROAD 
RIGHT OF WAY AND UTILITIES 
RECORDED: DECEMBER 1, 1992 
INSURYMENT NO.: 416381 
Id. Clark maintains that since the 1940s the road referred to in Warranty 
Deed, Instrument No. 525386, which goes through the Thornton Property, 
is the only road her family has used to access approximately twenty acres 
of land that was jointly owned by Pandrea and Clark. Memorandum in 
Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal 
of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, p. 3; Affidavit of Terry Boyd-Davis in Support of 
Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of 
Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of 
Clark's Counter Claims (Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis), p. 2114. Pandrea 
disputes that Clark and Pandrea jointly owned the twenty-acre parcel of 
land. Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Response to 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 9. However, on May 11, 
2011, Pandrea sued Clark to partition the twenty-acre parcel of land in 
Bonner County case number CV-2011-835. Defendant Clark's Answer 
Affirmative Defenses and Counterclaim, p. 5 ii 6; Affidavit of Joei P. 
Hazel, Exhibit C. On August 16, 2012, District Judge John P. Luster 
issued a decision in that case, partitioning the parcel in kind, with Clark 
receiving 10.423 acres and Pandrea receiving 12. 739 acres. Id. [On 
January 24, 2014, Judge Luster issued a Revised Judgment and Decree 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ANO ORDER Page 
Partition, which awarded Clark 10.423 acres of real property "subject to 
an appurtenant the land for ingress through and over the 
parcel awarded to Plaintiff Mary E. Pandrea as the servient parcel and 
estate .... " Affidavit P. Hazel, Exhibit 
According to Clark, 2013, Thornton erected a locked gate across 
the easement, interfering with Clark's easement rights. Memorandum in 
Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal 
of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, p. 2; Affidavit of Terry Boyd-Davis, pp. 2-3 fflT 5-6. 




IS PROHIBITED FROM ENTERING UPON THIS PROPERTY FOR ANY 
REASON UNDER PENALTY OF CRIMINAL TRESPASS. I.C. § 18-7001. 
JOHN F. THORNTON 
4685 UPPER PACK RIVER ROAD 
SANDPOINT IDAHO 83864 
OWNER 
Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis, Exhibit G. Thornton claims that "[s]ince 
1993, when I began renting Thornton property, the easement was used 
solely by Mary Pandrea and her invitees. Mary Pandrea gated and locked 
the easement at times, and decided who was to have a key to the gate." 
Affidavit of John Thornton Opposing Summary Judgment (Second 
Affidavit of John Thornton), p. 1 112. 
On August 14, 2013, Thornton brought this present action to quiet 
title to a parcel of land, approximately one tenth of an acre in size, which 
contains a well, against Pandrea and Clark. Complaint to Quiet Title and 
for Damages, pp. 3-5, 11112.7-2.22. Thornton contends that in 2012 he 
had the Thornton Property surveyed, and apparently that survey is how 
and when Thornton discovered the physical property description on his 
Deed did not include about one-tenth acre (Well Piece). Id. at 3, 112.6. 
Thornton attaches as Exhibit 2 to his Complaint to Quiet Title and for 
Damages, a property description. Id., Exhibit 2. However, that property 
description is simply printed on a piece of paper and attached to his 
Complaint; it is not a certified copy of any recorded document. Id. When 
this Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order Granting in Part 
and Denying in Part Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Dismiss (Motion for 
Summary Judgment) on February 14, 2014, the Court had not at that time 
been provided a copy of Thornton's deed. Two weeks after that decision 
was issued, when Clark filed the instant motion for summary judgment, 
was the first time the Court was provided a copy of Thornton's deed. 
Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit B. It is now apparent that at all times 
Thornton was deeded this parcel, the metes and bounds description of 
which did not include the "Well Piece". However, Thornton claims he only 
discovered that fact in 2012 through a survey he had performed on his 
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property. Clark maintains that following the Revised Judgment and 
issued by Judge Luster on January 24. 2014. 
Bonner County case number CV 2011 835, the twenty- acre parcel of land 
was so Clark no longer has an ownership interest 
Piece. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, p. 2. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter-claims Against Thornton, pp. 4-7. The 
Judgment was entered on April 30, 2014. In that decision and in that Judgment, the 
Court granted Clark partial summary judgment in favor of Clark as against Thornton on 
all of Clark's counterclaims, except for the issue of damages which were to be tried to a 
jury, the trial scheduled to begin June 23, 2014. On April 18, 2014, Val Thornton, 
attorney for John Thornton, signed, as did the attorney for Clark, a "Stipulation for Order 
of Dismissal of Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Damage Claim for Interference with 
Easement" In this stipulation Clark reserved her right to seek attorney fees against 
Thornton, but Clark gave up her right to seek damages for Thornton's interference with 
Clark's easement rights. Thus, nothing remains for trial. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW. 
"A motion to amend findings of fact, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
52, is addressed to the discretion of the trial court." McGregor v. Phillips, 96 Idaho 779, 
781, 537 P.2d 59, 61 (1975). A trial court's decision to deny the motion "will not be 
disturbed on appeal where the court's findings are supported by competent and 
substantial evidence." Johnson v. Edwards, 113 Idaho 660,662, 747 P.2d 69, 71 
(1987) (citing LRC.P. 52(a)). 
A trial court's decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration is reviewed 
for an abuse of discretion. Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 592, 21 P.3d 908, 914 
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A motion for reconsideration 
at any time 
entry of the 
of the 
judgment I 
an interlocutory order the trial court may be 
judgment, 
11 (a)(2)(B). A party a 
reconsideration is permitted to present new evidence, but is not required to do so. 
Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 147 P.3d 100 (Ct App. 2006). A district court 
must consider new evidence or authority bearing on the correctness of a summary 
judgment order if the motion to reconsider is timely filed under Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 11 (a)(2)(8). Kepler-Fleenor v. Fremont County, 152 Idaho 207, 210-11, 268 
P.3d 1159, 1162-63 (2012). 
When deciding a motion for reconsideration, the district court must apply the 
same standard of review that it applied when deciding the original order being 
reconsidered. Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266,276,281 P.3d 103, 113 (2012). 
Since the motion sought to be reconsidered in the present case is Clark's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment, the standard of review under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
56(c) applies. In considering a motion for summary judgment, the Court is mindful that 
summary judgment may properly be granted only where there are no genuine issues of 
material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. LRC.P. 
56(c). In determining whether any issue of material fact exists, this court must construe 
all facts and inferences contained in the pleadings, depositions, and admissions, 
together with the affidavits, if any, in the light most favorable to the non-moving party. 
LRC.P. 56(c); Sewell v. Neilson, Monroe Inc., 109 Idaho 192, 194, 706 P.2d 81, 83 (Ct 
App. 1985). A mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not 
sufficient to create a genuine issue for purposes of summary judgment. Samuei v. 
Hepworth, Nungester& Lezamiz, Inc., 134, Idaho 84, 87,996 P.2d 303,306 (2002). 
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be if reasonable persons reach 
128 Idaho 714, 8 583, 996). 
Ill. ANALYSIS OF THORNTON'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT. 
Thornton objects to the Court's reliance on the Affidavit of Joei P. Hazei in 
Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's 
Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's Counterclaims because 
he claims "Joel P. Hazel has no personal knowledge of the property boundaries subject 
of the quitclaim deeds to which he testifies in his affidavit and his statements are 
untrue." Memorandum of Law in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider, p. 11. 
This is but one more illustration of the ill-thought out positions Thornton has taken 
throughout the litigation he has wrought upon Clark. What Thornton ignores is that the 
Court cited to the attachments to the Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, not the statements of 
Hazel within the affidavit. The attachments to the Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel were 
certified documents and were properly before the Court for its consideration. 
Thornton further objects to the Court's reliance on Defendant Clark's Answer, 
Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaim and Demand for Jury Trial, and the Affidavit of Joel 
P. Hazel in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of 
Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's 
Counterclaims, "for the proposition that the two parcels comprise one big twenty-acre 
parcel of land." Id. Thornton's argument completely ignores the fact that District Judge 
John P. Luster, in Bonner County Case No. CV 2011 835, found that Clark and 
Pandrea owned twenty acres of land as tenants in common. Affidavit of Mary Pandrea, 
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1 is is 
the contrary is 
argues, "The further considered Hazel's allegations 
concerning the property boundaries, and what easements were described in the 
documents, which he could not possibly know. The court did not consider John 
Thornton's affidavit, showing disputed facts." Id., p. 12. Again, the Court cited to the 
documents attached to the Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, not the statements contained 
within the affidavit, when making its ruling. 
Thornton claims that since he attested that "Kari Clark had excellent access to 
her property via the Upper Road", the Court thus has sufficient facts to deny summary 
judgment Id., p. 11. Thornton steadfastly refuses to recognize Clark has a written 
express easement of record across his land. As such, whether or not Clark has access 
via another means is entirely irrelevant to the inquiry before the Court. In an "easement 
by necessity", the quality of another route by which to access property is relevant, as 
the person seeking the easement must prove "reasonable necessity", which can be 
disproved by an alternative access, the quality of which is relevant. MacCaskill v. 
Ebbert, 112 Idaho 1115, 1121, 739 P.2d 414,419 (Ct.App. 1987). But in this case, 
Clark has a written express easement of record. Thornton's irrelevant discussion of 
implied easement theory will not change that fact. 
Finally, Thornton maintains "where Kari Clark seeks to use the easement 
conveyed from Parcel B, in order to serve Paree! C, it is impermissible as a matter of 
law. If the easement attaches to land, it attaches to Parcel B, the land from which the 
portion of land containing the easement was conveyed, and to no other." Memorandum 
of Law in Support of Motion to Reconsider, p. 16. However, as the Court stated in its 
written decision: 
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At oral argument, Thornton's attorney echoed the claim made by 
his affidavit that· "At the time the easement was created. 
acreage adjacent to my property was the 5-acre parcel, formerly 
Mary Pandrea's sole and separate property also known as Tax 40:' 
Affidavit of John Thornton Opposition to Summary Judgment, 1, 11 
At oral argument, Thornton's attorney argued that an easement 
appurtenant had to be adjacent to the property burdened. Thornton's 
attorney stated: "The easement, if any, appertaining to the adjacent 
parcel only appertains to the adjacent parcel." No legal authority 
supporting such circular argument has ever been submitted by Thornton. 
No legal authority for Thornton's argument exists. Clark is named in the 
easement. The easement exists and is recorded, so for Thornton's 
attorney to state on March 14, 2014, that "The easement, if any ... ", 
ignores the uncontroverted evidence. For Thornton's counsel to make the 
claim that an easement appurtenant depends on "adjacency" to the 
burdened land, without any legal support for that claim, is irresponsible. 
Clark's easement does not depend on adjacency of her property to 
Thornton's. Clark's easement depends on the fact that her name is 
on a recorded easement that burdens Thornton's land. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter-claims Against Thornton, pp. 15-16 
(emphasis added). 
In response, Clark maintains the language of Warranty Deed, Bonner County 
Instrument No. 525386, and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner County Instrument No. 416381, 
grant Clark an easement appurtenant to the Thornton Property. 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Response to Thornton's Motion for Reconsideration 
and Objection to the Affidavits of Mary Pandera and John Thornton Filed in Support 
Thereof, p. 2. Clark further requests that this Court strike the Affidavits of Pandrea and 
Thornton in support of the Motion for Reconsideration, as she claims they are irrelevant 
to whether Clark has an easement appurtenant to the Thornton Property, the maps 
hand-drawn by Thornton are without foundation, and the iegai descriptions contacted 
within deeds speak for themselves. Id., pp. 3, 4. The Court will not strike Thornton's 
affidavit While Thornton's affidavit provides no relevant evidence to rebut the express 
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absurd 1c.nrnn 
Drawing twelve maps 
has across Thornton's land, 
is willing travel 
colored pencils an attempt to 
affidavit is relevant to 
easement 
what happened at 
various times in history, does nothing to change the fact that Clark has a written 
express easement across Thornton's land. 
In the underlying motion, Clark sought a determination by the Court that she had 
an easement appurtenant across the Thornton Property according to the language of 
Warranty Deed, Bonner County Instrument No. 525386, and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner 
County Instrument No. 416381. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion 
for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, pp. 5-6. At no time in this litigation, from 
its inception by Thornton to the current time, does Thornton address the actual 
language of these documents. When Thornton filed his Complaint to Quiet Title and for 
Damages, he breathed not a word about Clark's recorded express easement. 
Throughout summary judgment, Thornton refused to discuss that easement, instead he 
chose to make irrelevant arguments to the Court. Now, Thornton supplies the Court 
with additional documents that do nothing to dispute the language of Warranty Deed, 
Bonner County Instrument No. 525386, and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner County Instrument 
No. 41638. The hand-illustrated maps made by John Thornton alleging to depict the 
properties and easements involved in this case are of no relevance. Clark shifted the 
burden to Thornton to show that there is a genuine issue of material fact and Thornton 
has failed to meet his burden via admissible and relevant evidence. 
Thornton's audacity has continued through orai argument. the beginning of 
oral argument on Thornton's Motion to Reconsider, attorney Val Thornton, counsel for 
her husband John Thornton, acknowledged that Clark had a "colorable claim" to an 
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is untenable. Clark has an express written easement which has 
language that easement is unambiguous. easement gives 
an thirty wide easement right to cross land. 
Clark's point of view, the only way her easement rights could be stronger would be if 
she owned fee simple title to that thirty foot wide strip of land. "Color" is defined as "An 
apparent, but legally insufficient, ground of action, admitted in a defendant's pleading to 
exist for the plaintiff; especially, a plaintiff's apparent (and usually false) right or title to 
property ... " Black's Law Dictionary, 7th Ed., p. 259 (1999). "Color of title" is defined as 
"A written instrument or other evidence that appears to give title, but does not do so." 
Id., p. 260. "Color of law" is defined as 'The appearance or semblance, without the 
substance, of a legal right." Id. There is nothing "apparent" about Clark's easement. 
Clark's express, recorded, unambiguous easement she has over Thornton's land is 
"legally sufficient", it has "the substance of a legal right." This Court made all of this 
quite clear in its April 9, 2014, Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant 
Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting 
Defendant Clark's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter-claims 
Against Thornton. Following that decision, for Thornton's attorney to claim at oral 
argument that Clark simply has a "colorable claim" to an easement is beyond cavil. 
Thornton further makes an absurd argument that Clark no longer owns the 
dominant estate. Memorandum of Law in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider, 
pp, 14-15. There is no factual basis to Thornton's argument. Clark and Pandrea 
owned property as tenants in common which was adjacent to Thornton's property. That 
property which Clark and Pandrea owned as tenants in common has now been 
partitioned by Judge Luster. However, in no way have Pandrea or Thornton been 
divested of the dominant estate. There is no legal basis to support Thornton's 
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Hodgins Sales, 1 76 P .3d 969 
142 1 1 
1501daho 246 391 and Holdings, 143 
Idaho 69, 137 P.3d 456 (2006). 
Hodgins contains the very quote which is the undoing of Thornton's argument 
The Idaho Supreme Court in Hodgins wrote: "When an appurtenant easement is 
created, it becomes fixed as an appurtenance to the real property, which is subject to 
the prescriptive use and may be claimed by a successor in interest." 139 Idaho 225, 
230, 76 P.3d 969, 974 (citing Marshall v. Blair, 130 Idaho 675, 680, 946 P.2d 975, 980). 
(italics added). This tells us that as a matter of law, to determine what the dominant 
estate is, the pertinent time to make that determination is when the easement was 
created. The easement appurtenant in the present case was created on December 1, 
1992, when Wiltse expressly and specifically signed it in favor of Pandrea and Clark. At 
that moment "it becomes fixed as an appurtenance to the real property." At that 
moment, Pandrea and Clark owned adjacent property as tenants in common. "The real 
property" in this case is the property held as tenants in common (until earlier this year) 
by Pandrea and Clark. All Judge Luster did on January 14, 2014, in a different lawsuit, 
was to partition that property between Pandrea and Clark, but Pandrea and Clark still 
own the dominant estate. But more importantly, Hodgins tells us January 14, 2014, is 
not the pertinent time period to determine the dominant estate ... December 1, 1992, is 
the pertinent date. And Hodgins tells us that anyone to whom either Pandrea or Clark 
chose to transfer their property in the future, will receive the benefit of the easement 
across Thornton's land. If a subsequent transferee of either Pandrea or Clark would 
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appurtenant easement across then 
same 
misapplies The 
quote is "Thus, where one seeks to use an easement appurtenant to an identified 
dominant estate to serve a parcel other than that dominant estate, it is impermissible as 
a matter of law and the factual inquiry regarding increased use is not conducted." 
Memorandum of Law in Support of Plsaintiffs Motion to Reconsider, p. 16 (citing 
Christensen, 142 Idaho 132, 137, 124 P.3d. 1008, 1013). However, Thornton is 
seriously misguided when, immediately following the above quote, he argues: 
Thus, in this case, where Kari Clark seeks to use the easement conveyed 
from Parcel B, in order to serve as access to Parcel C, it is impermissible 
as a matter of law. If the easement attaches to land, it attaches to Parcel 
B, the land from which the portion of the land containing the easement 
was conveyed, and to no other. 
Id. This phenomenon of Parcel A, B and C, was not before the Court on summary 
judgment, and there is no admissible evidence before the Court at this time on 
reconsideration. In any event, the Court must look at what Pandrea and Clark owned 
on December 1, 1992, not colored pencil drawings with new alphabet designations 
ascribed by John Thornton. There is no doubt what Pandrea and Clark owned on 
December 1, 1992; there is no doubt Wiltse intended that property to be the dominant 
property. By taking quotes from case law out of context, and then applying that to facts 
not in evidence, Thornton simply intends to create confusion in what is a clear issue. 
Likewise Thornton twists the quotation from Coward. Thornton correctly quotes 
"unless the terms of the servitude ... provide otherwise, and appurtenant easement or 
profit may not be used tor the benefit of property other than the dominant estate." Id. 
(citing Coward, 250 [sic 150] Idaho 282, 287, 246 P.3d 391, 396). All this means is 






determined Cowards did 
which is certainly not the situation in the present case. 
the road, the 
an express easement, 
Finally, Tungsten is not on point as the Idaho Supreme Court reversed because 
Tungsten failed to put on any evidence that he had bought the Siemsens' (the grantees 
of the easement) property. 143 Idaho 69, 71, 137 P.3d 456,459. In the present case, 
there is no doubt Thornton is the successor in interest to Wiltse, the grantee of the 
easement. Thornton's predecessor Wiltse specifically stated Clark and Pandrea held 
the easement over what is now Thornton's property. 
Thornton's argument that Clark no longer owns the dominant estate is really just 
a repackaged version of the argument Thornton floated past this Court at summary 
judgment. That argument was that the owner of the appurtenant property had to be an 
adjacent owner. Thornton's argument was that since Judge Luster apportioned the 
property between Pandrea and Clark, Clark's property no longer touched (no longer 
was adjacent to) Thornton's land, Clark's easement was no longer in effect. The 
problem is such argument finds no basis in the law, as this Court previously found: 
At oral argument, Thornton's attorney argued that an easement 
appurtenant had to be adjacent to the property burdened. Thornton's 
attorney stated: "The easement, if any, appertaining to the adjacent 
parcel only appertains to the adjacent parcel." No legal authority 
supporting such circular argument has ever been submitted by Thornton. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter-Claims Against Thornton, p. As such, 
Thornton's Motion to Reconsider Summary Judgment is denied. 
I 
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ANALYSIS OF PANDREA'S MOTION TO AMEND FINDINGS OF FACT. 
"'""''"""''l"f the findings 
Order Granting for 
Judgment, which she believes were made in error. Memorandum in Support of 
Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Facts and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motion 
to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; 
and Granting Partial Summary Judgment in Favor of Clark, pp. 11-22. Specifically, she 
claims the Court erred in making findings of fact when it summarized the following in the 
Procedural History and Factual Background section of the Memorandum Decision and 
Order: 1) Pandrea and Clark jointly owned a twenty-acre parcel of land (the specific 
language used by the Court reads "on May 11, 2011, Pandrea sued Clark to partition 
the twenty-acre parcel of land in Bonner County case number CV-2011-835."); 2) 
"Pandrea and Clark are sisters who still own land bordering Thornton's land"; 3) "Wiltse 
and Pandrea had obtained the two-acre parcel of land from Clark and Pandrea, by 
Bonner County Quitclaim Deed, Instrument No. 416381, on November 10, 1992"; and 
4) "Clark maintains that since the 1940s the road referred to in Warranty Deed, 
Instrument No. 525386, which goes through the Thornton Property, is the only road her 
family has used to access approximately twenty acres of land that was jointly owned by 
Pandrea and Clark." Id. (citing April, 9, 2014, Memorandum Decision and Order 
Granting Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 1, 4, 5). 
The Court did not make findings of fact in its April. 9, 2014. Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment. The Court is not 
the finder of tact m this case. A demand for jury trial was fiied by Ciark on December 9, 
2013. Defendant Clark's Answer, Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaim and Demand for 
Jury Trial, p. 7. The above quoted language is contained in the Procedural History and 




was based on the 




the absence of a genuine issue of material fact through the evidence it submitted to the 
Court in support of its Motion for Partial Summary Judgment That shifted the burden to 
Thornton to provide a sufficient showing to establish the essential elements of his case. 
Thornton failed to do so. The Court construed the admissible facts presented to it, 
drawing all reasonable factual inferences in favor of Thornton, the non-moving party. 
After doing so, it found Thornton failed to meet his burden and establish a genuine 
issue of material fact on the issues. At no time did this Court make findings of facts. 
Because no findings were made, Pandrea's motion to amend findings of fact is denied. 
V. ANALYSIS OF PANDREA'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER. 
Pandrea moves this Court to "reconsider" its April 9, 2014, Order granting Clark's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment " ... whereby Pandrea was denied her inclusion as 
a necessary party and her Memorandum and Affidavits in Support of Thornton's 
Response to Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment was allowed to be stricken." 
Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Facts and to Alter or Amend 
Judgment; Motion to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying 
Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summary Judgment in Favor of Clark, pp. 1-2. 
The Court, in its April 9, 2014, decision, wrote, in its entirety: 
Also. at the March 14. 2014. hearino. the Court took up the issue of . . . - . 
"Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's 
Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and the 
Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof." The basis of that motion was 
Pandrea 1s not an adverse party to Clark, and Ciark's motion for summary 
judgment only pertained to Thornton's claims against Clark and Clark's 
counterclaims against Thornton. Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's 
Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's 
Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and the 
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Affidavits Filed Support Thereof, pp. 3. Pandrea (prose) had no 
objection Clark's motion to shorten time to hear this motion. and 
counsel for Thornton objected, stated her client Thornton was prejudiced, 
but articulated no actual prejudice. Accordingly, this granted 
motion to shorten time. The Court then heard argument from the 
attorneys and Pandrea. At the conclusion of oral argument, the Court 
granted "Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and 
the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof', because Pandrea is not an 
adverse party to Clark (thus, the Court stated it did not need to reach the 
untimeliness of Pandrea's submissions). An order to that effect has not 
been submitted, so the Court will include such at the end of this decision. 
Although the motion to strike was granted, the Court will discuss 
Pandrea's claims and arguments in this memorandum decision, to provide 
context The affidavits submitted by Pandrea have been read by the 
Court, but will not be considered in this motion for summary judgment 
between Clark and Thornton. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter-Claims Against Thornton, pp. 3-4. 
Pandrea now seeks a reconsideration of the Court decision on the Motion to Strike. 
Memorandum in Support of Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Facts and to Alter 
or Amend Judgment; Motion to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's Motion to Strike; 
Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summary Judgment in Favor of 
Clark, p. 22. Specifically, Pandrea claims "Clark was required to include Pandrea as a 
party to her counterclaim against Thornton for quiet title in Thornton's Property and 
quiet title in Pandrea's interest in the same property." Id. Pandrea cites I.RC.P. 3(a) 
for this proposition, but such is inapt. At any point in time, Pandrea could have filed her 
own counterclaim against Thornton, but Pandrea chose not to. 
Moreover, Pandrea claims she is adversely affected by the judgment granting 
Clark an easement across the Thornton Property because for Ciark to reach the Ciark 
Property via the easement she must also cross the Pandrea Property. Id., p. 23. By 
failing to include Pandrea as a necessary party, Pandrea claims she "was not given her 
j :'" 
Ji& 
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was a process that resulted 
undoubtedly a this action as Clark can 
crossing Pandrea's Property, not just the Thornton Property." Id., p. 28 (emphasis in 
original). As such, she claims it was error for the Court to strike her memorandum and 
affidavits. Id. 
Pandrea also challenges the Court's decision granting partial summary judgment 
to Clark. Memorandum in Support of Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Facts 
and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motion to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's 
Motion to Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summary Judgment 
in Favor of Clark, p. 29. She contends "the Court determined that there was a '20-acre 
Parcel' held in co-tenancy between Clark/Pandrea; [yet] there is no substantial 
competent evidence on record to support this fact" Id. She maintains this creates a 
genuine issue of material fact Id. 
In response, Clark contends Pandrea is not an adverse party to Clark's Motion 
for Summary Judgment against Thornton. Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's 
Objection to Pandrea's Motion to Amend and Motion to Reconsider, p. 3. Moreover, 
Clark maintains "Pandrea does not have any standing to challenge the Judgment that 
was entered regarding Clark's legal rights as they pertain to Thornton's property." Id. 
The Court agrees with Clark that Pandrea does not have standing to challenge 
the Judgment. "[T]he doctrine of standing focuses on the party seeking relief and not 
on the issues the party wishes to have adjudicated." Idaho Branch Inc. of Associated 
Gen. Contractors of Am. v. Nampa Hwy. Dist. No. 1, 123 idaho 237, 240, 846 P.2d 239, 
242 (Ct. App. 1993) (citing I.C. §§ 10-1205 -1206). "To satisfy the requirement of 
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litigants 
the 
allege an fact, a fairly traceable causal 
and the challenged conduct, a 
requested will 
155 Idaho 660,315 P.3d 848, 850 (2013) (citing Bagley, 149 Idaho 806,807, 241 P.3d 
979, 980 (2012)). The claimed injury must be against the party whose standing is in 
question. Id. (citing Abolafia v. Reeves, 152 Idaho 898, 902, 277 P.3d 345, 349 
(2012)). 
The lack of standing was made even more clear on May 6, 2014, when Pandrea 
signed the "Stipulation for Order of Dismissal of Plaintiffs Complaint to Quite Title and 
for Damages Against Defendant Mary Pandrea." On May 20, 2014, this Court signed 
the Order of Dismissal of Plaintiffs Complaint to Quiet Title and for Damages Against 
Defendant Mary Pandrea. The filing of Thornton's complaint in this case naming 
Pandrea as defendant was the only pleading which made Pandrea a party. Now, 
Thornton's complaint against Pandrea has been dismissed, at Pandrea's stipulation 
upon Pandrea's signature. At all times, Pandrea has completely lacked standing to 
request this Court to reconsider its opinion or its Judgment. At present, due to her own 
stipulation, she is not even a party. 
While it may be true that Clark can only reach her property by crossing the 
Pandrea property after crossing the Thornton property, the Judgment in this case did 
not grant Clark an easement across the Pandrea property, nor could the Court have 
done so in this litigation But in other litigation, Clark was granted an easement across 
the Pandrea Property on January 24, 2014, when District Judge John P. Luster issued 
a Revised Judgment and Decree of Partition in Bonner County case number CV 2011 
835, awarding Clark 10.423 acres of real property and Pandrea 12.739 acres of real 
property "subject to an easement appurtenant to the land for ingress through and over 
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as " 
case does or 
awarded to Clark Bonner County case number 2011 835. Rather, the Judgment 
in this case grants Clark an easement across the Thornton Property, which leads to the 
easement on the Pandrea Property. The only property rights affected by the Judgment 
in this case are those of Clark and Thornton. Pandrea is attempting to make the 
easement granted to Clark in Bonner County case number CV 2011 835 ineffective, 
and circumvent the Judgment entered by Judge Luster. Pandrea does not have an 
interest in the Thornton Property, as it pertains to the easement. 
Moreover, the evidence before the Court is that Bonner County case number CV 
2011 835 was initiated by Pandrea on May 11, 2011, when Pandrea sued Clark to 
partition land owned by Clark and Pandrea as tenants in common. Defendant Clark's 
Answer Affirmative Defenses and Counterclaim, p. 5 ,r 6; Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, 
Exhibit C; Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea, Exhibit 1. Pandrea now claims that somehow a 
genuine issue of material fact exists about the parcel, such that summary judgment 
should not have been awarded in this case. It is unclear, given the evidence provided 
to this Court, how she could make that claim if she had standing to do so. 
As such, the Court denies Pandrea's motion to reconsider. 
VI. PANDREA'S MOTION TO VOID JUDGMENT. 
A motion for relief from a final iudament. oursuant to I.R.C.P. 60(b), is committed 
,* - , • >< T 
to the sound discretion of the trial court. Clear Springs Trout Co. v. Anthony, 123 Idaho 
141, 143, 845 P.2d 559, 561 (1992); Johnston v. Pascoe, 100 Idaho 414, 599 P.2d 985 
979). "Although courts have broad discretion to grant a motion for relief from 
judgment, that discretion is bounded by the requirement that the party seeking 
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" McLean v. 
1 Idaho 349, 1 is a 
seeking relief from a judgment not only to meet the requirements of LRC.P. 60(b), but 
also to show, plead or present evidence of facts which, if established, would constitute 
a meritorious defense to the action." Maynard v. Nguyen, 152 Idaho 724, 726, 274 P.3d 
589, 591 (2011) (citing Ponderosa Paint Mfg., Inc. v. Yack, 125 Idaho 310, 317, 870 
P.2d 663, 670 (Ct App.1994)). 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b) provides in pertinent part: 
On motion and upon such terms as are just, the court may relieve a party 
or his legal representative from a final judgment, order, or proceeding for 
the following reasons: (1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable 
neglect; (2) newly discovered evidence which by due diligence could not 
have been discovered in time to move for a new trial under Rule 59(b); (3) 
fraud (whether heretofore denominated intrinsic or extrinsic), 
misrepresentation, or other misconduct of an adverse party; (4) the 
judgment is void; (5) the judgment has been satisfied, released, or 
discharged, or a prior judgment upon which it is based has been reversed 
or otherwise vacated, or it is no longer equitable that the judgment should 
have prospective application; or (6) any other reason justifying relief from 
the operation of the judgment. 
I.RC.P. 60(b). "Idaho's Rule 60{b) is similar to that found in the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure. I.RC.P. 60(b), Federal Rules Comparison. Several federal circuits have 
held that a non-party has standing to bring a Rule 60(b) motion so long as the non-party 
was directly affected by the judgment sought to be set aside." Campbell v. Ki/dew, 141 
Idaho 640, 646, 115 P.3d 731, 737 (2005) (citing Eyak Native Viii. v. Exxon Corp., 25 
F.3d 773, 777 (9th Cir.1994); Houck v. Folding Carton Admin., 881 F.2d 494, 505 (7th 
Cir.1989); Kem Mfg. Corp. v. Wilder, 817 F.2d 1517, 1521 (11th Cir.1987); Southerland 
v. Irons, 628 F .2d 978, 980 (6th Cir.1980); Root Refining Co. v. Universal Oil Products 
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was entered favor on 
30, 2014, pursuant to I.RC.P. 60(b), alleging Clark lacks standing to quiet title to an 
easement now solely belonging to the Pandrea Property, as determined by Bonner 
County case number CV 2011 835. Pandrea's Motion to Void Judgment, pp. 1, 2; 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Void Judgment, pp. 6-7. In support of 
this position, Pandrea relies upon Tungsten Holdings, Inc. v. Drake, 143 Idaho 69, 137 
P.3d 456 (2006). In that case, the Idaho Supreme Court found that "close examination 
of the record, exhibits, and trial transcripts reveals no evidence to support the district 
court's finding that the Tungsten property was previously owned by the Siemsens" and 
as such a successor in interest of the grantees of the easement in question. 143 Idaho 
69, 72, 137 P.3d 456,459. Pandrea maintains that there is no evidence that Pandrea 
and Clark jointly twenty acres of land with Clark (Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of 
Motion to Void Judgment, p. 9), despite the fact that she submits as evidence to this 
Court a decision issued by District Judge John P. Luster in Bonner County case number 
CV 2011 835, where a twenty acres of land owned by Clark and Pandrea as tenants in 
common was partitioned, with Clark receiving 10.423 acres and Pandrea receiving 
12. 739 acres. Affidavit of Mary Pandrea, Exhibit 1. Unlike Tungsten Holdings, this is 
evidence that Clark previously owned the entire parcel as tenants in common with 
Pandrea. As such, Clark does have standing to seek quiet title of the easement. 
In turn, Clark requests that this Court strike Pandrea's Motion to Void Judgment 
and the memorandum and affidavit filed in support of the motion because Pandrea 1s 
not an adverse party to Clark and, as such, has no standing to challenge the judgment. 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Objection to Pandera's Motion Void Judgment, p. 
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Idaho Procedure as 
for was untimely. 
The Court finds Pandrea does not standing challenge the 
since she was not directly affected by it As stated above, "the doctrine of standing 
focuses on the party seeking relief and not on the issues the party wishes to have 
adjudicated." Idaho Branch Inc. of Associated Gen. Contractors of Am. v. Nampa Hwy 
Dist. No. 1, 123 Idaho 237, 240, 846 P.2d 239, 242 (Ct App. 1993) (citing LC.§§ 10-
1205 -1206). 'To satisfy the requirement of standing litigants must allege an injury in 
fact, a fairly traceable causal connection between the claimed injury and the challenged 
conduct, and a substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will prevent or 
redress the claimed injury." Doe v. Doe, 155 Idaho 660, 315 P.3d 848, 850 (2013) 
(citing Bagley, 149 Idaho 806, 807, 241 P.3d 979, 980 (2012)). The claimed injury must 
be against the party whose standing is in question. Id. (citing Abolafia v. Reeves, 152 
Idaho 898, 902, 277 P.3d 345, 349 (2012)). 
Pandrea claims that she is damaged by the Judgment in this case because her 
"property value would be diminished by up to 30%", "she [will] not be able to further 
develop her property, and the property would be greatly burdened if it were ever sold." 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Void Judgment, pp. 10, 11. 
The Judgment in this case grants Clark an easement across the Thornton 
Property only, and not the Pandrea Property. While it may be true that once Clark 
crosses the Thornton Property, she must then cross the Pandrea Property to access 
the Clark Property, the Judgment in the present case does not give Clark any right to 
cross the Pandrea Property. However, Clark was granted an easement across the 
Pandrea Property on January 24, 2014, when District Judge John P. Luster issued a 
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case 1 
acres real awarding Pandrea acres 
property an appurtenant for ingress 
over the parcel awarded to Plaintiff Mary E Pandrea as the servient parcel and estate . 
. . . " Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit C. That easement right exists whether or not a 
Judgment was awarded to Clark in this case. The Judgment in this case does not alter 
or change the easement rights awarded to Clark in Bonner County case number CV 
2011 835. The only property rights affected by the Judgment in this case are those of 
Clark and Thornton. Pandrea does not have an interest in the Thornton Property, as it 
pertains to the easement granted to Clark. 
For the above stated reasons, Pandera's Motion to Void the Judgment is denied. 
VII. ANALYSIS OF CLARK'S MOTION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
COSTS. 
On May 12, 2014, Clark filed "Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Motion for 
Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs", a "Brief in Support of Defendant/Counterclaimant 
Clark's Motion for Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs", and an "Affidavit/Memorandum 
of Joel P. Hazel in Support of Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs." This was timely, 
as the Judgment was entered by this Court on April 30, 2014. LRC.P. 54(d)(5). On 
May 16, 2014, Thornton filed "Plaintiff's Reply Brief in Support of His Motion to 
Reconsider Summary Judgment." In that reply, Thornton did not address Clark's claim 
for attorney fees against Thornton. Instead, Thornton obliquely stated: 'The court 
should reconsider its order granting summary judgment, and John Thornton should be 
awarded attorney fees and costs for having to defend against baseless claims that are 
not supported by fact or law." Plaintiff's Reply Brief in Support of His Motion to 
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Judgment, as an 
under 
May 4, timely filed "Plaintiffs Objection 
Disallow Defendant Kari Clark's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs." Under I.R.C.P. 
54(e)(5), attorney fees are to be processed in the same manner as costs, and under 
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(6), objections to attorney fees are to be made in the same manner as an 
objection to costs as provided by I.R.C.P. 54(d)(6). Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
54(d)(6) provides, "Any party may object to the claimed costs of another party set forth 
in a memorandum of costs by filing and serving on adverse parties a motion to disallow 
part or all of such costs within fourteen (14) days of service of the memorandum of 
cost." Because the "day of the act", in this case the day of filing of Clark's motion for 
attorney fees (May 12, 2014) is not to be included in computing the amount of time 
passed for Thornton's "objection", said objection was timely filed. 
Under I.RC.P. 54(d)(7), the Court is required to hold a hearing if there has been 
an objection to costs. 
VIII. CONCLUSION AND ORDER. 
For the reasons stated above, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED Thornton's "Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider Summary 
Judgment and Notice of Hearing" is DENIED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED Pandrea's motion to amend findings of fact is 
DENIED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED Pandrea's motion to reconsider Clark's motion for 
partial summary judgment is DENIED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED Pandrea's motion to void judgment is DENIED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED counsel for Clark must prepare an adequate survey 
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Clark1s easement across land, file such the 
a 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED the jury trial scheduled for June 
VACATED. 
Entered this 200 day of June, 2014. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO~ IN .AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
12 






1 MARY E. P ANDREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
17 Clark and Mary E. Pa.ndrea Revocable Trust. 
18 u/a April 9, 2002; and 
19 Defendant. 
20 KARl A. CLARK, a single woman I 
21 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. I 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
22 u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari I 
A. Clark Trust u/a June 21, 2010, 
~ I 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 1 24 
Case No. CY 2013-1334 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION 
AND MOTION TO DISALLOW 
DEFENDANT KARl CLARK'S MOTION 
FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
2S 
26 
Defendant/Counterolaimant Kari A. Clark ("Clark") hereby submits the following 
27 
response to PlsintitT/Countcrdetendant John F. Thornton's ("Thornton") Objection and Motion 
to DisaHow Defendant Kari Clark's Motion for Attorney Fees a.nd Cost..s, 
28 
I 
I .RESPONSE TO PLAJ.NTIFFS OBJECTlON AND MOTION TO DISALLOW 
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II 
1,1 I. CU.Ill( Is THE l'uVAILING PARTY AGAINST T.U.011.~TON ANI> C,...o.lU( Is ENTITLED 
2 To A TTORNEV'S FEES A.""i.D COST~. 
3 As this Court knows, in order to qetermme if a party is entitled to costs and attorneys 
4 fees under I.RC.P, 54(d)(l) and I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l), the Court must first determine which party is 
5 
the "prevailing party." l.R.C.P, 54(d)(IXB) provides that: 
6 Ii Prevailing Party. In detennining which party to an action is a prevailing party 
and entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final 











Thornton argues that Clark was not the prevailing party in this action because "she 
proved and prevailed on swnmary judgment on only one issue." Thornton's Objection to 
Attorney Fees, p. 2. However, Thornton completely ignores the fact that this one issue was 
dispositive of the entire case that was frivolously brought against Clark. 
This case was initiated by Thornton and Thornton claimed Clark did not have the right 
cross a two acre parcel that Thornton now o..-vns, despite the fact that the W ananty Deed 
conveying the property to Thornton specifically stated that the conveyance was subject to "A 
16 
30.0 FOOT EASMENT FOR A ROAD RIGHT OF WAY A.'ND UTILmES" in favor of 
17 
"MARYE. PANDREA 'WILTSE" and "KARI A. CLARK" as set forth in "lNSTRUME'N'"T 
18 
NO. 416381." Thomton also claimed that he was entitled to sole ownership of what has been 
19 referred to as the ''Well Piece." Clark filed an Answer and counterclaims against Thornton for 
20 
interference with her easement rights, injunctive relief and to quiet title. 
21 Clark moved for summary judgment on Thornton's claims and on Clark's counterclaims 
22 
regarding the easement because there were no genuine issues of material fact regarding the 
23 existence of Clark1s easement appurtenant to Thornton's property. Clark's Motion for Summary 
24 Judgment was granted, Thornton's entire Complaint against Clark was dismissed with 
25 prejudice, and Clark was successful on her counterclaims to quiet title regarding her 
26 I appurtenant easement rights, for iajunctive relief and establishing that Thornton w.rongfully I 
27 I I 
28 
interfered with Clark's easement rights. I II 
RESPONSE TO PLAlNTIFPS OBJECTION AND MOTION TO DISALLOW 
DEFENDANT KAR.I CLARK'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS• 2 
lc:\~\US30\000l\dl100'12~.i... 
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!t fo difficult tc understa."".d how Thornton could possibly claim that C!a..rk is not the 
2 prevailing party in this case when the judgment dismissed a!l of Thornton's claims against 
3 C!ark with prejudice. Thomton argues that because Cluk voluntarily dismissed her claim for 
4 damages against Thornton in an effort to avoid further litigation costs and Clark was not forced 
s to litigate all of her counterclaims that Clark did not prevail. Thornton's Objection to Attorney 
6 Fees, p. 3. However, the reason that lt was unnecessary for Clark to pursue her counterclaims 
7 is the lawsuit Thornton brought against Clark was frivolous and Clark's Motion for Partial 
8 Summary Judgment awarded Clark complete relief regarding her easement rights, other than 
9 the issue of damages. Clark's decision not to incur the expense of going to trial to recover the 
10 damages she is entitled to does not alter Clark's status as the prevailing party. Nor does the fact 
11 that Thornton e1Toneously asserted a claim against Clark regarding the "well piece;' even 
12 though it was clear that Clark had no ownership interest, and did not claim any ownership 
13 interest, in the well piece when Thornton initiated. this lawsuit. 
14 Thornton's attempts to ignore the frivolous nature of this lawsuit brought against Clark 
1, to now claim that Clark is not a prevailing party because Clark only won on "one issue" is 
16 absurd. There is no question that Clark is the prevailing party in this action against Thornton 
17 based on the plain language of the judgment that was entered and this Court should find that 
18 Clark was the prevailing party for purposes of determining whether Clark is entitled to an 




n. CLARK Is ENTITLED To ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS UNDER LR.C.P. 54 AND I.e.§ 
12-121. 
The district court's decision to award attorney fees is a discretionary decision, subject to 
23 the abuse of discretion standard of review. Bailey v. Sanford, 139 Idaho 744, 7S3, 86 P.3d 458, 




In any civil action, the judge may award reasonable attorney's fees to the 
prevailing party or parties, provided that this secdon shall not alter, repeal or 
&'Ti.end any statute ·which otherwise provides for an award of attorney's fees. 
I 
Idaho Courts have he!d that J.C. § 12-121, read together with I.R.C.P. S4(e)(l ), limits j 
zs I I attomey's fees to those situations in which the Court finds that the action was "brought, 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION AND MOTION TO DISALLOW 
DEPENDANT KA:RI CLARK'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS • 3 
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2 Idaho 1099, 1101 , 772 P.2d 737~ 739 (Ct. App. 1989). 
3 Thornton continues to claim that this action against Clark was not frivolous and 
4 maintains that "Kari Clark could have contacted him at the outset and at least clarified the issue 
s whereby she claimed the right to use his property." Thornton's Objection to Attomey Fees, p. 
6 4. This argument is meritless because there is no burden for the person who is identified by 
7 name in a deed of record granting an easement to that person to explain the plain language of 
8 the deed to anyone. Thornton continues his gross misunderstanding that the deed to his 
9 property granting an easement to Clark does what it purports to do; it grants an easement to 
10 Clark. Thomton's ignorance of the plain meaning of the deeds at issue in this case is 
11 presumably what led to this frivolous lawsuit against Clark being tiled in the first place and 
12 Thomton is continuing to maintain his position regardless of the undisputed facts and !aw that 
13 provide otherwise. 
14 The absurdity of Thornton's arguments regarding the easement rights at issue is further 
1s demonstrated by his untenable position that Pandrea had the right to use the easement, but 
16 Clark did not, despite the fact that the undisputed language in the deeds of record spedfically 
17 provides that the easement is favor of Pandrea and Clark. Thornton's conduct in interfering 
18 with Clark's property rights and the frivolous claims tbat he brought against Clark in this case 
19 are inexcusable and this Court should award Clark all of her attomey's fees costs pursuant to 





m. CLARK IS Al.SO ENTITLED TO AN AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AGAINST 
THORNTON AND BIS ATTORNEY, VALERIE THORNTON, AS SANCTIONS Pu'RsUANT TO 
l.ltC.P. 11, 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. ll(a)(l), all pleadings, motions and other papers signed by an 
zs attomey must meet certain criteria. 'Where such motions, pleadings or other papers are not well 
grounded in fact, warranted by existing law or a good faith argwnent for extension, 26 
27 
modification, or reversal of existing law, or are interposed for improper purposes (such as to 
harass. cause undue delay, or needlessly increase the cost of litigation), imposition of sanctions 
28 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION AND MOTION TO DISALLOW 
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1 results. !.R.C.P. l!{a)(l); Slack v. Anderson, !40 !da~c 38, 39-40, 89 PJd 878, 879-880 (2004) 
2 (citing Durrant v. Christensen, t 17 Idaho 70, 74. 785 P.2d 634, 638 (1990)). I.R.C.P.1 l(aXl) 
3 authorizes the court to impose sanctions against an attorney and/or the represented party. This 
4 rule does not dup!ioate LC. § 12-121 , and circumstances that justify an award of fees under that 
5 statute do not necessarily call for imposition of Rule 11 sanctions. See Sun Valley Shopping 
6 Center, inc., 1 i9 idaho 87, 96, 803 P.2d 993, i002 (i99i); Young v. Willtams, 122 Idaho 649, 
7 654, 837 P.2d 324, 329 (Ct. App. 1992). An ''attorney is required to perform a preflling inquiry 
8 into both the facts and the law involved to satisfy the affirmative duty imposed by Rule 11 . 11 
9 Riggins v. Smith, 126 ldaho 1017, 1021, 895 P.2d 1210, 1213 (199S). Reasonableness under 
10 the circumstances, and a duty to make reasonable inquiry prior to filing a pleading or other 
11 paper, is the appropriate standard to apply when evaluating an attorney's conduct. Durrant v. 
12 Christensen. 117 Idaho 70, 74, 785 P.2d 634, 638 (1990). Whether a pleading, motion or other 
!3 signed document is sanctionable must be based on an assessment of the knowledge of the 
14 relevant facts and law that reasonably could have ~n acquired at the time the document was 
15 submitted to the court. Young, 122 Idaho at 653, 837 P.2d at 328. 
16 Thornton provides no substantive response to Clark's request for sanctions other than 
17 stating that ''[h]e has not brought any pleadings in bad faith, and has not made assertions that 
18 are untrue. Thomton1s Objection to Attorney Fees, p. 6. These conclusory statements do not 
19 demonstrate that the claims Thornton and his attorney wife brought against Clark were well 
20 grounded in fact or that they were a good faith argument for the extension, modification, or 
21 reversal of existing law. The course of conduct of Thornton and his attorney both prior to, and 
22 through.out this litigation has clearly demonstrated that Thornton and his attorney wife have 
23 intentionally brought and pursued this lawsuit in an attempt to harass Clark and unnecessarily 
24 delay Clark's lawful right to use the easement across Thornton's property. As such. attorney's 
2s fees and costs should be awarded to Clark as a sanction against Thornton and his attorney wife 




RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION AND MOTION TO DISALLOW 








THOR.'llit'TON'S ARGUMENT THAT CLARK SHOULD ONLY BE ALLOWED TO RECOVER 
ATTOR.N.Et'S FEES AND COSTS FOR TIME SPENT ON CLARK'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS WITHOUT MERIT, 
Without providing any authority for this proposition, Thornton claims that Clark should 
5 only be allowed to recover attorney's fees and costs for ''time expended upon the summary 
7 is not in accordance with the law regarding an a.ward of attorney's fees and costs. An award of 
8 
1 attorney's fees and costs is based on the reasonable amount spent by the prevailing party on the 
9 entire litigation, not just the dispositive motion that ends the case. See 1.C. 12·121. But for the 
10 frivolous lawsuit brought against Clark by Thomton. Clark would not have had to expend. any 
11 resources whatsoever in utilizing the easement rights that she was &ranted based on the plain 
12 language of the deeds at issue in this case. However, Clark was forced to engage in this 
13 litigation to protect her lawful rights and Thomton's argument that Clark can only recover 
14 attorney's fees and costs relating to one motion despite the fact that Clark had to respond to 
t:5 numerous frivolous filings by Thornton must be rejected. 
16 Thomton also indicates that any attomey!s fees and costs Clark incurred in responding 
17 to documents filed by Pandrea should not be awarded. Thornton's Objection to Attorney Fees, 
18 p. 9. However, Thornton and Pandrea have made it very clear that despite beins named as 
19 opposing parties in this lawsuit, they will collude to file any documents or affidavits that they 
20 possibly couJd in support of each others various motions and court :fiJ.in&s. Under these 
21 circumstances, Clark is entitled to an award of all of her attorney's fees and costs against 
22 Thornton. 
23 v. CONCLUSION 
24 Clark is the prevailing party in this matter and is entitled to an award of 
2s attorney's fees under Idaho Code § 12-121 and an award of costs under I.R.C.P. 54(d), In 
26 addition. an award of attorney's fees and costs should be awarded to Clark as sanctions against 
27 
R.BSPONSE TO PLAINTIFFS OBJECTION AND MOTION TO DISALLOW 
DEFENDANT KAR.I CLARK'S MOTTON FOR A ITOR1'-413Y FEES AND COSTS• 6 
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I 
t Thornton and his attorney wife pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11 in the amount set forth in the Affidavi! I 








DATED this 191h day of June, 2014. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
.. -~··"- ... ~~-: ... . . 
... ~····;;> ......... ~ ~· :~ .... , . .. 
_ ,:; ,, ~·" ., ... ~· .. . , .. . 
J~·M.GRAY / 
JOEL P. HAZEL ~ 
Ailorneys for D~fendant!Counterclalmani Clark 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this the 19th day of June, 2014, T caused a true and coJTect copy of the 
13 within RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION AND MOTION TO DJS.ALLOW 
14 
DEFEND.ANT KARI CLARK'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES .A...'/1/D COSTS to be 
forwarded. with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the 












468S Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
[X] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S OBJ"BCTION AND MOTION TO DISALLOW 
DE.PENDANT K.AR1 CLARK'S MOTION FOR A TI'ORNEY FEES AND COSTS - 7 
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561 
ti 
05/25/2014 0· 208-255-2327 
1HORNTON 
Sandpoint, 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
THORNTON OFFICE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TIIB STATE OF IDAHO lN AND FOR TilE COUNTY OF BONNER 
JOHN F. THOR..'NTON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 










Case No. CV-2013-1334 
PLAINTIFFS 
NOTICE OF EASEMENT 
LOCATION 
PAGE 01/02 
TO: Mary Pandrea, Defendant pro se. to Kari C~ her attorney Joel P. Hazei and to the clerk 
of the above-entitled court: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that PLAINTIFF JOHN F. THORNTON, by and through his 
undersigned counsel, reserving and not waiving his right to appeal on the issue of the persons and 
parcels entitled to the use thereof: hereby asserts bis right to determine the location of the 
easement, or to move it at his own expense, so long as the dimensions are those reasonably 
necessa..ry for eajoyment of the servitude. do not lessen the utility of the easement or frustrate the 
purpose for which the easement was created. Restatement Third of Property (Servitudes) § 4.8 
(2000); Bethel v. Van Stone, 120 Idaho 522,817 P.2d I88 (Ct. App. 1991). 
PLEASE TAKE FURfflER NOTICE that the easement shall not be moved or altered 
in any way, and that the legal description of the location of the easement is as follows: 
That portion of a 30. O foot easement for a road right of way and utilities lying 
southeasterly of Tavern Creek, more fully descn"bed as follOW5: 
NOTICE OF LOCATION OF EASEMl!NT PAGE I 
05/25/ 0: 208-255-2327 THORNTON LAlAJ OFFICE 
tract of land a 
Idaho, said easement 
side of the centerline) the centerline being more :fully described as fullows: 
Commencing at the Southeast comer of said Section 11, thence North O degrees 
58'55" East along the East line of said section a distance of 1325.42 feet; thence 
West a distance 1978.63 feet; thence North 27 degrees 57'08" WeSt a dista.i'.iee of 
448.04 feet to the point of beginning; thence South 59 degrees 03'l'"f" East a 
distance of 637.22 feet; thence South 58 degrees 03'22" East a distance of300.00 
feet more or less to the Westerly right-of-way of the Pack River County Road. 
DATED this Zt:'day of ~u.n.o , 2014. 
VAL THORNTON,. Attorney at Law 
CERTiflCATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the 2£!::_ day of ~~ ., 2014, to: 
JOEL P. HAZEL 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d1 Alene, ID 83 814 
MARYPANDREA 
4687 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
HON. JOHN T. :MITCHELL 
P. 0. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
NOTICE OF LOCATION OF EASEMENT' 
L mailed, postage prepaid 
_faxed to (208) 667-8470 
_hand-delivered 
_mail~ postage prepaid 
_faxed to (208) __ _ 
.£ hand-delivered 
~ mailed, postage prepaid 




Fax sent by · 20866784?0 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 06-26-14 15:32 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 I Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
6 11 
Telephone: (208) 6674000 
l Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
7 Email: jph@witherspoonkeilev.com 
8 Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant Kari A. Clark 
9 
10 IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AN1) FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
12 
JOHN F. THORNTON, 
J3 I 
P1aintiff/Counterdefendant, 
14 I vs. 
15 j 
1 MARY E. PA .• l..JDREA, a single woman 
16 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, I 
17 uia Aprtt·~, 2002; and I 
Defendant, l 18 
~ l K.AR1 A. CLARK, a single woman . 
20 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. I 
21 I Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, I 
ii w'a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari I 
22 11 A Clark Trust u/a June 2 l, 2010, I 
2
3 1 DefendanUCounterclaimant I 
24 . 
25 l STATE OF IDAHO ) 
"6 I : ss 
Case No. CV 2013-1334 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN MARQUETTE RE 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF EASEMENT 
CONTAINED IN PROPOSED AMENDED 
JUDGMENT 
""'' l County of Bonner ) 
27 
I
! John Marquette, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
28 I 
I 
AFFIDA V!T OF JOHN MARQUETTE RE LEGAL DESCRIPTION 























2. r am a Professional Land Surveyor the State of Idaho, and am familiar with lhe Ii 
5 
property at issue in this matter and the documents described herein. 
1 
6 3. I currently work for J.R.S. Surveying, Inc. and I have been a Professional Land 
i Surveyor in Idaho since 1995. 
4. During my career as a Professional Land Surveyor, 1 have conducted hundreds o 
9 





Based on existing survey data, I have prepared a legal description of the portion 
of the easement set forth in Warranty Deed, Bonner County Instrument No. 525386 that ~rosses 
the property currently owned John F. Thornton. Said legal description is attached hereto as 
14 ! l Exhibit "A". 
15 1-1 
6. In preparing the legal description referenced above, I reviewed the survey that 
16 
17 was prepared by J.R.S. Surveying. Inc., Revision No. 5, dated January 16, 2014. That survey 
18 • was prepared for the District Court m.Pandrea v. Clark, Bonner County Case No. CV-2011-835, 
19 , which was a partition action. 
?Q il 
~ i I ! 7, I have also reviewed the deeds of record pertaining to the easement that crosses 
21 
22 John F. Thornton's parcel in preparing the legal description referenced above. Those deeds I 





8. I have reviewed the proposed Amended Judgment in this matter, and it is my 
26 I 
opinion that the legal description that I have prepared of the casement across John F. Thomton
1
s 
nt _, I 
28 
11 property is acc-ordance with the survey data and recorded deeds that I have reviewed. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN MARQUETTE RE LEGAL DESCR!PTION 
OF EASEMENT CONT AlNED IN PROPOSED AMENDED JUDGMENT • 2 
k:\wduc8_,.\l4Sl0\Q00r\c0!0!5 l 5.doc 
3/1 
Fax sent by 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 06-26-14 15:33 
It also my opinion that said legal description. is a 
























DATED this£~ day of June, 2014. 
jlaLL!l9r'4•• Marq~ 
SUBSCRIBED AJID SWORN TO before me this 2£L day of June. 2014. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN MARQUETTE RE LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
















Fax sent 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 06-26-14 15:33 . 5/? 
CER'I'IFICATE OF SERVICE 
certify I~ai=,;;u 
within AFFIDAVIT JOHN MARQUE1TE RE LEGAL EASE,.=,_,., 
CONTAINED PROPOSED ANfENDED JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all requir 























4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
[X] U.S. Mail. Post.age Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight MaiJ 
[X] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN MARQUETTE RE LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
OF EASEMENT CONTAINED IN PROPOSED AMENDED JUDGMENT • 4 
i:::\wd<>cll~\l45JQ\00011(:!)1015!S <!oc 
Fax sent h!,! · 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 06-26-14 15,34 
EXHIBIT ''A'' 
Fax sent 20866784?0 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 06-26-14 15:34 
EASEMENT DESCRIPTION 
An easement for ingress, egress, and utilities, situated in the Southeast Quarter (SEl/4) 
Section Eleven (I ), TO"\\'nShip Fifty-nine (59) North, Range Two (2) West 
l\1eridia..11, Bonner Cou.rity~ Idaho~ being a portion of tliat e~~ent previously described m: 
Instrument No. 226223, which is Thirty (30) feet in 'Width and lying Fifteen (15) feet on eachi 
side of the follov.ing described centerline: 
Commencing at a point on the north line of said SEl/4 which is N 89°58'35~' E. 192.12 feetJ 
from the northwest comer of the SEI/4; thence, leaving said north line in a perpendiculari 
direction S 00°01 1206.24 feet to a point; thence, parallel to the north line of the SEIi( 
N 89°58'35" E, 735.50 feet to the intersection of the centerline of that easement described inl 
Instrument No. 226223 and the northwesterly line of that parcel described in Instrument No. i 
525386 which is the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; thence, leaving said northwesterly linei 
and along said centerline the following Two (2) courses: S 59°07'07" E, 62.68 feet; thence 
S 58°07' E, 297 .92 feet to the intersection with the northwesterly right of way the Pack 
River Road and the terminus this easement. the sidelines extended or shortened to• 
intersect adjacent boundaries. 
~1 
I 
Fax sent by : 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 06-27-14 16:22 
M. ISB# 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
6 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 




Attorneys for Defendant!Counterclaimant Kari A. Clark 
10 
II 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO. IN A __ ND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
12 
B JOHN F. THORNTON, 
14 Plaintif£1Counterdefendant, 
15 vs. 
I6 MARYE. P ANDREA, a single woman 
indiv:i.duallv and as Trustee of the Kari A 
4 I 
1i Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 1· 
18 u/aApril 9, 2002; and 
19 Defendant, 
20 KARI A CLARK, a single woman ! 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. j 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, I 
22 u/aApril 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari / 
23 
1 





26 STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
27 : ss 
County of Kootenai ) 
28 d 
Case No. CV 2013-1334 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JASON 
M. GRAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
COSTS 
I Jason M. Gray, being first duly sworn, on oath. deposes and says: 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDA VlT OF JASON M. GRAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR AW ARD OF AITOllt'l°'EY'S 
FEES AND COSTS - I 
t.:\w~~\14SJ0\0001\cl>l01UZ..doc 
2/10 







basis personal knowledge. 
2. That your affiant is well informed as to the attorney's fees and costs incurred 
in this action and states and represents that the fees and costs set forth below have been 
incu..TP'A since }.1ay 12. 2014, vvbich is the date that Clark filed her Motion for Award of 
Attorney's Fees and Costs in this action. 
3. This .Affidavit is made in compliance with IRC.P. 54(e)(3) and I.R.C.P. 
9 54(dX5). 
10 4. That the attorney's fees were calculated on the basis of my current hourly rate 
H of$170.00 per hour, and Joel P. Hazel's current hourly rate of$275.00 per hour. 
12 5. That the time and labor required for this action since May 12, 2014 is 
13 summarized below and further itemized as set forth in Exhibit "B" attached hereto and 





The skill required to perform the legal service was average. 
I am an associate with Witherspoon Kelley. have been licensed to practice law 
17 in the State of Idaho since 2010, and practice primarily in the areas of civil litigation, 
18 business and corporate law, land use. zoning and real estate. 
I9 Joel Hazel has been licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho since 1994. 
20 He practices primarily in the areas of real property, civil litigation, and medical malpractice 
21 defense litigation. 
22 9. That your affiant is weH informed as to the hourly rates of counsel with similar 
23 skill, knowledge; and experience in the state of Idaho, and states that the attorneys' fees 




10. The fees charged were fi-xed and based upon the hourly rates. 
1 L The case involved relatively straightfonvard questions of law. 
12. The time limitations imposed by the circumstances of the case were typical of 
28 
1 
/ a case of this nature. 
SUPPLc.MENTAL 1\FFIDAVIT OF JASON M. GR.-\. YIN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR AW ARD OF ATIORNcY'S 
FEES AND COSTS - 2 
k;~\l<ISW\!l(JO!\ciJJ0!868.dOG 
3/10 
Fax sent by 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Pg: 4/10 
The case was initiated by lo quiet 
not 
the right cross a two acre parcel that Thornton now ov.,ns, despite the fact that the 
4 Warranty Deed conveying the property to Thornton specifically stated that the conveyance 
s was subject to 30.0 FOOT EASMEN"T FOR A ROAD RIGHT OF WAY AND 
6 UT!Ll'l1ES" in favor of "}vfARY E. PAl'l'DREA WILTSE" and "KARI A. CLARK" as set 
7 forth in !!INSTRUMENT NO. 416381." Thornton also claimed that he was entitled to sole 
8 ownership of what has been referred to as the "Well Piece." Clark filed an Answer and 
9 counterclaims against Thornton for interference with her easement rights, injunctive relief 
10 and to quiet title. 
11 14. Clark moved for summary judgment on Plaintiffs claims and on Clark1s 
12 counterclaims regarding the easement because there were no genuine issues of material fact 
l3 regarding the existence of Clark's easement appurtenant to Thornton's property. Clark's 
14 Motion for Summary Judgment was granted. Thornton's Complaint against Clark was 
15 dismissed with prejudice, and Clark was successful on her counterclaims to quiet title 
16 regarding her appurtenant easement rights, for injunctive relief and establishing that Thornton 
l7 wrongfully interfered with Clark's easement rights. Clark voluntarily dismissed her claim for 
18 damages against Thornton in an effort to avoid further litigation costs, but reserved the right 
19 to seek any attorney's fees and costs she is entitled to. 
20 15. That a substantial amount of time and labor was required in this case due to 
21 the frivolous court filings and claims that were brought against Clark and it is your affiant's 
22 position that the additional time spent since May 12, 2014 is justified. 
23 16. There is nothing particularly desirable or undesirable about the case. 
24 17. Clark is a new client of the law firm Witherspoon Kelley. 
25 18. The award of attorney's fees sought is higher than awards in similar types of 
26 cases due to the frivolousness of the court filini;rs and lawsuit brought by Thornton and his 
, -
27 attorney and the actions of Pro-se codefendant Mary Pandrea ("Pandrea"). 
28 
II 
I SUPPLFMENT.P\L AFFIDAVIT OF JASON M. GRAY IN SUPPORT Of MOTION FOR AW A.RD OF AITORJ\TEY'S FEES AND COSTS - 3 k·,W<locsll;dam.,.in\!4:!.,Q\()OOJ\oO!Ol86S.doc 
II 
Fax sent 2086678470 WITHERSPOON HELLEY 06-27-14 16:23 
Pg: 5/10 
Thorn.ton. 
4 20. That the following is a true and accurate account of the fees and costs 
:5 associated -with this action since May 12, 2014 as charged to Clark pursuant to I.RCP. 








SUMMARY OF FEES 
Attorney/Provider Name Total Hours Total Fees 
Joel P. Hazel 3.7 1017.50 
Jason M. Gray 46.30 7871.00 
SUBTOTAL 50.00 8,888.50 
Courtesy Discount 4,348.57 
TOTAL FEES Bil,LED TO CLIENT 4,539.93 
21 That your affiant states that to the best of his knowledge, all items set forth in 
15 this Affidavit are correct, and all items claimed are in compliance -with 1.RC.P. Rule 54. 





22 SUBSCRIBED MTI SWORN to before me the undersigned Notary Public this 




SUPPLEMENTAL Afr'IDA VIT Of JASON M. G!lAY lN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR AW ARD Of ATTORNEY'S 
FEES AND COSTS - 4 
1::\wdoc:8-\J45;o\OOO!\ctl10l&IB.doc 
I 
Fax sent by 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 06-27-14 1&:24 Pg: 6/10 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 
I certify that on this the 27th day of June, 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
.3 within SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JASON M GRAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the 

























4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
[X] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
· [ ] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
~ ±L. \/V\rmz ~ 
.Annette Moormann 
SUPPi J~MENT AL AFFIDAVIT OF JASON M. GRAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR AW ARD OF ATTORNEY'S 
FEES AND COSTS - 5 




Fax sent 2086678470 
Time Report 
Billed and Unbilled 
Kari A ""'"'"''"" 
05/12/2014 Joel P. Hazel 
05/12/2014 Jason M. Gray 
05/13/2014 Jason M, Gray 
05/14/2014 Jason M. Gray 
05/16/2014 Jason M. Gray 
05/20/2014 Jason M. Gray 
05/21/2014 Joel P. Hazel 
05/21/2014 Jason M. Gray 
05122/2014 Joel P. Hazel 
Jason M. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 06-27-14 16:24 Pg: 8/10 ,-.-- ---~---;11, )r'l"""'4,i rn-s 
I 
Finalize motion for attorney's fees and various 1 
3.00 825.00 Billed filings; deal with Atty. Thornton's fax machine issue$. 
! 
Prepare daft of motion for attorney's fees and costs I 
and memorandum in support thereof; finalize 
affidavit of Joel Hazel in support of motion for 
attorney's fees and costs; prepare draft of response! 
to Pandrea's motion to amend and motion to 1 
7.30 1,241.00 Billed reconsider. 
Prepare draft of objection to Pandrea's motion to 
void judgment; prepare draft of response to 
6.20 1,054.00 Billed Thornton's motion to reconsider. 
Perform legal research re timeliness of Val 
ThOmton's corrected affidavit in support of motion tci 
reconsider; perform legal research re Pandrea·s 
standing to contest judgment following voluntary 
2.40 408.00 Billed dismissat 
Review and analyze Thornton's reply brief in support 
of motion to reconsider; review affidavit of Pandrea • I 
in support of Thornton's motion to reconsider; · 
perform legal research re timeliness of Pandrea's 
affidavit in support of Thornton's motion to 









Prepare outline of argument on plaintiff's motiOn to 
reconsider; attend hearing on plaintiffs motion to 
reconsider; perform legal research re identification 
of dominant parcel; review and analyze Pandrea·s 
reply memorandum in support of motion to void 
judgment review and analyze Pandrea's reply 
memorandum in support of motion to amend/motion! 
to reconsider. · 
Telephone conference with client 
Review and respond to correspondence from client 
re easement description; prepare outline of 
argument on Pandrea's motion for reconsideration 
and motion to void judgment 
Consult with Afty. Gray re argument 
Review and respond to correspondence from client j 
re language in proposed judgment; perform legal ! 
research re cases cited by Pandrea in motion for 
reconsideration; attend hearing on Pandrea's motion! 
459.00 Billed for reconsideration. and motion to void judgment. I 
Fax sent by . 2086678470 
Jason M. 
05/27/2014 Jason M. Gray 
05/28/2014 Jason M. Gray 
05/29/2014 Jason M. Gray 
06/02/2014 Jason M. Gray 
06/0312014 Jason M. Gray 
06/04/2014 Jason M. Gray 
6/5/2014 Jason M. Gray 
6/6/2014 Jason M. Gray 
06/13/2014 Jason M. Gray 
06/16/2014 Jason M. Gray 
06/17/2014 Jason M. Gray 
06/18/2014 Jason M. Gray 
06/23/2014 Jason M. Gray 
6/25/2014 Jason M. Gray 
WITHERSPOON HELLEY 06-27-14 16:25 Pg: 9/10 ...__.....,""""'! ___ _ 
,J 
Draft: correspondence to surveyor re easement I 
descriptions; perform legal research re requirementl, 
Billed for legal description of easement in judgment ' 
Review correspondence from surveyor re easement 
0.50 85.00 Billed description_ , 
Review easement description provided by surveyor;! 
perform legal research re timelines of objection to 
costs; review and analyze plaintiff's objection to 
5.20 884.00 8iiied request for attorney's fees and costs. 
Prepare draft of response to plaintiff's objection to 
2.40 408.00 Billed request for attorney's fees and costs. 
Review email from surveyor re easement .. 
description; perform legal research re plaintiff's clai,tt 
that succeeding on summary judgment motion does\ 
0.90 153.00 Unbilled not make Clark the prevailing party_ 
Review memorandum and decision/order denying 
plaintiffs motion to reconsider; draft correspondenoir: 
to client re surveyor's easement description; draft · 
0.80 136.00 Unbilled correspondence to surveyor re description. 
Review correspondence from dient re easement 
description; review correspondence from surveyor l't]!-
easement description; draft email to client re 
0.60 10200 Unbilled Thornton's objection to attorney's fees and costs. 
0.20 34.00 Unbilled Draft email to client re sanctions against Pandrea. 
Draft correspondence to opposing counsel re 
hearing date of motion for attorneys tees and costs; 
review correspondence from client re motion for · , 
sanctions against Pandrea; begin drafting motiOn foij 
0.20 34.00 Unbilled sanctions against Pandrea. · 
Review correspondence from client re motion for 
sanctions against Pandrea; draft email to client re 
status of amended judgment and motion for 
sanctiOns; finalize draft of response to Thornton's 
120 204.00 Unbilled objection. 
Prepare draft of amended judgment with updated 
0.60 102.00 Unbilled legal description of easement 
Complete draft of amended judgment awarding tees! 
o.40 68.00 Unbilled and costs and containing ea$ement description. i 
Complete draft of amended judgment with easement 
description; begin drafting affidavit of surveyor re 1 
0.70 119.00 Unbilled new easement description. 1 
Complete draft of affidavit of John Marquette in 
0.40 68.00 Unbilled support of amended judgment 
Prepare amended draft of John Marquette Affidavit 
draft correspondence to John Marquette re 
easement descrip"'wn; perform iegai research re 
1.40 238.00 Unbilled substitution of party under !RCP 25 and LAR 7. 
Fax sent by · 20866784?0 
Jason M. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 06-27-14 16:25 
1.00 170.00 
Draft correspondence to John Marquette re 
notarization of affidavit; finalize draft of John 
Marquette affidavit; finalize of amended 











The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 

























IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
JOHN F. THORNTON, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
vs. 
MARYE. P ANDREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trnst, 
u/a April 9, 2002; and 
Defendant, 
KARI A. CLARK, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark Trnstu/a June 21, 2010, 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
Case No. CV 2013-1334 
AMENDED JUDGMENT 
I 
IT IS HEREBY 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
ADJlJDGED ORDERED, AND DECREED that I 
I Plaintiff/Counterdefendant JOHN F. THORNTON's Complaint against 
I 




4 Warranty Deed, Bonner County Instrument No, 525386 and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner County 
s j Instnunent No. 416381, KARI A. CLARK and KARI A. CLARK's heirs, successors and 
6 I jassigns have a 30,0 foot appu...-tena,."lt easement for road of way and utilities across the 
























A tract of fond located in Section 11, Township 59 North} Range 2 West, Boise 
meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, more fully described as follows: 
Commencing at the Southeast comet of said Section 11; thence North O degrees 
5815511 East along the East line of said Section a distance of 1325,42 feet~ thence 
West a distance of 1978.63 feet to the point of beginning; thence North 27 
degrees 57108 11 West a distance of 448,04 feet~ thence N01th O degrees 01 123" 
West a distance of 225.00 feet; thence South 70 degrees 01 123 11 East a distance of 
245.00 feet; thence South 46 degrees OI 123n East a distance of375.00 feet; thence 
South 18 degrees 32'2511 East a distance of 195.54 feet; thence South 59 degrees 
26'5511 East a distance of 302.20 feet to the Westerly nght-of-way of the County 
Road; thence Southwesterly along the nght-of-way of the County Road to the 
thread of Pack River; thence Northwesterly along the thread of Pack River to a 
point that is South 27 degrees 57'0811 East of the point of beginning; thence North 
27 degrees 57'0811 West to the point of beginning. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the appurtenant 
easement across the above descnbed tract of land is situated in the Southeast Quaiter (SEl/4) 
of Section Eleven (11), Township Fifty-nine (59) North} Range Two (2) West of the Boise 
Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, being a portion of that easement previously described in 
Instrument No. 226223, which is Thirty (30) feet in width and lying Fifteen (15) feet on each 
side of the following described centerline: 
Commencing at a point on the no1th line of said SEl/4 which is N 89°58'35" E. 
192.12 feet from the n01thwest corner of the SEl/4; thence, leaving said n01th line 
in a perpendicular direction S 00°01 '25" E, 1206.24 feet to a point; thence, 
parallel to the north line of the SEl/4, N 89°58'35" E, 735.50 feet to the 
intersection of the centerline of that easement desc1ibed in Instrument No. 226223 
and the northwesterly line of that parcel desclibed in Instrument No, 525386 
which is the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; thence, leaving said not1hwesterly 
line and along said centerline the following Two (2) courses: S 59°07'07" E, 






















14 9. e °' er, +e 
Pack River Road and terminus of this 
extended or shortened mtersect adjacent 
FURTHER ORDERED. ADJlJDGED AND DECREED that the above described 
apprutenant easement grants KARI A. CLARK and KARI A. CLARK's heirs; successors and 
assigns the right to use said easement for right of way and utilities to the following described 
ten and 423/IOOOs (10.423) acres of real property that were awarded to KARI A. CLARK 
pursuant to the Revised Judgment and Decree of Partition entered in Bonner County Case No. 
CV-2011-835: 
A tract of land situated the Southeast Quarter (SEl/4) of Section Eleven (11), 
Township Fifty-nine (59) No11h, Range Two (2) West of the Boise Meridian, 
Bonner County, Idaho; being a portion of that parcel described in Instrument No. 
396781; more particularly descnbed as follows: 
Beginning at the northwest comer of said SEI/4, which is marked on the ground 
by a 211 brass cap stamped PE 3318; thence, along the no11:h line of the SEl/4, N 
89°58'3511 E, 1003.87 feet to the centerline of a creek; thence, leaving said north 
line and along said centerline the following Three (3) courses: S 53°3814711 W. 
103.74 feet; thence S 29°4213211 W. 93.41 feet; thence S 46°31'11 11 W, 41.15 feet; 
thence, leaving said centerline S 00°00'13'' E, 18.02 feet to a 5/811 rebar; thence, 
continuing S 00°00113 11 E, 116.74 feet to a 5/8° rebar) which marks on the ground 
the northeast comer of that parcel described in Instrument No. 389489; thence, 
along the boundary of that parcel desc1ibed in Instrument No. 389489 the 
following Two (2) courses: N 81°41 11711 W, 122.60 feet to the no11hwest comer 
thereof; thence S 04°14'2911 E, 142.10 feet to the southwesterly comer of that 
parcel described in Instrument No. 389489; thence S 63°18'32" W, 715.77 feet to 
the thread of Pack River as it was found to exist April 22, 2013; thence, along the 
thread of the river the following Five (5) courses: N 13°48151" E, 103.04 feet, 
thence N 03°30'3511 W, 56.87 feet; thence N 08°08132" W, 123.52 feet; thence N 
21°08112" W, 73 .68 feet~ thence N 41 °11 '16" W, 115 AB feet to the intersection 
with the west line of the SEl/4 of Section 11; thence, leaving said thread of the 
river and along said west line N 00°55r33u E, 85.02 feet to a 5/8'' rebru: and plastic 
cap stamped PLS 7877; thence; continuing along said west line N 00°5513311 E, 
231.08 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING, encompassing an area of 10.423 
acres. 
26 I IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJlJDGED AND DECREED 
21 THORNTON wrongfuUy interfered with KARI A. CLAR.K's easement rights, 
2s I IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ,ADJUDGED AND DECREED 
that JO&N F. 
THORNTON is pennanently enJoined from interfering with the easement rights of KARI A. 
2 14 M i 
CLARK and KARI CLARK's 
IS 
THORNTON must, as 
ay e a er, N 
4 by this Amended Judgment. 
5 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that KARI CLARK's 
6 
1 
counterclaim for dam,ges related to the wrongful interference claim against JOHN F. 
7 J THORNTON is dismissed with prejudice. 
8 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that KARI A. CLARK is 
9 awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs in the total sum of$ j \ 1 S-3o. \ 7 
to JOHN F. THORNTON. 
against 
II IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that KARI A. CLARK 
12 is awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs in the total sum of$ <-t \, 5'3c\ \] 
n against JOHN F. THORNTON's attorney, VALERIE THORNTON, as a sanction pursuant to 
14 I.R.C.P. ll{a)(l), which amount shall be joint and several as against JOHN F. THORNTON 











DA TED this 2l:2_'1faay of June, 2014 


























CLRRK'S CE'RTH?I<'ATJi', OF SF,RVlC"f;' 
Val Thornton 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4672 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Joel P. Hazel 
Jason M, Gray 
Witherspoon • Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd,, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 




U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ J Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
[ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ J Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile: 
[ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile: 208-667-8470 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
OFBONNERCOUNTY,IDAHO 
06/30/2014 12:54 208-255-2327 
VAL IHORNTON 
Attorney fur Plaintiff 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
IN THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF THE FIRST JUDICL.\L DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR TIJE COUNTY OF BONNER 
JOHN F. THORNTON, ) 
) Case No. CV-2013-1334 
Appellant, ) 
v. ) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 




TO: Mary Pandrea,, Defendant pro se, to Kari Clark, her attorney Joel P. Hazel, and to the clerk 
of the above-entitled cowt: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellant, John Thornton, appeals to the Idaho Supreme Court :from the 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clarks Motion for Summary Judgment as 
to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton and Granting Defendant Clmk's Motion for Paritons Summary 
Judgment on Clark's Counter-Claims Against Thornton, entered in the above entitled action on 
April 9, 2014, the Judgment filed May t 2014. the Memorandum Decision Denying Motion to 
Reconsider, entered in the above entitled action on June 2, 2014, and the order awarding attorney 
fees and costs, entered in the above entitled action on the 30th day of June, 2014, Honorable 
Judge John T _ Mitchell presiding. 
2. The appellant bas a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court,, and the order described 
above is an appeaiabie order pursuant to I.AR l l(a)(i) 
3. Issue on appeal is whether the district court erred in failing to set for hearing Appellant's 
NOTICE OF APPEAL PAGEl 
05/30/2014 54 208-255-?327 THORNTON LAW OFFT~E PAGE 03/07 
summary judgment. in 
,..,..,,,....,,,.....,,, «s""=· appellant 
and his attorney. 
4. No portion of the record has been sealed. 
5. Appellant requests the follov..ing tra.ns..."1ipt to be included in the record on appeal: 
Hearing on Respondent's Motion for Summary Judgment, March 14, 2014. 
Hearing on Appellant's Motion For Reconsideration. May 20, 2014. 
Hearing on Respondent's Motion for Attorney Fees, June 30, 2014. 
6. Pursuant to Rule 28(a)) I.A.R, the appellant requests the clerk's record on his appeal be 
more limited than the standard record. 
7. Appellant requests the following documents be included in the clerk's record: 
1. Register of actions; 
u. Complamt filed August 14, 2013; 
iii. Mary Pandrea's Answer, filed 9/3/2013; 
iv. Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial Setting and Intial Pretrial Order, :filed 1/14/14; 
v. Memorandum Decision and Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Defendant Panreas's 
Motion to Dismiss (Motion for Summary Judgment). filed 1/14/14; 
vi. Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and 
Motion for Partial summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaims, filed 1/29/14; 
vii Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark:5s Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of 
Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's Counterclaims, 
filed 01/30/2014; 
S"1*'*'•"ry Judgment cf 
NOTICE OF APPEAL PAGE2 
2014 54 208-255-2327 THORNTON LAW OFFICE PAGE 04/07 
Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion fOJ" Partial Summary Judgment Clarlt's 
t;ounter Claims, filed 
oc Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis in Support of Defendant Clarlrs Motion for Summary Judgment 
of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's 
Counter C!ailr'.s, filed 01/30/2014; 
x. Answer to Defendant Kari Clark's Counterclaim, filed 01/31/2014; 
xi Plaintifrs Objection to Defendant Kari Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment. filed 
02/28/2014; 
xii. Affidavit of John Thornton in opposition to Summary Judgment, filed 02/28/2014; 
xiii.Plaintiffs Memorandum ofLaw in Opposition to Summary Judgment, filed 02/28/2014; 
xiv.Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion For Summary Judgment Of 
Dismissal Of Thomton1s Complaint And Motion For Partial Summary Judgment, filed 
03/07/2014; 
xv. Plaintiffs Motion to Shonen Tune For Hearing, Motion for Sanctions, To Dismiss or to 
Contimle hearing on Defendant's Motion fOJ" Summary Judgmnct and to Vacate Trial 
Schedule, filed 03/11/2014; 
xvi Affidavit of Cousel in Support of Motion for Sanctions to Shorten Tune and to Continue, :filed 
1/2014; 
xvii.Withdrawal ofNotice ofHearing. filed 03/13/2014; 
xvili.Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Objection to Plaintiff's Motion to Shorten Time for 
Hearing Motion for Sanctions to Dismiss m to Continue Hearing on Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and to Vacate Trial Schedule and the Afidavit of Counsel in Support 
Thereat: filed 03/13/2014; 
NOTICE OF APPEAL PAGE3 
06/30/2014 . 54 208-255-?327 THORNTON LA!AJ OFFTC-:E PAGE 05/07 
xix.Motion in Limine for Protective Order and fur Sanctions, filed 04/08/2014; 
xx. Certification Counsel in support of Motion in Limine. Motion Protect.ive and for 
Sanctions, filed 04/08/2014; 
xxi.Memorandum Dicision and Order Granting Defend.ant: Clark•s Motion for Summary Judgment 
as to Claims of Plaintiff Toomt~ and Granting Smnmaty Judgment on Clark's Counter-
Claims Against Thornton, filed 04/09/2014; 
xx:ii.Defendant/Counterclaimant's Clark's Motion to Voluntarily Dismiss the Damage Claim of 
lnterfverence with Easement, filed 04/11/2014; 
xxiii.Notice of No Objection to Defendant Clark's Motion to Dismiss Damage Claim. filed 
04/15/2014; 
xx.iv.Stipulation for Order of Dismiss of Defendant Clark's Damage Claim for Interference with 
Easement, filed 04/15/2014; 
n-v.Order ofDismissal of Defendant /Coum:erlafmant Clark's Damage Claim fur Interference with 
Easement, filed 04/18/2014; 
xx:vi.Judgment, filed 04/30/2014; 
xxvii.Pl.aintifPs Motion to Reconsider Summacy Judgment, and Notice of Hearing, filed 
05/06/2014; 
xxviii.Affidavit of John Thornton in Support ofMotion to Reconsider, filed 05/06/2014; 
xx:ix.Affidavit of Val Thornton in Support ofMotion to Reconsider, :filed 05/06/2014; 
xxx.Affidavit ofMary Pandrea in Support ofMotion to Reconsider, filed 05/06/2014; 
xx:xi.Memorandum of Law in Support of Plaintifl:'s Motion to Reconsider, filed 05/06/2014; 
xxxii.Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Motion for Award of Attorneys Fees and Costs, filed 
05/12/2014; 
NOTICE OF APPEAL PAGE4 
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Brief Support of Defendant:/Counterclaimant Cla:rk1s Motion for Award of Attorneys 
filed 
xxxiv. Affidavit /Memorandum of Joel P. Hazel in Suppon of Motion for Award of Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs. filed 05/12/2014; 
-xxxv. PlaintifPs J....mended Notice ofHeari__ng and Motion to Shorten Tim.e,, filed 05/13/2014; 
xxxvi. Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Response to Thornton's Motion for Reconsideration 
and Objection to the Affidavit of M.ary Pandrea and John Thornton Filed in Support 
Thereof: filed 05/2013; 
xxxvii. Affidavit of Correction Affidavit of Val Thornton in Support of Motion to Reconsider 
Summary Judgment, filed 05/14/2014; 
xxxviiiPlaintifPs Reply Brief in Support of Motion to Reconsider Summary Judgment, filed 
05/16/2014; 
xxxix. Affidavit of Defendant Mary Pandrea m Support of John Thornton's Motion to 
Reconsider, filed 05/16/2014; 
x.L Order of Dismissal of Plamtitrs Complaint to Quiet Title and For Damages Against 
Defendant Mary Pandrea, filed 05/21/2014; 
x1i Plai.11tiffs Objection and Motion to Disallow Derendant Kari Clark's Motion for Award of 
Attorney Fees and Costs, filed 05/27/2014; 
xiii Memorandum Decision and Orda- Denying PJaintiff Thom.toots Motion to Reconsider 
Summary Judgment and Denying Defendant Pa.ndrea's Motions, filed 06/02/2014; 
xliii. Response to PlaintifPs Objection and Motion to :Disallow Defendant Kari Clarlcs Motion 
for Award of Attorney Fees and Costs, filed 06/19/2014; 
xliv. Plaintiffs Notice of Easement Location. filed 06/26/20!4; 
NOTICE OF APPEAL PAGES 
05/30/2014 12:54 208-255-2327 THORNTON LAW OFFTCE PAGE 07/07 
xiv Affidavit John Marquette Re Legal Description of Easement Contained in Proposed 
xlvi. Supplemental Affidavit of Jason M Gray in Support of Motion for Award of Attorney 
Fees and Costs, filed 06/27/2014; 
xlvii. Ar.bended Judgment, filed 06/30/2014; 
7 I hereby certify that: 
a) The estimated fue fur preparation of transcripts has been paid; 
b) The estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
c) The appellate filing fee has been paid. 
d) Service has been made upon all parties requred to be served. 
DATED tlris };f day of ~u.s,....Q_. • 2014. 
\}a.O__\~-
v al Thornton,, .Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATION OF MAILING 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated. on the~ day of June, 2014, to: 
JOEL P. HAZEL 
WITIIERSPOON KET LEY 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
MARYPANDREA 
4687 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
HON. JOHN T. MITCHELL 
P. 0. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, JD 83816 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
,.Q(..mailed, postage prepaid 
_faxedto(208)667-8470 
_band-delivered 
_mailed, postage prepaid 
_faxed to (208) __ _ 
...t6.... band-delivered 
bl.. mailed, postage prepaid 
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MARY E. PANDREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust 
u/a April 9, 2002, 
Defendant-Respondent, 
and 
K.ARI A. CLARK, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 

















u/a April 9, 2002, and as Trustee the A. ) 






NOTICE OF DEFECT 
Supreme Docket 
Bonner County No. 201 
The Notice of Appeal filed Jun.e 2014, in District Court and July 2L 14, 
Court is not compliance Idaho Appellate Rule 17 in that neitI1er the of Appeal 
nor the Certificate of Service shows service on the reporter of whom a tra.t1script is requested; 
therefore, 
This is appeal is SUSPENDED in order for Appellant to an 
NOTICE APPEAL in compliance with Idaho Appellate Rule 17. Amended Notice 
Appeal shall be filed in the District Court within fourteen ( 14) days from the of this Order. 





DATED this _N __ day of July, 2014. 
Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
f-
'·· 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE IDAHO 
THOR..NTON, ) Supreme Court Docket 
) Bonner County No. CV2013-I334 
Plaintiff!Co~11terdefenruL."lt/ fiippellant, ) 
vs. ) NOTICE OF SUBSTITlJTION OF 
) KENNETH J. BARRETT AND 
MARYE. PANTIREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari 
and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable 
Trust, u/a April 9, 2002; and 
) DEANNA L. BARRETT IN THE 




KA..ill A. CLARK, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable ) 
Trust, April 9, 2002 and as Trustee 
Trust u/a June 
2010, ) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Respondent. 
TO: THE ABOVE-NA.i'-1.ED PARTIES AND THEIR 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN Respondent 
transferred title to her real property that is subject of the instant appeal and 
underlying District 
husband and wife. Clark has additionally assigned to 
equitable right, and mt1ere:st to pursue and/or defend claitms 
underlying District Court action. Attached hereto as Exhibit 
Assignment of Easement Action signed by Kari Clark a 
NOTICE OF SIJBSTITUTION OF KENNETH J. BARRETT AND DEA.1"'lNA L. B 
THE STEAD OF RESPONDENT KARI A. CLARK - 1 
and 
Pursuant to mch transfer of title assignment 
Barrett and Deanna L. Barrett respectfully give notice of their mbfm.tu:tion 
Kari A. aark in the instant appeal. 
the 
Respectfully submitted, 
DATED this I..'/ day of July 2014. 
MICHAEL G. SCHMIDT, #691 l 
LUKINS & ANNJS, P .S. 
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 502 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814-5155 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsinrile:(208)664-412S 
Attorney for proposed substituted parties 
Kenneth J. and Demma L. Barrett 
J, Joel P. Hazel, attorney for Respondent KARI A. CLARK, acknowledge, 
consent, and stipulate to the substitution of Kenneth 1. Barrett and Deanna Barrett 
the stead of Respondent Kari A. Clark. 
DATED this ? J day ofJuly 2014. 
P. BAZEL; #4980 
POONKELLEY 
The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeurd'Alene, ID 83314-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
Attorney for Respondmt 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF KENNETH J. BARRETT Al"oi'D DEA..~A L BARREIT IN 
THE STEAD OF RESPONDENT KARI A. CLARK- 2 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 
true and correct copy 
4685 Upper Pack River 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Attorney for Appellant John Thornton 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 






Michael G. Schmidt 
NOTICE OF SlJBSTITUTION OF KENNETH J. BARRETT AND DEk""iNA L BARRETT 
THE STEAD OF RESPONDENT KARI A. CLARK - 3 
PAGE 06/09 
05 /29/2014 15 : 31 SELF SERVE 
I 
ASSIGNMENT OF EASEMENT ACTION 
ood and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, KAR.I A. 
INDNIDUALLY AND AS TRUSTEE OF THE K.AR1 A. CLARK REVOCABLE 
, , U/A JUNE 21, 2010, (hereinafter "Assignor"), does assign all legal and equitable right, 
ptic and interest, to pursue and/or defend claims in the litigation in which &he is a party entitled 
E
lm F. Tl,.ornJon v. Mary E. Pandrea a:nd K4ri A. Clark. Bonner County District Court Case No. 
·2013-1334 (0 Easement Action''), and any other possible claims made by or against JOHN F. 
ORNTON and/or MARYE. PANDREA t.o KENNETH J. AND DEANNA L BARRETT, 
band and wife (hereinafter "Assignees"). 
EAssignment is subject to all legal and equitable defenses dUlt John F. Thornton and/or Mary a:ndrea may later assert and/or any additional claims they may make. Assignor makes no !~ ties of any kind to the underlying claims, counterclaims, defenses. or any other rights or 
lr:bilities between the parties t.o the dispute and/or action. This assignment shall not act as a 
rplease of any rights, obligations, or potential causes of action as between Assignor and 
1ssignees. 
Assignor agrees to cooperate fully with Assignees in their pmwit and/or defense of claims 
~ted to the Easement Action. 
I 
l 
Alssignor agrees that Assignees shall be entitleil to retain any award for attorney fees or costs 
irlcurred as a result of Assignor's defense of claims and pursuit of her counterclaims in this 
a4t,ion while it was in the jurisdiction of the Dislrict Court. 
l 
~ the cvcot an appeal is pursued in this matter which Assignees pursue or defend, Assignees 
~ be entitled to pursne and retain any attorney fee or cost award in such appeal. 
it.& '1fZ,o ,2. !(. 2 0 I '7 
KARI A- CLARK, INDfVIDUALL Y AND AS 
TRUSTEE OF THE KAR.I A. CLARK 
REVOCABLE TRUST, U/A JU1'.1E 21, 2010 
! 
i 
S1°jATE OF OREGON ) 
cctuNTYOF{b~s ~ss. )f~ a .·~ I~ 
Tue roregomg ins1nlmea:ll was acimowledged before me tms 15s_ day of mo, I , 
, by KARI A. CiARX., mdividually and as Trustee of the KARI A CLARK REVOCABLE 
~ST, VIA JUNE 21. 2010. · 
' 
- · : ~SE/11-











) MOTION TO TEMPORARILY 
) REMAt~'D CASE TO THE T'&TJ!:''ll"'Tl>lf~ 
......... '"'L,.,..,.. a woman ) COURT RIJLE ON 
and as Trustee of the Karl 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable 
) RESP01".1)ENT KARI 
MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE 
9,2002;and 
Defendant/Respondent. 
KAR1 CLARK, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari ) 
Clark and Mary Pandrea Revocable ) 
u/a and as Trustee 
the Kari June 21, 
) 
Respondent .Kari A. Clark {"Clark"). and through 
brings 
to purpose to 
L FACTS 
Appellant 
MOTION TO TEMPORARILY REMA.~ CASE TO THE DISTRICT COURT 
RESPONDENT KARI A. CLARK'S MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE PARTIES -
matter 
On January 24, 2014, judgment was entered another 
pa.-tition of real property which both Pandrea and Clark were v=' .. "'" 
As a result of that judgment, Pandrea' s and Clark's 
property was partitioned kind. 
Judgment was entered 
Amended Judgment was entered on June 
Notice Appeal. 
entered a Purchase 
on 
That sanie day, a 
a part of the PSA, Clark assigned her 
Assignment of Easement Action dated May 
On June Clark and 
See Exhibit "B" - Quitclaim Deed. 
2014. See Exhibit 
Ba.."Tetts finalized 
II. AUTHORITY 
Idaho Appellate Rule 13.3(a) provides that "[a]t any 
sale 
cause, 
MOTION TO TEMPORARILY REMAND CASE TO THE DISTRICT COURT TO RULE ON 
RESPONDENT KARI A. CLARK'S MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE PARTIES - 2 
a case 
Clark no longer owns property 
sale real property to 
the final Amended Judgment was entered 
his Notice of Appeal on June 2014. 
Pursuant to V\R 133(b) "[d]uring a remand to 
shall remain pending in the Supreme 
to take actions necessary to 
parties has no impact on the action pending 
is concerned with the property 
interest the real property that is 
rights to the Barretts. such, the 
l and it is reasonable to remand case to it 
rnle on Clark's motion to substitute parties. 
ill. CONCLUSION 
party showing cause, the 
to the court to 
MOTION TO TEMPORARILY REMAND CASE TO THE DISTRICT COURT RULE 
RESPONDENT KARI A. CLARK'S MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE PARTIES -
cause 
reasonable that this remand this case to 
considering and ruling upon Clark's motion for substitution 
Respectfolly submitte~ 
DATED this ..12_ day of July 2014. 
The Spokesman-Review 
608 Northwest Blvd., 




MOTION TO TEMPORARILY REMA1'1> CASE TO THE DISTRICT COlJRT RULE ON 
RESPO'l'l'DENT KARI A. CLARK'S MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE PARTIES 
601 E. Front A venue, Suite 502 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 55 
Attorney for proposed substituted parties 
.._,;:.,.,,,;:..,, J. and Deanna 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
MOTION TO TEMPORARILY REMAND CASE TO THE DISTRICT COURT TO RULE 
RESP01''DENT KARI A. CLARK'S MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE PARTIES - 5 
PAGE 0&/ 09 
05/ 28/ 2014 15: 31 SELF SERVE 
I 
I 
ASSIGNMENT OF EASEMENT ACTION 
or good and valu:able consideradon. the roceipt of whjcb is hereby acknow1e4ged, KAR1 A. 
,._,..~""' INDIVIDUALLY AND AS TR.US TEE OF TiiB KARI A. CLARK REVOCABLE 
UST, U/A JUNE 21, 2010, (hereinafter «&signor .. ), does assign an legal an<i equitable right, 
"ile and intettst, to pursue and/or defend claims in~ litigation m which she is a party entitled 
olm F. Tlwrnton v. Mary E . Ptmdrea and Kari A. Clark,. Bonner County District Court Case No. 
-2013-1334 (*'Ea..eement Action"), and any other possible claims made by or against JOHN F. 
OR.NTON and/or MARYE. PANDREA to KENNETH J. AND DEANNA L. BARRETT, 
usband and wife (hereinafter "Assignees").. 
aid Assipment is subj~ to all legal and equitable defenses that John F. Thornton and/or Mary 
andrea may later assert and/or any additional claims they· may make. Assignor makes no 
\YBl:raDD··cs,of any kind t.o the underlying claims. counttrclaims. defenses. or any othe.r rights or 
J &ilities between the parties to the dispute and/or action. This assignment shall not act as a 
case of any rights. obligations, or potential causes of action as between Assignor and 
I 
signces. 
~goor agrees to cooperate nilly w.ith Assignees in their pursuit and/or defense of claims 
ilated to the Easement Action. 
Alssignor agrees that Assignees shall be entitled to retain any award for attorney fees or costs 
i~cmred as a. JCSUlt of Assignor's defense of claims and pursujt of her counterclaims in this 
aquon while it was in the jurisdiction of the District Court. 
~ evcat an appeal is pursued in lmB matt.er which Assignees pumue or defend, Assignees 
] ~ be ct:1titled to pursue and retain any attorney fee or cost award in web appeal. 
Dated/ 1/1t$C:f..J-~ 2 0 Ir 
V > KARI A CLARK, INDIVIDUALLY AND AS 
siTE OF OR.BOON ) 
TRUSTEE OF THE KARI A. CLARK 
REVOCABLE TRUST, U/A JUNE 21, 2010 
cdUNTYOFfh'f!c.s ~ss. 1:f"~ (1 , /i}~ / ~ 
*
The furegoing instrument wes acknowledged before me this 15L day of ro L.1.l ' • 
y KAR.I A. CIARK., individually and as Trustee of the KARI A CLARK REVOCABLE 








Filed b Record at Request of 
LuJdna & .Amua. p .s. 
601 E. From St., S.. 502 
Coeur d'Aleoa, ID 83114-SISS 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
KARI A. CLARK, indmdually aod as Trustee of the Kari A. Claz:k: Revocable Trust, 
ula June 21, 2010 ("6rantor'1 does hereby convey, release, remisc, and fon:ver quitclaim 
unto KENNETH J. BARR.BIT. JR. &pd DEANNA L BARRE'IT, husband aod ~ of 61 1 
Wa1kins St.:. Binrrinaham, Mkhi&mlt 48009, the fullowing desal'bed real property located in 
Bonner County, Idaho, together with all appurtenances, which property is ~ particularly 
desaibed on attached Rmlhlt ~ including any a.ftec..acquirc title. 
DATBDthis.2 o-th day of if«,t, e • 2014. 
STATE OF OREGON ) 
)ss. 
COUNIY OFlb!-:@~, _ ) 
~ -a~(l~z~ 
/m c~ indi~yand as Trustee 
of 1he Karl A. Clm: Revocable Trust, u/a June 
21,2010 
On this~ day of :i. OC • in the ,car of201.:lt bcfixe me, a Notary 
Public, personally appeared KARI A. CLARK. known or jdc,ntifjed to me, 1o be the pnon 
whose name is subsc:ribed to 1be wi1hin instrument in her pcnonal capacity and in her aspacity 
as Tmstec of the KARI A CLARK. REVOCABLE TR.UST, U/AJUNB 21, 2010, and she 
acknowledged to me that rhe eecutcd the same inberpersoaal ~ aodas sudi Trustee. 
l 
6 ;, f i , 
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P. HAZEL, ISB #4980 
V/ITHERSPOONK·w.,;,iJuw 
The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd.; Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (20&) 667-8470 
Email: jph@witherspoonkelley.com 
Attorneys for Defendant!Counterclaimant/Respondent Kari A. Clark and proposed substituted 
party Kenneth J, Barrett and Deanna L. Barrett 
IN THE DISTICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TifE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
JOHN F. THORNTON, 
Plaintifl7Counterdefendtmt/ Appellant, 
vs. 
MARY E.-P ANDREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary R Pand.rea Revocable 
Trust, u/a April 9, 2002; and· 
Defendant/Respondent, 
KARI A, CLARK, a single WOillfill 
il;ldividually and lil3 Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Macy E. Pandrea Revocable 
Trust, u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of 
the Kan A Clark Trost u/a June 21, 
2010, 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 42332r2014 


















ORDER SUBSTITUTING KENNETH 
J.BARUIT ANDDEANNAL. 
BAR.REIT l:N 'J'lIE STEAD OF 
.DEFENDANTICOUNTERCLAIMANT 
KARI A. CLARK 
DefendantJCounterclaimant/Respondent. ) 
This Court. having reviewed 1;he Motion/Notification Substitution of Party,. the · 
A..ffldavit of Joel P. Hazel submitted in support thereof, as well as Plaintiff's Objection and 
ORDER SUBSTITUTING KENNETH J, BARRETT AND DEANNA L. BAIUUITT IN THE STEA}) OF 
DB:F'ENDANT/COUNTE){CLAIMANT KARI A. CLARK - 1 b l 4 
2/4 
- ' ' 
i 29 M ~ ~~ avesr-,,: a'"'.: 1 .:."';; 
2086678470 UITHERSPOON J<ELLE'i '.' 2 rg, 3/4 
Substitution of Party Defend.ant and tho 
nncnng good cause, THEREFORE, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 
KENNETH J. BARRETT and DEANNA L. BARREIT, husband and wife, as assignees 
of.KARI A. CLARK's interests to pursue and/or defend claims and to collect on the.Amended 
Judgment in this action, are hereby substituted for all purposes in the stead ofDefendant/ 
Counterolaimant KARI A CLARK. 
DATED this ~y of Augus4 2014. 
ORDER SUBSTITtrrING KENNETH J. BARRETT AN)) DEANNA l,. BARRETT IN THE STEAD OF 
DliFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT KARI A. CLARK - l 
: 2086670470 UITHERSPOON ~ELLEV J-01-14 15:37 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l HEREBY CERTIFY that on the .:.....L- day of Augu:,"i:., 2014, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing in the manner indicated: 
Val Tuomton 
4685 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Attorney for Appellant John F Thornton 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4687 Uppor Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
JoelP. Hazel 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Attorney for Respondent Kari A. Clark 
and substituting party Ke,meth J. and 
Deanna L. Barrett 
[X] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
[X] U.S. Mail, PO$tage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
( ] Ovemigbt Mail 
[ J Facsimile: 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
L l Overnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile: 208-667-8470 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO 
ORDER SUBSTITUTING KENNJ!ffl J, BARRETT AND D~.} BARRETT IN THE STEAD OF 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT I{ARIA, CLARK~ l O l 




MARY E. PANDREA, et ) 
Respondents. 
and to clerk 





































and Objection to the, u,.i~~ Support 
0512013; 






AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 5 
7. I hereby that: 
a) A copy of the foregoing has been served upon each reporter of whom a 
transcript has been requested as follows: 
Julie Foland 
CDA Reporting Court Reporters 
Bank of America Building 
401 Front Avenue, Suite 215 
Coeur d'Alene, JD 83814 
Charlotte Crouch 
CDA Reporting Court Reporters 
Bank of America Building 
401 Front Avenue, Suite 215 




paid. The appellate 
Service has been upon all parties required to served. 
14. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 6 
608 Northwest Blvd., 
838 4 
MARYPANDREA 
Defendant pro se 
Upper Pack 
Sandpoint, 83 864 
JOHN MITCHELL 
District Court Judge 
Box 9000 
d'Alene, ID 838 6 
Julie Foland 
CDA Reporting Court Reporters 
J.ua,u .... ,u., postage prepaid 
_faxed to (208) 667-8470 
hand-delivered 
~~u,.u.u• ...... , postage 
faxed to 
hand-delivered 
~ ... AU~UL-=, postage prepaid 
to 132 
Bank of America Building LU4ILED, PREPAID 
401 Front Avenue. Suite 215 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charlotte Crouch 
CDA Reporting Court Reporters 
Bank of America Building LU4/LED, POSTAGE PREPAID 
401 Front Avenue, Suite 215 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Alv/ENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
" ' f, 
In the Supreme Court of the St~~ 
JOHN F. THORNTON, ) 
) 
P!aintiff-Counterdefendant-Appellant- ) 




MARY E PANDREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Ka..11 A. Clark ) 





KARI A CLARK, a single woman individually 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark and Mary E. 
Par1drea Revocable Trust uia April 9, 2002, and 



















) ~ ',. ·~-·: .-........ ....-..-- .. ·---
ORDER APPROVING SUBSTITUTION 
Supreme Court Docket No. 42332-2014 
Bonner County No. 2013-1334 
Ref. No. 14-348 
L A NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF KENNETH J. BARRETT AND DEANNA L 
BARRETT IN THE STEAD OF RESPONDENT KARI A. CLARK \\1th Exhibit A ari.ached 
was filed by counsel for Respondent Kari A. Clark and substituting attorney Michael G. 
Schmidt for Respondents Barrett on July 28, 2014, indicating that Respondent Kari A. Clark 
has transferred title to her real property fr.at is t.lie subject of the instant appeal and the 
underlying district court action to Kenneth J. Barrett and Deanna L Barrett, husband and 
wife. 
2. A MOTION TO TEMPORARILY REMAND CASE TO THE DISTRICT COURT TO 
RULE ON RESPONDENT K.ARI A. CLARK'S MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE PARTIES 
with Exhibits A and B attached was filed by counsel for Respondent Kari A. Clark on August 
4, 2014, requesting that this Court temporarily remand this matter to the district court for the 
sole purpose of allowing the district court to rule on Clark's motion to substitute parties. 
3. PLAH·.JTIFF'S OBJECTION TO RESPONDENT CLARK'S MOTION TO REMAND TO 
DISTRICT COURT A."11.JD ?--,,10TION TO DISALLOW SUBSTITUTION OF P1c\RTY 
DEFEI','DANT, a MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
ORDER APPROVING SUBSTITUTION-Docket No. 42332-2014 
OBJECTION TO RESPONDENT CLARK'S MOTION TO REMAL'\JD TO DISTRICT 
COURT AND MOTION TO DISALLOW SUBSTITUTION OF PARTY DEFENDANT 
and CERTIFICATION OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLA.Thi'TIFF'S OBJECTION TO 
RESPONDENT CLARK'S MOTION TO REMAND TO DISTRICT COURT AND 
MOTION TO D[SALLOW SlTBSTITUTION OF PARTY DEFENDA.i'lT with attachments 
were filed by counsel for Appellant John F. Thornton on August 13, 2014. 
The Court is fully advised; therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that the substitution of the Barretts as parties in place of Clark is 
APPROVED and the caption in this matter shall be A.i.\fE!\i'DED as follows: 









1vlARY E. PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark ) 
and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust u/a April } 









KENNETH J. BARRETT and DEAl'\,1NA L. } 




DATED this day of August, 2014. 
By Order of the Supreme Court 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk 
ORDER APPROVING SUBSTITUTION -Docket No. 42332-2014 
625 -. 
IN THE St;l!REME COl7RT OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO 
Cross Respondent. ) 
) 
Supreme Court Docket 14 
Bonner 
RESPONDENTSKENNETHJ.AND 
DEANNA L. BARRETT'S 
OPPOSITION TO PETITION OF 
E. PAI'\DREA. a single woman 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
) corNSEL VAL THOR~TON FOR 
LEA VE TO INTERV'ENE ON 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea ) APPEAL 
u·a ) 
Defendant-Respondent-Cross 






On 14, 3, Appellant John F. filed the underlying 
court Declaration 
PROPOSED RESPO:\DENTS KE:\i'.\'ETH .J. k\iD DEA.\i"liA L BARRETT'S OPPOS1TIO~ 
PETITIO'.\' OF COt:'.\SEL VAL THOR'iTOI'i FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE O.'."J APPEAL - l 




4. Judgment vvas s court 
action on 30. 20 4. See 
5. On 6. 
See ,r 8. 
6. 4. Clark an fees 
costs. In her 
Code 12- 21 and Idaho 
requested sanctions against Idaho 
PROPOSED RESPONDENTS KENNETH J. A1"D DEA,''li:NA L. BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO 





a were not 
a 
See 3. 
June 4. a 
. Barrett Barrett m the 
PROPOSED RESPONDENTS KENNETH J. A_'\/D DEANNA L BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO 
PETITIO"i OF corNSEL VAL THOR'\'TON FOR LEA VE TO [\'TERVENE ON APPEAL 3 
Barretts 
I. AVTHORITY 
A. Petitioner's request for leave to intervene should be denied because 
the petitioner has not verified the allegations contained in her petition 
as required bv I.A.R. 7 .1. 




facts stated to be true, unless upon lS 
PROPOSED RESPONOE:\'TS KEN'.'ETH J. AND DEAl\NA L BARRETT'S OPPOSITIO'.\ TO 




is not it be oe111e,::L 
Allowing the petitioner to intervene in this appeal and allowin.g her to 
continue to represent her client would create a conflict of interest 




must and as to 
correctness m not lS 
Court overturn one 
were to overturn 
not O"\.erturn 
states 
the costs a\\arded be as f. 
PROPOSED RESPONDENTS KEN'.\"ETH J. AND DEANNA L BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO 





l. Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct I. 7 does not permit a lal1cyer 
to represent a client if the representation is materially limited by 





the sanction ,\ere based facts and 
that standards set are not 
ne\\' and more reasoned set of eyes 
PROPOSED RESPONDE'.\TS KE,..,l\ETH J. A.~D DEA'\'l\A L BARRETT'S OPPOSITIO'.'I TO 






54 and LC. 2- 2 Her brief states. 




the facts presented to it. that the case was brought, pursued or defended 
frholoush. unreasonably or without foundation. 
the court 
Pursuant 11 1 all pleadings, 
signed by an attorney must meet certain criteria. 
papers are not 
iaw, or are interposed for improper purposes 
cause undue delay, or needlessly increase the costs 
sanctions results. 
noted that not 
an award fees under statute not 
i7 12-12 . and 
PROPOSED RESPONDENTS KENNETH J. A .. "W DEANNA L. BARRElTS OPPOSITIO'.'\ TO 






an attorney or party constitutes a certificate that 
read pleading, or other paper; that to 
s knowledge, belief after 
reasonable inquir), it is well grounded in fact and is warranted by 
existing law, and that it is not interposed for any improper purpose, 
such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in 
the cost of litigation . . . paper 1s 
of this 
different standards 
necessarily be adverse to 
appeal. She 
should overturn the herself 
l l advancing a different argument as 
one 
overturn the award against her client pursuant to I.R.CP. 54(e)(1 and 121. By 
any argument on behalf of herself under LR.CP. l l 
to asserts 
PROPOSED RESPONDENTS KE:'.'.~ETH J. A_;'\D DEANNA L BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO 
PETITION OF COl~SEL VAL THOR'ITON FOR LEAVE TO INTERVE:\'E ON APPEAL- 8 
12-12 
those are direct 
2. A recent case in the JJlashington Court of Appeals that deals with 
this identical issue provides insight on the issue before the Court 






, Whether Rick 
and, if so, 
- Arnilable at: 
_, The attorney fees and 
the award 1..; 'l,4 J 510 17 
the case 
3. Case No. 2. 
\Vere attorney fees and 
L 
attorney appealed 




the case before 
PROPOSED RESPONDK'.\TS KEN'.\ETH J. A.."'D DEASNA L BARRETrs OPPOSITION TO 
PETITIOS OF COL....-SEL VAL THOR."ITON FOR LEA VE TO 1...;TERVENE O.'.'i APPEAL - 9 
4. any conflict 
proceedings. 
In Court to RPC .7. IS 





requires him or her to oppose. In re 
142. 56 I 1122 (l 977). 
l ( 1997). An attorney should 
undertaking a dual representation. Eriks. 118 
Wn. App. at 303. 
conflicts of interest can arise 
state 
stated: 
A conflict of interest exists when 
attorney and the client are adverse. State I 
to 
to another 
17Wn. App. 1 
App. 228 P.3d 771 1 "The lawyer's ,nt,?rP<cr the 
PROPOSED RESPO"'DENTS KE:"INETH J. AND DEA,"1NA L BARRETrs OPPOSITION TO 
PETITION OF COl'NSEL VAL THORNTON FOR TO INTERVE}\"E O'\' APPEAL - lO 
The Court further that s] 
any sanctions.·· 
our case. 
withdraw his representation 
obtain counsel for himself Counsel ""''hr1,,.,,,,.: 
PROPOSED RESPONDENTS KENNETH J. A.:'1D DEAN;'liA L BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO 
PETITION Of COL"NSEL VAL THOR'lTON FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE O'\ APPEAL- l 
In any 






PROPOSED RESPONDENTS KENNETH J. _,\_"m DEANNA L BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO 
PETITION OF COCNSEL VAL THORNTO'.'i FOR LEA \-E TO INTERVE.'\E ON APPEAL - 12 
In 
same 
m our case at 
no decisions in 
the 
and held: 
Based upon fTPr1,Pr<:> 
jurisdictions, ~~~~~~~~':!!!:!l!QlliLlQ.i~ll!1lli.!lJ!!!_ill!!QI!~ 
\vhose representation of a client poses an actual conflict with himself or 
The court need not 
to 
PROPOSED RESPONDENTS KEN.'IETH J. A:'iD DEA __ '\:'\A L BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO 
PETffIO'\ OF COL"\SEI" \-AL THOR'\T0."1 FOR LEAVE TO I:'<TERVE."IE O'.'l' APPEAL - l3 
its cases. 
CO~CLt:SIO?'i 
to m she 
to a verified petition 
As In event 
PROPOSED RESPONDENTS KE:'\'."ffTH J .. .\_';D DEAN:"JA L BARRETT'S OPPOSITJO'.'i TO 
PETITIO', OF COCNSEI. VAL THOR'\iTON FOR INTERVENE ON APPEAL - 14 
4. 
G. 
LUKINS & ANl\IS, PS 
601 E. Front 
CERTIFICATE OF 
HEREBY 4. 
a true correct 
PROPOSED RESPONDE'.'iTS KENNETH .L A'.".D DEA"iNA L. BARRETT'S OPPOSITIO'.\ TO 
PETITIO:'i Of COCNSEL VAL THOR:'1TON FOR TO I:'.'.TERVE'.'.E O'.'i APPEAL 15 
over 
IN THE Sl'PREME COl'RrL QFTHE STATifOF IDAHO 
as A. 
E. Pa11drea Revocable 
Respondents. 
L LG. 
That am an 
age 
my 
Bonner District Court 




) DECLARATI01' OF MICHAEL 
SCHMIDT I1' SLPPORT OF 
RESPONDENTSKENNETHJ.AND 
DEANNA L BARRETT'S 
OPPOSITION TO PETITION OF 
COL"NSEL VAL THORNTON FOR 





DECLARATION OF "HCHAEL G. SCH:\UDT IN SCPPORT OF PROPOSED RESPO'.\"DE;\TS 
KEX~ETH J. A.'\D DE.~,.\iA L BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO PETITION OF COCNSEL VAL 
THORNTON FOR LEA VE TO I.'.\TER\TNE ON APPEAL - l 




as Exhibit B: 
C. 
s 
( .. Reconsideration a true and correct copy lS 
and as Exhibit C: and 
d. The on 2014 
a true and correct copy is attached hereto 
incorporated herein as Exhibit D. 
district court action Bonner County See Exhibit C p. 1. i2. 
DECLARA no:--; OF :\UCHAEL G. SCH~HDT IN St:PPORT OF PROPOSED RESPO;,iDENTS 
KENNETH J. A.:ND DEA.,,l\JNA L. BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO PETITION OF COCNSEL AL 
THOR"'\'TO'.'i FOR LEA YE TO L'ffERVENE ON APPEAL - 2 









on district court that it found 
s to s 
See Exhibit A. p. 
7 court stated s 
Thornton· s counsel to make the claim that an easement 
appurtenant depends on burdened any legal support 
that claim. is Exhibit A. p. I '·Ho,v Thornton·s can make 
a statement to the pp. 1 
fact that to proof of the easement in 
DECLARATION OF :\-HCHAEL G. SCff'.\IIDT IN SFPPORT OF PROPOSED RESPONDENTS 
KENNETH J. AND DEAN'.\"A L. BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO PETITION OF COCNSEL VAL 
THOR.'.'iTON FOR LEA VE TO INTERVENE O'.'i APPEAL - 3 
to adhere up 
On 4. John Thornton a 
9. 2. 2014. a an fees and 
costs. 
Val 







l. 7T!. Exhibit B, p. 3, i)4. 
In her Brief. Clark requested that district court sanctions 
against John Thornton· s attorney. Thornton. Clark stated: 
I (a)( l ). all pleadings, motions and other papers 
,,.,.,.,..,,..,.,," must meet certain criteria. \Vhere 
papers are not well grounded in fact. warranted 
DECLARATIO:\' OF .\HCHAEL G. SCH:HIDT IX SCPPORT OF PROPOSED RESPONDE"JTS 
KEN.'.'IETH J. AND DEA.'iNA L BARRETT'S OPPOSITI0'.';' TO PETITIO'.\' OF COL~SEL VAL 
THOR:'\TO"i FOR LEA \-E TO INTERVENE ON APPEAL - 4 
" 2 21 
1 I ·· and cases See 
Exhibit B, p. 5. 










to be audacious 1 -~-"'!. p. :J • .J). p.14. 4:1 
,\as .. no to s and .. no 
basis to support argument" p.14. 4:2). It 
.. rnisapplie[ ctr quotes case p.l «[2>. It ,vas 
DECLARA TIO.'\ OF MICHAEL G. SCHMIDT I'.\ SLPPORT OF PROPOSED RESPONDE."iTS 
KENNETH J .. ~"\"D DEA:"11:\A L BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO PETHION OF COLNSEL VAL 







DECLARA TIO.'\ OF '\lICHAEL G. SCH:VHDT I.'.\ SCPPORT OF PROPOSED RESPO.'\"DE.'\TS 
KE.'\.'\ETH J. A:XD DEA __ '\.'\A L BARRETT'S OPPOSITIO'.'i TO PETITIO.'\ Of COC:'/SEL VAL 
THOR.'ffO.'\ FOR LEA\£ TO l.'liTER\E.'\E O'.'. APPEAL - 6 
a true and correct copy 
4687 Cpper Pack River 
Sandpoint ID 
facsimile: 
CS MaiL Postage 
Delivered 
Overnight 
DF:CLARA no, OF \HCHAEL G. SCH:\HDT IN SCPPORT OF PROPOSED RESPONDE:\TS 
KENNETH J. A."iD DEAS\A L BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO PETITIO;\ OF COCNSEL VAL 
THORNTOl'\ FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE ON APPEAL - 7 
(l 
STATE OF IOAHO 
r.f Rl"'WN!=i::1 
AT ;1·UC 
CLERK OF DISTRICT 
Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 




MARY E. PANDREA. a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable ) 
Trust u/a April 9, 2002, and KARI A. ) 
CLARK, a single woman individually and ) 
as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark and Mary E. ) 
Pandrea Revocable Trust u/a April 9, 2002,) 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark Trust ) 
u/a June 21, 2010, ) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No.BON CV 20131334 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
CLARK'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AS TO CLAIMS OF 
PLAINTIFF THORNTON, AND 
GR4NTING DEFENDANT CLARK'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT ON CLARK'S 
COUNTER-CLAIMS AGAINST 
THORNTON 
!. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND. 
This matter is before the Court on defendant Karl A Clark's (Clark) "Motion for 
Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaims", filed January 29, 2014. Oral argument 
on that motion was held on March 2014. At the conclusion of that hearing, the 
Court granted the motion, but also indicated a written decision would be forthcoming. 
Plaintiff John Thornton {Thornton) sued both Mary Pandrea (Pandrea) and Clark 
to quiet title to his land and for damages. Complaint to Quiet Title and Damages, 
one time Pandrea and her husband owned the land now owned by 
0 23 




permanent injunction, to quiet title, and for damages. Defendant Clark's Answer, 
I SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
52 FAX 
seeks "partial" summar1 on her because the 
amount of damages, if any, remains to be proven at trial. Defendant Clark's Motion 
Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial 
ld]002 023 
Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaims, 2. The damages are based in part on 
allegations that John Thornton, on July 20, 2013, kept Clark and several of her family 
members from travelling along an access road, to spread ashes of a family member 
upon land they owned. Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis in Support of Defendant Clark's 
Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaims, p. 3, fflT 8-1 Thornton's wife, 
Valerie Thornton, then allegedly approached Clark and her family members and 
insisted they sign a document agreeing they could use an easement 
11-12. 
pp. 3-4, ,m 
At the March 14, 2014, hearing, the Court first asked Val Thornton, counsel for 
John Thornton, and his wife, how it would be possible that Val Thornton would not be a 
witness at the June 24, 2014, and thus, how Val Thornton would not violate IRPC 3.7 
((a)"A lawyer shall not act as advocate at a trial in which the lawyer is likely to be a 
necessary witness unless: "' * * disqualification of the lawyer would work substantial 
hardship on the client. Val Thornton answered "I don't see why I would be a witness 
and still don't" At the hearing, counsel for Kari A Clark stated that he would be calling 
Va! Thornton as a witness at trial and would be issuing a subpoena for her as a v.iitness. 
The Court concluded the discussion by informing Val Thornton she "would a witness 
in t'1e damage phase the trial, l can't reach any other conclusion than that" After 
the March 14, 2014, hearing, on March 20, 2014, the Court sent Val Thornton a letter 
recapitulating the above, and concluded the letter: ''if there is a substitution of counsel 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRAf.lTING DEFENDANT CLARK'S MOTIONS FOR SIJMi'MRY JUDGMENT 
case 
in yourself the State Bar. March 25, 2014, 
,.,,,..., .... r,-, . .-. sent the a letter. which stated " ... substitution of counsel would cause 
great hardship on Mr. Thornton" and concluded: the meantime, I have consulted 
with bar counsel, have verified that I may continue my representation during the pre-trial 
process, and hope that your honor will understand this due to economic necessity 
alone. On March 26. 2014, the Court forwarded a copy of that response by facsimile 
Brad Andrews, Idaho State Bar Counsel. As of the date of this opinion 1 no 
substitution of counsel has occurred. 
Alsol at the March 141 2014, hearing, the Court took up the issue of "Clark's 
Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum In Support of Plaintiffs Response to 
Defendant's Motion Summary Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support 
Thereof. The basis of that motion was Pandrea is not an adverse party to Clark, and 
Clark's motion for summary judgment only pertained to Thornton's claims against Clark 
and Clark's counterclaims against Thornton. Defendant!Counterclaimant Clark's Motion 
to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof, pp, 2, 3. 
Pandrea (pro se) had no objection to Clark's motion to shorten time to hear this motion, 
and counsel for Thornton objected, stated her client Thornton was prejudiced, but 
articulated no actual prejudice. Accordingly, this Court granted Clark's motion to 
shorten time. The Court then heard argument from the attorneys and Pandrea. At the 
conclusion of oral argument the Court granted "Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's 
Memorandum in Support Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof', because Pandrea is not an 
adverse party to Clark (thus, the Court stated it did not need to reach the untimeliness 




granted, the discuss Pandrea's cfaims and arguments in this memorandum 
decision, to provide context The affidavits submitted by Pandrea have been read by 
the Court, but will not be considered in this motion for summary judgment between 
Clark Thornton. 
On August 14, 2013, this action was commenced by John F. Thornton 
(Thornton) against his neighbors Mary Pandrea {Pandrea) and Kari A Clark (Clark} 
to quiet title his real property. Thornton and Pandrea own adjacent parcels of real 
property in Sandpoint, Bonner County, Idaho, near Tavern Creek. Complaint to Quiet 
(dJO 4/ 23 
Trtle and for Damages (Complaint) pp. 3-5, 11112. 7-2.22. and Pandrea share a 
common boundary bordeL Affidavit Mary Pandrea in Support of Defendant 
Pandrea's Motion Dismiss Complaint Quiet Title and Damages (First Affidavit 
of Mary E Pandrea}, p. 2, ,r 3. 
1993, prior to owning his land, Thornton rented the property from Robert 
Wiltse (Vvirtse) and Wiltse's wife at the time, Mary Pandrea. Complaint, 2, ,r 2.2. 
This property Thornton now owns is a two-acre parcel of !and. Affidavit of Joel P. 
Hazel in Support Defendant Clark's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Affidavit 
of Joel P. Hazel), p. 21'f 3. Wiltse and Pandrea had obtained the two-acre parcel of 
land Clark and Pandrea, by Bonner County Quitclaim Deed, Instrument No. 
416381, on November 10, 1992. Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel in Support of Defendant 
Clark's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Affidavit of Joel Hazei), Exhibit A 
That Quitclaim Deed conveyed the property to Wiltse and Pandrea "[s}ubject to and 
reserving a 30.0 foot easement for a road right of way and utilities ... Wiltse and 
Pandrea divorced in 1996. First Affidavit r111ary Pandrea, p. 2, f, 
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525386 Affidavit of Joel P Hazel, Exhibit R Warranty Deed 
has a provision for an easement as fo!!ovvs: 
EASEMENT AND CONDITIONS THEREOF RESERVED BY 
INSTRUMENT: 
FAVOR OF: MARYE. PANDREA WILTSE, A MARRIED 
WOMAN DEALING IN HER SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY; 




INSURYMENT NO .. 
' t . mam,ams since 
A 30.0 FOOT EASEMENT FOR A ROAD 
AND UTILITIES 
DECEMBER 1, 1992 
416381 
1940s road referred to in \/Varranr-1 Deed, 
Instrument 525386, goes through the Thornton Property, is the only road her 
has 
Pandrea and Memorandum Support of Defendant Clark's fv1oticn for Summary 
Judgment of Dismissal of Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, p. 3; Affidavit of Terry Boyd-Davis in Support of 
Defendant Clark's Motion Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint 
and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's Counter Claims (Affidavit of Terri 
Boyd-Davis). p. 2 1f 4. Pandrea disputes that Clark and Pandrea jointly owned the 
tv.ienty-acre parcel of land. Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Response 
to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 9. However, on May 11, 2011, 
Pandrea sued Clark to partition the ~,enty-acre parcel of land in Bonner County case 
1-835. Defendant Clark's Answer Affirmative Defenses and 
Counterclaim, p. 51f 6; Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit On August 16, 2012, 
District Judge Luster issued a decision in that case, partitioning the parcel in 
kind, acres. 








and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, p. Affidavit of 
Boyd-Davis, pp. 2-3 fflI 5-6. A sign dated July 5, 201 was posted next to the 
gate, which read as follows: 
NOITCE 
KARiCLARK 
IS PROHIBITED FROM ENTERING UPON THIS PROPERTY FOR ANY 
REASON UNDER PENAL TY OF CRIMINAL TRESPASS. § 8-7001. 
JOHN F. THORNTON 
4685 UPPER PACK R!VER ROAD 
SANDPOINT IDAHO 83864 
OWNER 
Affidavit of Boyd-Davis, Exhibit Thornton claims that "[s]ince 1993, when 
began renting Thornton property, the easement was used solely Mary Pandrea and 
her invitees. Mary Pandrea gated and locked the easement at times, and decided who 
was to have a key to the gate. Affidavit of Thornton Opposing Summary 
Judgment (Second Affidavit of John Thornton), p. 11[ 2. 
On August 14, 2013, Thornton brought this present action to quiet title to a 
parcel of land, approximately one tenth of an acre in size, contains a well, against 
Pandrea and Clark. Complaint to Quiet Title and for Damages, 3-5, 1l1f 2]-2.22. 
Thornton contends that in 2012 he had the Thornton Property surveyed, and apparently 
that survey is how and when Thornton discovered the physical property description on 
Deed did include about one-tenth acre at 3, fl 2.6. Thornton 
attaches as Exhibit 2 to his Complaint to Quiet Title and for a property 
on a 
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document this issued its 
in Part and Denying in Part Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Dismiss (Motion for 
Summary Judgment) on February 14, 2014, the Court had not at that time been 
provided a of Thornton's deed. Two weeks after that decision was issued, when 
ldJo a 23 
Clark filed the instant motion for summary judgment, was the first time the Court was 
provided a copy of Thornton's deed. Affidavit of Joel Hazel, Exhibit B. It is now 
apparent that at all times Thornton was deeded this parcel, the metes and bounds 
description which did not include the "Well Piece". However, Thornton claims he only 
discovered that fact in 2012 through a survey he had performed on his property. Clark 
maintains that following the Revised Judgment and Decree of Partition issued by Judge 
Luster on January 24, 2014. in Bonner case 1 835, the twenty-
acre parcel land was divided so that Clark no longer has an ownership interest in the 
Well Piece. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, p. 2. 
On January 29, 2014, Clark filed the instant motion for summary judgment, which 
was accompanied by a "Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment of Clark's Counter Claims", the "Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel in 
Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's 
Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's Counter Claims" and 
the "Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment of Dismissal Thornton's Complaint and Motion 
Judgment of Clark's Counter Claims." 
Partial Summary 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT C'...ARK'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Page 
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Support Response Defendant's ,rnr,,,.u,n 
was accompanied the "Affidavit of Mary Pandrea Support of Plaintiff's Response 
to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, the "Affidavit of James Gillette in 
Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment," the 
"Affidavit of Debbie Gadbaw Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion 
for Summary Judgment" the "Affidavit of John Pandrea in Support of Plaintiff's 
Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment," and the ~Affidavit of Nellie 
Gilbertson in Support of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment As mentioned above, the Court not consider those affidavits. but will 
make mention of Pandrea's claims and arguments. 
On February 2014, Thornton filed «Plaintiff's un11ectmn Defendant 
Clark's Motion for "which was accompanied "Plaintiff's 
Memorandum of Law in Opposition Defendant Motion for Summary 
Judgment" and the "Affidavit of John Thornton in Opposition to Summary Judgment" 
Hearing on Clark's motion summary judgment was held March 14, 2014. At 
the conclusion of that hearing, the Court stated the motion for summary judgment was 
granted and that a written decision would issue as soon as possible. The Court stated 
it was declaring its decision on the record on March 14, 2014, as it was important for 
the parties to know that decision as soon as possible, given the upcoming jury trial date 
of June 24, 2014, and the need for the parties to not prepare for matters that would no 
longer be an issue at that jury trial. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIE\"/. 
"Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits, and discovery 
documents on file with the court , demonstrate no material issue fact such that 




Beeks, 1 5 Idaho 1 1 
' ! 
84 
765 P.2d 126, 127 988) (citing 
Bade/I 
56(c)). The 
burden of proof is on the moving party to demonstrate the absence of a genuine issue 
of material fact Rouse Household Finance Corp., 144 Idaho 68, 156 P.3d 569, 
571 (2007) Evans Griswold, 129 Idaho 902, 905, 935 P 2d 165, 168 997)). 
'The burden may be met by establishing the absence of evidence on an element that 
the nonmoving party will be required to prove at trial." Nelson Anderson Lumber Co. 
140 Idaho 702, 
308, 31 t 882 P2d 
99 P.3d 1092, 1097 (2004) (citing Dunnick Elder, 126 Idaho 
App. 1994)). 
"Once the moving party establishes the absence of a genuine issue material 
fact the burden shifts the non-moving party, provide specific facts showing there 
is a genuine issue for Kiebert Goss, 144idaho 228, 59 P.3d 862, 864 
(2007) {citing Holzer, 139 Idaho 81, P.3d 94, 98 (2003)}; Samuel 
Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc .. 134 Idaho 84, 87, 996 P.2d 303, 306 (2000). 
"[!Jf nonmoving party fails to provide a sufficient showing to establish the essential 
elements of or her case, judgment shall be granted to the moving party. Parler v. 
Bassett, 146 Idaho 399,403, 195 P.3d 1212, 1216 (2008) (citing Atwood Smith, 143 
Idaho 110, 113, 138 P.3d 310, 313 (2006)). In construing the facts, the court 
draw ali reasonable factual inferences in favor of the non-moving party. Mackay 
Four Rivers Packing Co., 145 Idaho 408, 410, 179 P.3d 1064, 1066 (2008). If 
reasonabfe people can reach different conclusions as to the facts, then the motion 
must be denied. Ashby v. Hubbard, 100 Idaho 67, 593 P.2d 402 (1 
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case 
speculation; a mere scintilla evidence is not enough issue 
Zimmerman v. Volkswagon of America, lnc. 1 128 Idaho 851, 854, 920 P.2d 67, 
(1996). The non-moving party may not simply rely upon mere allegations in the 
pleadings, but must set forth in affidavits specific facts showing there is a genuine issue 
for trial. I.RC.P. 56{e): see Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208, 211, 868 P.2d 1224. 
1227 (1994). "[EJvidence presented in support of or in opposition to motions for 
summary judgment must be admissible evidence . " Hecla Min Co. v. Star-Moming 
Min. Co., 122 Idaho 778,784,839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992) question of 
admissibility is a threshold question to be answered before applying the liberal 
construction and reasonable inferences rule to the admissible evidence. If the non-
moving party does not provide such a response, summary judgment, if appropriate, 
shall be entered against the party. See id. 
Ill. ANALYSIS. 
A. There is No Genuine Issue of Material Fact That Clark Has an Easement 
Appurtenant to the Thornton Property. 
Clark seeks a determination by the Court that she has an easement appurtenant 
across the Thornton Property according to the language of Warranty Deed, Bonner 
County Instrument No. 525386 and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner County Instrument 
416381 Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment 
of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, pp. 5-6. 
Pandrea claims the twenty acres land owned part in 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support Plaintiff's Response 
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is the owner 
is 
Pand rea claims that 
have never been one twenty-acre parcel of land. Id. at 9 Specifically Pandrea claims 
the following: 
Pandrea purchased Tax Lot 40 in March of 1980, which consisted of 
approximately 5 acres, and in 1981 Pandrea quit claimed% interest to 
Clarie 
Eleven years later, in August of 1991, Clark purchased Tax Lot 49, 
which Pandrea co-owned by quitclaim deed in 1992. Tax Lot 49 was 
18.72 acres of which Pandrea received 8.297 acres in January 2014, with 
Clark receiving 10.423 acres. Clark's Tax Lot 49 was ordered to be 
contiguous to her individuaily owned Tax Lot 47 which is also accessed 
way of the "existing road" easement described by Tucker Engineering 
(1975) (See map below on next page) ... 
(original emphasis removed) (internal citations omitted). Pandrea has provided 
Instrument No. 170365 as evidence she claims grants the "existing road" easement 
Tax Lot 49 t'"le language quoted above Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 9; Second 
Affidavit of Mary Pandrea, Exhibit P-1 Pandrea further maintains that the easement 
described in Warranty Deed, Instrument No. 525386, conveying property from Wiltse to 
Thornton reserves an easement for ''Tax Lot 40" Pandrea·s Memorandum in Support 
of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 9-12. 
Pandrea does not describe Tax Lot 40 by a metes and bounds description. Instead, 
Pandrea mentions that Tax Lot 40 ls Instrument No. 226223, a copy has not 
been submitted to the Court, and includes copies of two maps in her memorandum 
opposing this motion for summary judgment. Id .. pp. 6-7 1 O The maps are not 
legible, but do contain the language "Tax 40". 10. maps 
;:Jr~ nnt ~upportPd affidavit1 nor have they· been provided to 
copies of recorded documents. It is unclear created these maps or 
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are be 
map was attached as A to the Revised Judgment and issued 
Luster in Bonner County case CV-2011-835, which depicts parcels of land with 
instrument numbers. Affidavit of Joel P. Haze!, Exhibit C. This map shows that 
Instrument No. 226223 is land conveyed to Pandrea. Id. That map does not, however, 
include the language "Tax Lot 40". Id. 
Regardless, Pandrea claims that as of August 2012 she is the individual owner 
of Tax Lot 40 pursuant to a court order issued in Bonner County case 2011 835. 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, 5. Pandrea claims this conveyance was finalized on January 
24, 2014, by Judge Luster in a Revised Judgment and Decree Partition. Id. Pandrea 
contends right the easement ended decision was entered. 
Pandrea further claims the following: 
There is no evidence on the record to support Clark's claim that Tax Lot 
40 and Tax Lot 49 are a '20 acre parcel' (singular) that had been 
accessed by way of the driveway to Tax Lot 40. Id. at 10. support of 
this, she claims Instrument Number 525386, which is the Thornton 
Warranty Deed, and includes an 'EXHIBIT A' that references instrument 
Number 416381. Instrument Number416381 gives more detailed 
description of Tax Lot 40 (and the easement through the Thornton 
'driveway') and of tax Lot 49 (and the easement by way of the 'existing 
roadl 
Id. at 11 (internal citations omitted). Based on this, Pandrea maintains the easement 
attaches to Tax Lot 40 which Clark no longer has an interest in. Id., p.12. 
Pandrea also mentions that Clark does not have an easement implication, easement 
by necessity, or a prescriptive easement, but in her Memorandum in Support 
Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of 
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"',..., ..... ,., ...... claims does not have an easement across the Thornton Property 
because "[tJhe language upon which Kari Clark relies does not describe a dominant 
estate, and does pretend to pass on to the heirs and assigns of the grantors." 
Plaintiff's Memorandum Law Opposition to Defendant Kari Clark's Motion for 
Summar1 Judgment, p. 2. Thornton claims the language of Warranty Deed, Instrument 
No. 525386 creating the easement "consists of a reservation by the grantors of the right 
to use the road on the conveyed portion of Tax Lot 40 in order to access the granters' 
remaining portion Tax 40. at 4. Since the Warranty Deed references t'1e 
easement created by the Quitclaim Deed, it "provides the sole basis for Kari Clark's 
claim of Qr'>!htl~>m,cnt to use easement. argues Quitclaim Deed 
portions Tax 40 and part of Tax 49, 
maintains the conveyance of Tax Lot 40 was subject to a foot 
easement for a road right of way and utilities" and the conveyance of Tax Lot 49 was 
not subject to any "easement or right of way of any kind" at 4-5. Like Pandrea, 
Thornton does not describe Tax lot 40 or Tax Lot 49 by a metes and bounds 
description. Rather, claims the Quitclaim Deed, Instrument No. 416381 
contains a metes and bounds description of both Tax Lot 40 and Tax Lot 49. Id. 
Thornton has provided no admissible evidence supporting that claim. 
Thornton further afleges Clark does not have an easement by necessity. Id, 
As stated above, Clark in her Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion 
Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim only seeks summary Judgment on whether 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ANO ORDER GRAITT!NG DEFENDANT CLARK'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Dismissal of 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, pp. 2-16 
"There are two general types of easements: easements appurtenant and 
easements in gross. easement appurtenant is a right to use a certain parcel. the 
servient estate, the benefit of another parcel, the dominant estate." Hodgins v. 
Sales. 139 Idaho 225, 230. 76 P.3d 969, 974 (2003) (citing Abbott v. Nampa School 
Dist 119 Idaho 544,550,808 P.2d 1289. 1295 (1991 "In contrast, an 
easement in gross benefits holder of the easement personally, without connection 
or use of a specific parcel of land." Id. ( citing 1361daho 
698, 702 (2002)). The difference between the easements has been 
described Idaho Supreme in the following way: 
easement "appurtenanf is one whose benefits serve a 
parcel of land. More exactly, it serves the owner that land in a way that 
cannot be separated from his rights in the land. It in fact becomes a right 
in that !and and, as we shall see, passes with the title. Typical examples 
of easements appurtenant are walkways, driveways, and utility lines 
across Blackacre, leading to adjoining or nearby Whiteacre. 
Easements . . "in gross" are those whose benefits serve their 
holder only personally, not in connection with his ownership or use of any 
specific parcel of land. . Examples are easements for utilities held by 
utility companies, street easements, and railroad easements. 
Abbott v. Nampa Sch. Dist. No. 131, 119 Idaho 544, 550, 808 P2d 1289, 1295 (1991 
If is a doubt as to whether an easement is appurtenant or in gross, Idaho courts 
presume the easement is appurtenant. Id. (citing Nelson v. Johnson, 106 Idaho 385, 
387~88, 679 P.2d 662, 664-65 (1984)). 
In case, Deed conveying the two acre parcel land 
an 
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A l!Hr-U" '" "-
WOMAN DEALING HER SEPARATE PROPERTY; 
AND KARI CLARK, A SINGLE WOMAN 
A 30.0 FOOT EASEMENT FOR A ROAD 
RIGHT OF WAY ANO UTILITIES 
RECORDED: 
INSURYMENT NO. 
DECEMBER 1, 1992 
416381 
Affidavit Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit R 
Contrary to the contention of Pandrea and Thornton, the above language does 
grant an easement specifically to UTax lot 40». Neither Pandrea nor Thornton 
submitted any admissible evidence depicting Tax Lot 40 or describing Tax Lot 40 by a 
~o s1 23 
metes and bounds description. Pandrea claims that she is now the owner of Tax Lot 40 
based on a order issued Judge Luster Bonner County case number CV-
2011-835. However. 
refer to "Tax Lot 40". 
order provides a metes and bounds description and does 
the admissible evidence refers the properties in this case 
by metes and bounds descriptions. But even if there was admissible evidence 
describing Tax Lot 40, the easement at issue in this case simply does not refer to Tax 
Lot 40. It grants a thirty-foot easement for a road right of way and utilities to Mary E 
Pandrea and Kari Clark for a right of way and use of utilities which serves their land, not 
specifically the land of Tax lot 40. Both Thornton and Pandrea are very mistaken in 
their argument linking the easement in favor of Pandrea and Clark to Tax Lot 40. The 
link simply does not exist As a result, the partition lawsuit between Pandrea and Clark 
before Judge Luster has absolutely nothing to do with Pandrea's and Ciark's easement 
rights across Thornton's !and. Thornton is grievously mistaken to argue otherwise 
oral argument, attorney echoed made Thornton in 
affidavit that the time the easement was created, the acreage adjacent to 
property was the 5-acre parcel, formerly Mary Pandrea's sole and separate property 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ANO ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT CLARK'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Page 15 
as 
1f 1 an easement 
appurtenant had to be adjacent to the property burdened. Thornton's attorney stated: 
'The easement if any, appertaining to the adjacent parcel only appertains to the 
adjacent parcel!' legal authority supporting such circular argument has ever been 
submitted by Thornton. No legal authority for Thornton's argument exists, Clark is 
named in the easement. The easement exists and is recorded, so for Thornton's 
attorney to state on March 14, 2014, that "The easement, if any ... " ignores the 
uncontroverted evidence. For Thornton's counsel to make the claim that an easement 
appurtenant depends on "adjacency" to t'ie burdened land, without legal support 
that claim, is irresponsible. Clark's easement does not depend on adjacency of her 
property to Clark's easement depends on the fact that her name is on a 
recorded easement that burdens Thornton's land. 
Furthermore! Thornton is completely misguided in restricting Clark, but not 
Pandrea, from crossing Thornton 1s land. The easement quoted immediately above, is 
in favor of Pandrea and Clark. Thornton's inability to read and understand what is of 
record, is quite mystifying. As this Court stated in its January 14, 2014, Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Pandrea's Motion to Dismiss 
(Motion for Summary Judgment): 
[T]here is indisputable evidence that the language provided above created 
an easement appurtenant. While the ianguage of the easement identifies 
no dominant or servient estate, it gives a right of access to Pandrea and 
Clark for a road right of way and for utilities, which serves the land directly 
as opposed to Pandrea and Clark personally, However, even if the Court 
finds that there is doubt whether this language creates an easement 
appurtenant, presumption Idaho rests in favor of an 
e,asement appurtenant \vas created~ 
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must 
now grant partial summary judgment favor of on issue. The reason 
these issues were not addressed in this Court's earlier decision is Pandrea and 
Thornton for some reason refused to submit admissible evidence the Clark 
has now rectified the failure of the other parties 
B. Thornton Interfered With Clark's Right to Use the Easement When He 
Erected a Locked Gate Across the Easement 
Clark claims that since she has an easement appurtenant, Thornton wrongfully 
interfered with her easement rights when he erected a locked gate across the road, 
Memorandum Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary judgment 
Dismissal of Thornton's and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, p, 7, Thornton claims that he: 
, , has a right to question those who claim to have the right to cross his 
property, and it is not unreasonable to ask for identification and 
verification of such claims ... , When he !earned that Kari Clark claimed a 
right to use the easement, he immediately requested to be informed of the 
basis thereat and notified Rickard Kuck, her attorney in the partition 
matter (CV-2011-835) that she would be trespassed from the property 
unless she provided a legal basis for her ciaim. 
Plaintiffs Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Summary Judgment, 6 (citing 
Affidavit of John Thornton ln Opposition to Summary Judgment). 
u An easement is the use the land of another a specific purpose 
not inconsistent with the general use of the property by the owner." Johnson v. 
Highway 101 Investments, No. 39160, 2014 497442, at *2 (Idaho Feb, 
Lawrence, 53 1 283 
728, 737 {201 1 




c,orui,0,.,, .. owners easements. owner 
use the estate in manner not 1nr,..,nc, 
does not materially interfere with, the use the easement the owner 
the dominant estate. other words. the servient estate owner is entitled 
to make uses of the propert; that do not unreasonably interfere with the 
dominant estate owner's enjoyment of easement 
(citing Ruddy-Lamarca v. Dalton Gardens Irrigation Dist., 153 Idaho 754, 758, 291 
P.3d 437. 441 (2012), quoting Nampa & Meridian Irrigation Dist. Washington Fed. 
Sav., 135 Idaho 518, 522, 20 P.3d 702, 706 (2001 "An easement owner is entitled to 
relief upon a showing that he is obstructed from exercising privileges granted by an 
easement" Boydstun Beach Ass'n Allen 111 Idaho 
App. 1986) 
A.2d 935 981 
As stated above, Clark has an easement 
Thornton claims he was unaware of the easement rights 
723 
the 
Deed conveying the two acre parcel of land to Thornton contained the following 
language establishing an easement is as follows: 
EASEMENT AND CONDITIONS THEREOF RESERVED BY 
INSTRUMENT: 
IN FAVOR OF: MARYE PANDREA WILTSE, A MARRIED 
914,921 
440 
WOMAN DEAUNG IN HER SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY; 
AND KARI A. CLARK, A SINGLE WOMAN 
FOR: A 30.0 FOOT EASEMENT FOR A ROAD 
RIGHT OF WAY AND UTILITIES 
RECORDED: DECEMBER 1, 1992 
INSURYMENT NO.: 416381 
Affd ·t f J I P H I E h ·b·t B ("" h . dd d) T' 'fl' tv D d . . i.1 avL o. oe. . ..aze., :ic.1 i -mp, asis a e . ne v1arran; ee conveymg 
the Thornton Property to Thomton put Thornton on notice that Clark an easement 
spite 
sign dated 
Thornton erected a locked gate across easement road and posted a 
5, 2013, next to the gate, which read as follows: 
23 
JOHN F. THORNTON 
4685 UPPER PACK RIVER ROAD 
SANDPOINT IDAHO 83864 
OWNER 
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of 
Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, p, Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis, 2-3 fflf 5-6, G, As 
mentioned above, Thornton's failure to read and comprehend what is record if 
read deed at the time, his refusal to abide by the language in deed), the written 
easement, is troubling to the Court Nearly a year ago, 3 
excluding Clark using her easement was simply wrong, had no legal 
right to so, But today, Thornton has obviously read his deed. can no 
longer claim ignorance. And for Thornton to today claim that Thornton has a right 
to question those who claim to have the right to cross his property, and it is not 
unreasonable to ask for identification and verification of such claims.. (Plaintiffs 
Memorandum of law in Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 6, citing Affidavit of John 
Thornton in Opposition to Summary Judgment), is absolutely incredible. Even more 
recently, after affidavit and were 
14, 2014, hearing argued: "Thornton was never on any notice there was a right use. 
Such argument completely ignores the purpose of Idaho's recording statutes. § 55-
801 easement is 
L § 55-81'1. 
attorney can make such a statement is being 
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easement 
illustrates the untenable position Thornton took not on 2013, 
throughout this litigation, and Thornton, and his attorney, obviously continue to adhere 
up to the present time. Thornton cannot make the written recorded easement go 
away by pretending it does not exist Thornton's attorney cannot pretend Idaho's 
recording statutes do not exist At the March 14, 2014, hearing, Thornton's attorney in 
concluding her oral argument, that Thornton's actions on July 2013, and opposition 
to Clark's claims in this lawsuit" .. were not frivolous:' The Court disagrees. Thornton's 
attorney also argued at the March 14, 2014, hearing that landowner has a right to 
approach a person that you have never met before." Such argument is disingenuous 
given 
on 
fact that fifteen days before meeting Clark 




IS PROHIBITED FROM ENTERING UPON TH!S PROPERTY FOR ANY 
REASON UNDER PENAL TY OF CRIMINAL TRESPASS, § 18-7001. 
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of 
Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, 2; Affidavit of Terry Boyd-Davis, pp. 2-3 ,J1f 5-6, Exhibit G. 
would place such a sign if he had never Kari or at least 
who Kari Clark was, and knew Kari Clark claimed some right to cross his property? 
Clark has demonstrated she has a right to the express easement of record and 
Clark has that Thornton interfered that 
gate. shifted the burden to Thornton, has failed a 
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the of March 14 201 hearing, when 
decision granting Clark's summary judgment motion, the 
immediately remove the gate on Thornton's property. 
announced its 
ordered Thornton to 
Clark no Longer has an Interest in the Well Property. 
idlO 1 2 
"The general rule of mootness doctrine is that, to be justiciable, an issue must 
present a real and substantial controversy that is capable of being concluded through a 
judicial decree specific relief. Freeman v. Idaho Dep't of Correction, 138 Idaho 872, 
875, P.3d 474 App. 2003) (citing Idaho Sch Equal Educ. Opportunity 
Idaho State Bd. of Educ. 128 Idaho 276, 281-82, 912 P.2d 644, 649-50 (1996)). The 
controversy must exist at the time the court hearing and the parties must have a 
"cognizable interest in the outcome~ otherwise the issue is moot party lacks a 
legally cognizable interest in the outcome when even a favorable judicial decision would 
not result in relief" Id. (citing See Murphy v. Hunt, 455 U.S. 478, 481-82, 102 S.Ct 
1181 1183, 71 LEd2d 353, 356-57 982)). 
On August 14, 2013, Thornton brought this action to quiet title against Pandrea 
and Clark regarding ownership rights of the Well Piece. Clark claims that pursuant to 
the Revised Judgment and Decree of Partition issued by Judge Luster on January 24, 
2014, in Bonner County case number CV 2011 835, the twenty-acre parcel of land 
formerly owned by Clark and Pandrea was divided so that Clark no longer has an 
ownership interest in the Well Piece. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's 
Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion 
Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, p. argues dispute 
MEMORANDUM DEClSlON AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT CLARK'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FAX 
claims that 
Well Piece are moot Thornton claims that the issue is 
regarding the 
moot because Bonner 
case number 2011 835 is under appeal. Plaintiff's ,,,,1emorandurn of law in 
Opposition to Defendant Kari Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 2. 
No evidence has been properly put before the court demonstrating that Bonner 
County case number CV 2011 835 is under appeal or that any appeal affects the Well 
Piece. The only evidence properly before the Court is the decision by Judge Luster in 
Bonner County case number CV 2011 835. Affidavit Joe! P. Hazel, Exhibit 
Based on mat decision, it is clear that Clark does not have an interest in the Piece. 
As such, there is no controversy between Thornton and Clark regarding an interest in 
Piece, the issue between Thornton and Clark is moot 
IV. CONCLUSION AND ORDER. 
For the above stated reasons, this Court grants summary judgment in favor 
Clark as against Thornton's claims, and grants partial summary judgment in favor of 
Clark as against Thornton on all of Clark's counterclaims, except for the issue of 
damages to Clark by Thornton, if any, which will be tried to a jury, 
IS HEREBY ORDERED Clark's Motion to Shorten Time to hear Clark's Motion 
to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof is 
GRANTED. 
!S FURTHER ORDERED crark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in 
Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof is GRANTED. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTll\lG DEFENDANT CLARK'S MOTIONS FOR SUM."l!ARY JUDGMENT 
2 
Fr d 
as against claims Is 
of Clark as against Thornton on all counterclaims ( axoept issue 
of damages which will be tried to a Jury) is GRANTED. 
FURTHER ORDERED the gate on property which obstructs 
Clark's easement across Thornton's property is to be removed effective March 14, 
2014. 
Entered this 9th day April, 2014. 
John .,. Mitchell, District Judge 
\ 
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Defendant!Counterclaimant Kari A. Clark 
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MARYE. P At~DREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of fae Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
u/a April 9, 2002; and 
Defendant, 
KA.RI A. CLARK, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari 




CLARK'S MOTION FOR AW ARD 
AITOlt."l'·rnY'S FEES A.ND COSTS 
DefendantiCounterclaimant Kari A. Clark ("Clark") is entitled to an award of at'"..omey' s 
fees and costs against Plaintifl7Counterdefendant John Thornton ("Thornton") and 
Thornton's attorney, Valerie Thornton, because Clark is the prevailing party in this action and 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENTIAi"'iT/COUNTERCLAIMANT 
CLAFJ{'S MOTION FOR AW ARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES ANTI COSTS -




CLARK Is THE PREVAILING p ARTY AGAINST TurnD,l\JT'fil',J A~D ---~~·~ 
To ATIOR"IJEY'S FEES Al'i"D COSTS. 
As this 
ENTITLED 



















the "prevailing party/' LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B) provides that: 
Prevailing Party. In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party 
and entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final 
judgment or result the action relation to the relief sought by the respective 
parties. 
and Mary Pandrea ("Pandrea"). Thornton claimed that 
real property against 
not have the right 
cross a two acre parcel t.11at Thornton now owns, despite the fact that the Warranty Deed 
property to LLVJCLU'-;U specifically stated that 
A ROAD RIGHT 
conveyance was subject to "A 
A .. ,_1,rD UTILITIES" in favor of 
".M.ARY E. Pk'IDREA and "KA.RI A. CLARK'' as set forth "LNSTRUMENT 
NO. 41638 ." Thornton also claimed that he was entitled to sole O'Nnership of what has been 
referred to as the Piece. Clark filed an Answer and counterclaims against Thornton for 
interference -with her easement rights, injunctive relief and to quiet title. 
Clark moved for summary judgment on Thornton's and on Clark's counterclaims 
regarding the easement because there were no genuine issues of material fact regarding the 
existence of Clark's easement appurtenant to Thornton's property, Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment was granted, Thornton's Complaint against Clark was dismissed with prejudice, and 
Clark was successful on her counterclaims to quiet title rei;tar,1lrltiz her appurtenant easement 
rights, for injunctive relief and establishing that Thornton ¥tTOng:fully interfered with Clark's 
easement rights. 
BR1EF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAiMANT 
CLARK'S MOTION FOR A WARD OF A TTORi"!EY'S FEES Ai"I.TD COSTS - 2 
k:\wdocs\cdamain\14S30\0001\.e009-8574.doc 
5 Clark's Motion Counterclaims Against Thornton 
6 ("Memorandum Decision"), there is no question in this case that Clark is 


















II. CLARK Is ENTITLED 
12-121, 
AITOR.l\"EY'S FEES Ac'fD COSTS UNDER I.R.C.P. 54 Ac'iD I.C. § 
attorney fees is a discretionary decision, subject to 
the abuse discretion sta.'1dard Sarford l 753, 86 P.3d 458, 
(2004). Idaho § 
any civil the judge may award reasonable 
prevailing party or parties, provided that this .,,.. .. ,..,.vu 
amend any statute otherwise r'ITi>V1''1?<C 
Idaho Courts have held that LC. § 12-121, read together with LR.C.P. 54(e)(1), limits 
attorney's fees to those situations in which the finds that action w"aS "brought, 
pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." Reamy, 115 
Idaho 1099, 1 772 P.2d 737, 739 App. 1989). 
[n this case, the 
litigation is unquestionable. 
and unreasonableness positfo11s throughout this 
""!','"""'-'"''" was that Pandrea had 
an easement 
made this 
gross across Thornton's property, but Clark had no easement rights. Thornton 
assertion despite fact 
Thornton specifically stated that the conveyance was subject to 
FOR A ROAD RJGHT OF WAY 
VlIL TSE" and "KARI A. CL<\RK." 
After tliJs 
and Pandrea 
language deeds at 
UTILITIES" 
BR1EF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDA..""fT/COlJNTERCLAIMA.t"IT 
CLARK'S MOTION FOR AWARD OF AITOR.t'IBY'S FEES COSTS 3 
k:~~\edame:imI4530\00Dl\c009U14 doc 




























"'"''U!P•ri as an attempt to harass 
Court stated prei,iously: 
to increase costs case. As 
Both Thornton and Pandrea are very mistaken in their argument linking the 
easement in favor of Pandrea and Clark to Tax Lot Tue link simply does not 
exist. As a result, the partition la'lh"Suit benveen Pandrea and Clark before Judge 
Luster has absolutely nothing to do with Pandrea's and Clark's easement rights 
across Thornton's land. Thornton is grievously mistaken to argue otherwise. 
Memorandum Decision, p. 15. 
In addition, Thornton made the frivolous claim that an appurtenant easement must be 
adjacent to the property burdened. More specifically, Thornton's attorney stated, "the 
easement, any, apper..aining to the adjacent parcel appertains to the adjacent parcel. 
Memorandum Decision, p. 
No legal authority supporting such a circular argument has ever been submitted 
Thornton. No legal authority for Thornton's argument exists. Clark is named 
easement. The easement exists and is recorded, so for Thornton's attorney 
to state on March 2014, that 'The easement. any . . . ignores the 
uncontroverted evidence. For Thornton's to make the claim that an 
easement appurtenant depends on "adjacency" to the burdened land, \.vit..liout any 
legal support for that claim, is irresponsible. Clark's easement does not depend on 
adjacency of her property to Thornton's. Clark's easement depends on the fact that 
her name is on a recorded easement that burdens Thornton's land. 
Memorandum Decision, p.16. 
As mentioned above, the frivolity of Thornton's arguments regarding the easement is 
demonstrated by his untenable position that Pandrea had the right to use the easement, but 
Clark did not -without any regard for the undisputed language in the deeds of record specifically 
providing the easement "is Pandrea " Memorandum Decision, p. 16 
( emphasis original). Clark agrees \\'1th the Court that "Thornton's inability to read and 
understand vvhat is of record, is quite mystifying." Memorandum Decision, p. 
Thornton's willful decision to ignore the plain language in the deeds arid to 
However, 
with Clark's easement rights goes far beyond mere neglect and constitute a calculated course 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDA.i1\i'T/COUNTERCLAIMANT 





against Clark n,.,,.,..,.,,,,_ of frivolousness. 












fees costs pursuant to LRC.P. 54(d) and § 
CLARK IS ALSO ENTITLED TO A,"'l AWARD OF ATTOR.~Y'S FEES At'JD COSTS AGAINST 
THOR."l.10N AN-0 HIS ATTOR."lEY, VALERIE THOR.'lll'ON, AS S . .t."lCTIONS PURSUAi"ff TO 
I.R.C.P.11. 
The district court's decision to impose 
results. I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)( Slack v. Anderson. Idaho 38, 
abuse 
967 P.2d 278 (1998). 
papers signed by 
as to 
89 P 3d 878, 879-880 (2004) 
(citing Durrant v. Christensen, 1 7 Idaho 74, 785 P.2d 634, 638 LR.C.P.l 
authorizes the court to impose sanctions against an attorney and/or the represented party. This 
that 
to perform a prefiling inquiry 
into both the facts and the imposed Rule 1 I " 
Riggins v Smith, 126 Idaho 1017, 1021, 895 P.2d Reasonableness under the 
circurnstances, aitd a to a pleading or 
is the appropriate standard to apply evaluating an 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFE1'1TIANT1COUNTERCLAIMANT 
CLfo.RK'S MOTION FOR A WARD OF A ITOR,11.;'EY'S FEES k'ID COSTS - 5 
bw<lot:$\cda:ro-ain\! 453-0'JYJOJ\:;0098674 doc 
on an assessment 
submitted to the court. Idaho at 653, 837 P.2d at 328. 
5 The frivolity lawsuit filed Thornton and his attorney has already been 
6 established. The claims Thornton brought against Clark were not well grounded in fact, nor 
7 were they a good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law. 
8 However, the course of conduct Thornton and 
9 litigation has demonstrated that Thornton and 
attorney both prior and throughout this 
attorney have intentionally brought and 
pursued this litigation in an attempt to harass Clark and unnecessarily delay Clark's lavvful right 
to use the easement across Thornton's property. Despite having actual and constructive notice 
Clark's right to use easement across Thornton's property, Thornton chose to block Clark's 
13 access and he posted a sign directly threatellh'1g Clark 
attempted to use the easement to access her property, Thornton and Thornton's attorney 




no legal right to cross the Thornton property. 
Thornton and attorney against Clark goes 
7 and beyond frivolous and constitutes vexatious litigation. Throughout the entirety this case, 
18 Thornton and his attorney have purpose:fiilly driven up Clark's costs litigation by completely 
19 ignoring the plain language contained in two deeds of record describing Clark's easement rights 
20 and by seemingly working in concert v,,ith Pandrea to harass Clark. addition. Thornton has 
21 attempted to utilize affidavits and documents provided by Pandrea in an effort to support 
22 Thornton's meritless claims even though Thornton is the Plaintiff and Pandrea is a co-defendant 
23 \vith Clark. 
24 Sanctions should imposed against Thornton and 
25 attorney ·was required to perform a reasonable prefiling inquiry into both the facts and the law 
26 before initiating this lawsuit against Clark. Thornton's attorney did not conduct a reasonable 
27 inquiry as demonstrated her complete failure to recognize the meaning of the language 
28 contained in two deeds that specifically granted Clark an easement over Thornton's property. 
BRIBF IN SlJPPORT OF DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIM.Li,.NT 
















Thornton's attorney, at March 14, 2014, hearing argued: "Thornton was never 
on any notice there was a right to use." Such argument completely ignores the 
purpose of Ida.l:m's recording statutes. LC. § 55-801 et.seq. Once easement 
was recorded in I 992, that easement is constructive notice to Thornton and the 
entire \Vorld, Clarkfs easement rig.lits,. I~C,, § 55-8I 1~ Ho\v Thornton's attorney 
can make such a statement to the Court, is not capable of being U.."l<lerstood. The 
fact that Thornton refused to submit proof of the fact of the recorded easement in 
the earlier motion for summary judgment brought by Pandrea, only illustrates the 
untenable position Thornton took not only on July 20, 2013, but throughout this 
litigation. and Thornton. and his attorney, obviously continue to adhere to up to 
the present time. Thornton cannot make the v.ntten recorded easement go away 
pretending it does not exist. Thornton's attorney cannot pretend Idaho's 
recording statutes do not exist. 
Thornton's attorney also argued at the March hearing that "A lando~ner 
has a right to approach a person that you have never met before. Such argument 
is disingenuous given the fact that fifteen days before meeting Clark and 
confronting Clark, on July 5, 2013, put up the stgn: 
NOTICE 
KAR1CLARK 
IS PROHIBITED FROM E:r,.rERJNG lJPON THIS PROPERTY FOR A~1Y 
REASON L'1'ff>ER PENALTY OF CRIMINAL TRESPASS. J.C. § 1 
\Vhy would Thornton place such a sign if he had never met Kari Clark or at lea.st 
knew who Kari Clark was, and knew Kari Clark claimed some right to cross his 
property? 
Memorandum Decision. pp. 19-20. 
Thornton and bis att..omey chose to ignore the facts and ignore the 
action against Clark. The conclusion that can be drawn from the actions 
this 
Thornton and 
his attorney is that this lawsuit was brought a..t1.d pursued an effort to harass Clarlc and to 
Clark to incur needless costs 
attack from Thornton and Pandrea. Thornton and Pandrea litigated case in bad faith 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMA,\!T 
CLARI('S MOTION FOR A WARD OF A TTOR..'l\JEY'S FEES AND COSTS - 7 
i< \wdocs-,;;camm,i;;453-0\000Pcll091!614~doc 
5 
6 Clark is the prevailing party in this matter and is entitled to an award of 
7 fees under Idaho Code § and an award of costs under 
ll addition, an award attorney's and costs should awarded to Clark as sanctions against 
9 Thornton and his attorney pursuant to LRC.P. 11 
I here"With. 
amount set fort.h the A.:ffidavit filed 
l Clark reserves the right to file supplemental for attorney's fees incurred 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
of BONNER 
Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IOAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 




MARY E. PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable J 
Trust ula April 9, 2002, and KARI A. ) 
CLARK, a single woman individually and ) 
as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark and Mary E.) 
Pandrea Revocable Trust u/a April 9, 2002,) 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark Trust ) 
u/a June 21. 2010, ) 
Defendants. ) ______________ ) 
Case No. BON CV 2013 1334 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ANO 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF 
THORTON'$ MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT, AND DENYING 
DEFENDANT PANOREA'S 
MOTIONS 
I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND. 
This matter is before the Court on plaintiff John F. Thornton's (Thornton) Motion 
to Reconsider Summary Judgment and on various motions filed by defendant Mary E 
Pandrea's (Pandrea}. 
On August 4, 2013, Thornton filed his "Complaint to Quiet Title and for 
Damages" against Mary E. Pandrea and Kari A Clark (Clark). Thomnton attached 
that Complaint a typed property descriptions purporting to describe his property, but 
Thornton attached no copies of deed, let alone a copy of the recorded deed to his 
EXHIBIT 
I 




filed a counterclaim against nor has Pandrea filed a cross-claim against 
On December 5, 2013, Clark filed "Defendant Clark's Answer, Affirmative 
Defenses, Counterclaim and Demand for Jmy TriaL" At no time in this litigation did 
Clark file a cross-claim against Pandrea. 
On January 29, 2014, Clark filed a "Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal 
of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's 
Counterclaims" Oral argument on that motion was held on March 14. 2014. At the 
March 14, 2014, hearing, the also took up the issue of "Clark's Motion Strike 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment Affidavits Filed in Support Thereot" The basis of that 
motion was Pandrea is an adverse party to Clark, Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment only pertained to Thornton's claims against Clark and Clark's counterclaims 
against Thornton. Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof, pp. 2, 3. At the conclusion oral 
argument, the Court granted "Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in 
Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion for Summar; Judgment and the 
Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof', because Pandrea is an adverse party Clark, 
and also granted Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment 
At the 14, 2014, hearing on Clark's motion for summary judgment, this 
Court granted summary judgment on Clark's counterclaims against 
dismissing an of claims against Clark. On April this entered 
"Memorandum ...,,::;,~,.,., . ...,, 
MEMORANDUM Di:CIS10N AND ORDER 
and Granting Def end ant 
20 4 TOE 28 FAX 
decision and held: 
For the above stated reasons, this grants summary judgment 
in favor of Clark as against Thornton's claims, and grants partial summary 
judgment in favor of Clark as against Thornton on all of Clark's 
counterclaims, except for the issue cf damages Clark by Thornton, if 
any, which will be tried to a jury. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Cla1ms of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter-Claims Against Thornton, p. 22. On 
April 30, this Court entered its Judgment consistent that written decision. 
This matter is now before the Court because on May 6, 2014, Thornton timely 
filed «Plaintiff's Motion Reconsider Summary Judgment and Notice of Hearing" a 
"Memorandum of Plaintiff's Motion Reconsider Summary 
Judgment'', an "Affidavit of John Thornton in Support of Motion Reconsider" attached 
to vmich are twelve ~mustrative maps" he feels "create a fair and accurate depiction of 
the properties and easements involved in this case" Affidavit of Thornton in 
Support of Motion to Reconsider, p. 1 Thornton also submitted an "Affidavit of Mary 
Pandrea in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider", in which Pandrea stated 
Thornton's "illustrative maps" "appear to be fair and accurate depictions of the history 
the property boundaries and ownership the three parcels owned the parties." 
Affidavit of Mary Pandrea in Support of Motion to Reconsider, 1 On May 6, 2014, 
Val Thornton, the attorney John Thornton, filed an ~Affidavit 
Support of Plaintiffs Motion Reconsider Summary 
Thornton filed "Affidavit of Correction Affidavit of 
Motion to Reconsider Judgment"). 
MEMORANDUM DECISfON AND ORDER 
Thornton in 
on May 2014, 
Support of Plaintiff's 
Clark filed 
03/02 
4 TUE :29 FU 
Filed in Support " May days before 
untimely filed "Plaintiffs Reply Brief in Support of His Motion to Reconsider Summary 
Judgment" Also on May 2014, Pandrea filed another affidavit in support of 
Thornton's Motion to Reconsider Summary Judgment Oral argument on these motions 
by Thornton was held on May 20, 2014. At oral argument, counsel for Clark objected to 
the untimely filing of Thornton's "reply brief', bu1 did not demonstrate any prejudice. 
The Court finds that because Thornton's arguments are specious, there is no prejudice 
to Clark due to untimeiy filing of Thornton's reply brief 
This matter is also now before the Court on Pandrea's motions. On April 23, 
Pandrea, se filed "Defendant Pandrea's to Amend Findings Fact 
and Alter or Judgment; Motions Reconsider the Order Granting 
Motion to Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summar; Judgment 
in Favor of Clark", a "Memorandum in Support of Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings 
of Fact and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motions Reconsider the Order Granting 
Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summary 
Judgment in Favor of Clark", and "Supplemental (Page 12) to the Memorandum in 
Support of Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Fact and to Alter or Amend 
Judgment; Motions to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying 
Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summary Judgment in Favor of Clark." On 
May 8, 2014, Pandrea se filed nPandrea's Motion to Void Judgment", an of 
Mary E Pandrea in of Her Motion to Void the Clark Judgment" and "Pandrea's 
Memorandum Support of Motion to Void Judgment" On May 1 2014, Clark filed 
"Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Objection Pandrea's Motion 
fJIEMORANOUM OECISION AND ORDER Pagll 4 
04/ 
14 TOE FAX 
signed t'1at on John Mary Pandrea. 
Thornton. On May that stipulation was filed with That stipulation, 
in its entirety, reads: "JOHN THORNTON AND MARY PANDREA hereby stipulate to 
move the court enter an order dismissing John Thomton·s Complaint to Quiet Title 
and for Damages against Defendant Mary Pandrea, with prejudice. and that each party 
shall pay his or her own attorney fees and costs. Oral argument on Pandrea's motions 
found Pandrea had no standing 
to bring her claim reconsideration of this decision as to the relationship 
between plaintiff 
discussed below. 
..,,... •. .., .. ,.,,...,, and defendant Clark. The reasons for that decision are 
May 12, filed UDefendant/Counterclaimant 
Award of Attorney's fees and Costs", a "Brief Support DefendanUCountercla!mant 
Clark's Motion for Award of Attorney's fees and Costs", and an "Affidavit/Memorandum 
of Joel Hazel Support of Motion for Award of Attorney's fees and Costs. r,.~ay 27. 
2014, Thornton Timely filed "Plaintiffs Objection and Motion to Disallow Defendant Kari 
Clark's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs." 
As set forth in the April 9, 2014, Memorandum Decision and Order. the factual 
background of this case is a foiiows: 
On August 14, 2013, this action was commenced by Thornton 
against his neighbors Pandrea and Clark to quiet title to his reai property~ 
Thornton and Pandrea own adjacent parcels of real property in Sandpoint 
Bonner County, Idaho, near Tavern Creek. Complaint to Quiet Title and 
for Damages (Complaint) pp. 3-5, fflf 2.7-2.22. Thornton and Pandrea 
share a common border. Affidavit Pandrea in 
Support of Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Dismiss Complaint for Quiet 
Title and Damages (First Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea), p. 2, ,r 30 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
20 4 TUE FAX 
"""T"'"" and Wiltse's wife at time, Mary Pandrea. 
Complaint, p. 2, fl 2.2. This property Thornton now owns is a two~acre 
parcel of iand. Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel in Support of Defendant Clark's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment {Affidavit of Joel P. Haze!), p. 21J 3. 
Wiltse and Pandrea had obtained the two-acre parcel of land from Clark 
and Pandrea, by Bonner County Quitclaim Deed, Instrument No. 416381 
on November 10, 1992. Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel in Support of Defendant 
Clark's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel), 
Exhibit A. That Quitclaim Deed conveyed the property to Wiltse and 
Pandrea "[s]ubject to and reserving a 30.0 foot easement for a road right 
of way and utilities .... " Id. Wiltse and Pandrea divorced in 1996. First 
Affidavit of Mary E Pandrea, p. 2, 1f 6. 
On May 4, 1998, after he was divorced from Pandrea, Wiltse 
conveyed the two-acre parcel of land to Thornton by Warranty Deed, 
Bonner County Instrument No. 525386 (Thornton Property). Affidavit of 
Joe! P. Hazel, Exhibit B. The Warranty Deed has a provision for an 
easement as follows: 
EASEMENT AND CONDITIONS THEREOF RESERVED BY 
INSTRUMENT: 
IN FAVOR OF: MARYE. PANDREAWILTSE, A MARRIED 
WOtAAN DEALING IN HER SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY; 
AND KARI A. CLARK, A SINGLE WOMAN 
FOR: A 30.0 FOOT EASEMENT FOR A ROAD 
RIGHT OF WAY AND UTILITIES 
RECORDED: DECEMBER 1. 1992 
INSURYMENT NO.: 416381 
Id. Clark maintains that since the 1940s the road referred to in \lVarranty 
Deed, Instrument No. 525386, which goes through the Thornton Property, 
is the only road her family has used to access approximatety twenty acres 
of land that was jointly owned by Pandrea and Clark. Memorandum in 
Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal 
of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, p, 3; Affidavit of Terry Boyd-Davis in Support of 
Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of 
Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of 
Clark's Counter Claims (Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis), p. 2 fl 4. Pandrea 
disputes that Clark and Pandrea jointly owned the twenty-acre parcel of 
land. Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Response to 
Defendant's ~.1otion for Summar/ Judgment p. 9~ HovveverJ on F\~ay 11 
2011, Pandrea sued Clark to partition the twenty-acre parcel of land in 
Bonner County case number CV-2011-835. Defendant Clark's Answer 
Affirmative Defenses and Counterclaim, p. 5 fl 6; Affidavit of Joel P. 
Haze!, Exhibit August District Judge John Luster 
issued a decision in that case, partitioning the parcel in kind, with Clark 
receiving 10.423 acres and Pandrea receiving 12.739 acres. Id. [On 
January 24, 2014, Judge Luster issued a Revised Judgment and Decree 
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of Partition. which awarded Clark 10.423 acres real property "subject 
an easement appurtenant to the land for ingress through and over the 
parcel awarded to Plaintiff Mary E. Pandrea as the servient parcel and 
estate ... :· Affidavit of Joel P. Haze!, Exhibit C.J 
According to Clark, in 2013, Thornton erected a locked gate across 
the easement, interfering with Clark's easement rights. Memorandum in 
Support cf Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal 
of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, p. 2; Affidavit of Terry Boyd-Davis, pp. 2-3 fflI 5-6. 




IS PROHIBITED FROM ENTERING UPON THIS PROPERTY FOR ANY 
REASON UNDER PENALTY OF CRIMINAL TRESPASS. I.C. § 18-7001 . 
JOHN F. THORNTON 
4685 UPPER PACK RIVER ROAD 
SANDPOINT IDAHO 83864 
OWNER 
Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis, Exhibit G. Thornton claims that "[s]ince 
1993, when I began renting Thornton property, the easement was used 
solely by Mary Pandrea and her invitees. Mary Pandrea gated and locked 
the easement at times, and decided who was to have a key to the gate." 
Affidavit of John Thornton Opposing Summary Judgment (Second 
Affidavit of John Thornton), p. 1112. 
On August 14, 2013, Thornton brought this present action to quiet 
title to a parcel of land, approximately one tenth of an acre in size, which 
contains a well, against Pandrea and Clark. Complaint to Quiet Title and 
for Damages, pp. 3-5, fflf 2.7-2.22. Thornton contends that in 2012 he 
had the Thornton Property surveyed, and apparently that survey is how 
and when Thornton discovered the physical property description on his 
Deed did not include about one-tenth acre (Well Piece). Id. at 3, 1J 2.6. 
Thornton attaches as Exhibit 2 to his Complaint to Quiet Title and for 
Damages, a property description. Id., Exhibit 2. r. at pr, r ty 
tf,.ttr.ri1ntir11n is sunpty printed Mll~af:Japer and to 
~1n1ai • it not ace · ied .. copy of-,~ ~ent. Id. When 
Uillllmnir11·nd and Onler Granting in Part 
Defenda Pa rea·s llamiss~for 
Febru r; 1 20 4, Court ad 
o Thornton deed" T a decision 
fRlfflmary judgment, 
of Thornton's deed. 
Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit 8. It is now apparent that at all times 
Thornton was deeded this parcel, the metes and bounds description of 
which did not Include the "Well Piece". However, Thornton claims he only 
discovered that fact in 2012 through a survey he had performed on his 
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~rT,,w...,n issued by Judge Luster on January in 
Bonner County case number CV 2011 835, the twenty- acre parcel 
was divided so that Clark no longer has an ownership interest in the Weil 
Piece. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, p. 2. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter-claims Against Thornton, pp. 4-7. The 
Judgment was entered on April 30, 2014 In that decision and in that Judgment, the 
Court granted Clark partial summary judgment in favor of Clark as against Thornton on 
all of Clark's counterclaims, except for the issue of damages which were to be tried to a 
the trial scheduled to begin June 23, 2014. On April 18, 2014, Val Thornton, 
attorney for Thornton signed, as did the attorney for Clark, a "Stipulation for Order 
of Dismissal of Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Damage Claim for Interference with 
Easement" ln this stipulation Clark reserved her right to seek attorney fees against 
Thornton, but Clark gave up her right to seek damages for Thornton's interference with 
Clark's easement rights. Thus, nothing remains for triaL 
It STANDARD OF REVIEW. 
"A motion to amend findings of fact, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
52, is addressed to the discretion of the trial court" McGregor v. Phillips, 96 Idaho 779, 
781 537 P.2d 59, 61 975). A trial court's decision to deny the motion "win not be 
disturbed on appeal where the court's findings are supported by competent and 
substantial evidence." Johnson v. Edwards, 113 Idaho 660,662, 747 P2d 69, 71 
(1987) {citing LRC.P. 52(a)). 
A triai court's decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration is reviewed 
an abuse discretion. Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 592. 908, 
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judgment LRCP. 11 
not later than fourteen days 
A party making a 
reconsideration is permitted to present new evidence, but is not required to do so. 
Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 147 P.3d 100 App. 2006). A district court 
must consider new evidence or authority bearing on the correctness of a summary 
judgment order if the motion to reconsider is timely filed under Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 11(a}(2){8). Kepler-Fleenor v. Fremont County, 152 Idaho 207, 210-11, 268 
P.3d 1159, 1162-63 (201 
\fl/hen deciding a motion for reconsideration, the district court must apply the 
same standard of review that it applied when deciding the original order being 
reconsidered. Fragnefla v. 153 Idaho 266, 276, 281 1 113 (2012}. 
Since motion sought be reconsidered in the present case is Clark's Motion 
Partial Summary Judgment, the standard of review under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
56(c) applies. In consideiing a motion for summary judgment, the Court is mindful that 
summary judgment may properly be granted only where there are no genuine issues of 
material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of !aw. LRCP. 
56(c). In determining whether any issue of material fact exists, this court must construe 
all facts and inferences contained in the pleadings, depositions, and admissions, 
together with affidavits, if any, in the light most favorable to the non-moving party. 
i.RC,P. 56(c); Sewell v. Neilson, Monroe Inc., 109 Idaho 192, 194, 706 P2d 81, 83 (Ct 
App, 1985), A mere scintilla of evidence er only slight doubt as to the facts is not 
sufficient to create a genuine issue for purposes of summary Samuel v. 
Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134, Idaho 84, 87, 996 P .2d 303, 306 (2002), 
MEl'l'IORANOU!II! DECISION ANO ORDER 
inferences the evidence, Smith Meridian 
School District 2, 128 Idaho 714, 8, 918 P.2d 583, 587 (1996), 
HI. ANALYSIS OF THORNTON'S MOTIOf<J TO RECONSIDER SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT. 
Thornton objects to the Court's reliance on the Affidavit of Joel Hazel in 
Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's 
Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's Counterclaims because 
he claims "Joel P. Hazel has no personal knowledge of the property boundaries subject 
of the quitclaim deeds to which he testifies in his affidavit and his statements are 
" Memorandum of Law in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider, 11 
This is but one more illustration of the ill-thought out positions Thornton has taken 
throughout the litigation he has wrought upon Clark. What Thornton ignores is that the 
Court cited to the attachments to the Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, not the statements of 
Hazel within the affidavit. The attachments to the Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel were 
certified documents and were properly before the Court for its consideration. 
Thornton further objects to the Court's reliance on Defendant Clark's Answer, 
Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaim and Demand for Jury Trial, and the Affidavit of Joel 
P. Hazel Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of 
Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's 
Counterclaims, «for the proposition that the two parcels comprise one big twenty-acre 
parcel !and," Thornton's argument completely ignores the fact that District Judge 
John P. Luster, in Bonner County Case No. CV 2011 835, found that Ciark and 
n,ru,n.::..n twenty acres land as tenants in common. Affidavit Mary Pandrea, 
MEMORANDUM OOCISION AND ORDER 
is unavailing. 
argues, further considered Joel Hazel's allegations 
property boundaries, and \A/hat easements vvere described in 
documents, which he could not possibly know. The court did not consider 
Thornton's affidavit, shov.'ing disputed facts." Id., p. 12. Again, the Court cited the 
documents attached to the Affidavit of Joel P. HazeL not the statements contained 
within the affidavit when making its ruling. 
Thornton claims that since he attested that "Kari Clark had excellent access 
her property via the Upper Road", the Court thus has sufficient facts deny summary 
judgment 1 Thornton steadfastly refuses to recognize Clark has a written 
express easement across his land. As such, whether or Clark has access 
via another means is entirely irrelevant to the before Court an "easement 
necessity" the quality of another route by which to access property is relevant as 
the person seeking the easement must prove ''reasonable necessity", which can be 
disproved an alternative access, the quality of which is relevant MacCaskill v. 
Ebbert, 112 Idaho 1115, 1121, 739 P.2d 4"4, 419 (Ct.App. 1987). Butin this case, 
Clark has a express easement record. 
implied easement theory not change that fact. 
Finally, Thornton maintains "where Kari Clark seeks to use the easement 
conveyed from Parcel B, in to serve Parcel C, it is impermissible as a 
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acreage adjacent was the 5-acre parcel, 'trwrn.::,rnt 
Mary Pandrea's sole and separate property also vnr"Mn 
Affidavit of in Opposition Summary 
At orai argument, Thornton's attorney argued that an easement 
appurtenant had to be adjacent to the property burdened. Thornton's 
attorney stated: "The easement. if any, appertaining to the adjacent 
parcel only appertains to the adjacent parcel. No legal authority 
supporting such circular argument has ever been submitted by Thornton. 
No legal authority for Thornton's argument exists. Clark is named in the 
easement The easement exists and is recorded, so for Thornton's 
attorney to state on March 14, 2014, that "The easement, if any .. ", 
ignores the uncontroverted evidence. For Thornton's counsel to make the 
claim that an easement appurtenant depends on "adjacency" to the 
burdened land, without any legal support for that claim, is irresponsible. 
Clark's easement does not depend on adjacency of her property to 
Thornton's. Clark's easement depends on the fact that her name is 
on a recorded easement that burdens Thornton's land. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as Claims Plaintiff Thornton, and Defendant Clark's Motion 
Partial Summar; Judgment on Clark's Counter-claims Against 
(emphasis added). 
response, Clark maintains the language of Warranty Deed, Bonner 
Instrument No. 525386, and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner No. 416381, 
grant Clark an easement appurtenant to the Thornton Property. 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Response to Thornton's Motion Reconsideration 
and Objection to the Affidavits of Mary Panciera and John Thornton Filed in Support 
Thereof p. 2. Clark further requests that this strike the Pandrea 
Thornton in support of the Motion for Reconsideration, as she claims they are irrelevant 
whether has an easement appurtenant to the Property, the maps 
hand--drawn Thornton are without foundation, and the legal descriptions contacted 
within deeds speak for themselves. , pp. 3, 4. The Court not strike Thornton's 
affidavit express 
MEMORANDUM OECIS!Olll ANO ORDER Page 12 
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easement across ~~,~~'"' 1$ ro!~>\1,::inT 
is willing to travel Clark's easement 
Drawing twelve maps happened at 
various times in history, does nothing to change the fact that Clark has a i,,witten 
express easement across Thornton's land. 
the underlying motion. Clark sought a determination by the Court that she had 
an easement appurtenant across the Thornton Property according to the language of 
Warranty Deed, Bonner County Instrument No. 525386, and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner 
County Instrument No. 416381. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion 
for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partiai 
Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, pp, 5-6. no time in this litigation, from 
its inception by Thornton to the current time, does Thornton address the actual 
language of these documents. When Thornton filed his Complaint to Quiet Title and for 
Damages, he breathed not a word about Clark's recorded express easement 
Throughout summary judgment Thornton refused to discuss that easement, instead he 
chose to make irrelevant arguments to the Court Now, supplies the Court 
with additional documents that do nothing to dispute the language of Warranty Deed, 
Bonner County Instrument No, 525386, and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner Instrument 
No. 41638. The hand-illustrated maps made John Thornton alleging to depict the 
properties and easements involved in this case are no relevance. Clark shifted the 
burden to Thornton to show that there is a genuine issue of material fact and Thornton 
has failed to meet his burden via admissible and relevant evidence. 
Thornton's audacity has continued through oral argument 
oral argument on Thornton's Motion to Reconsider, attorney Val counsel for 




been ,.,,.,,,_,.,,,.,,..,,,,,.; easement is 
Clark an wide easement right cross land. 
Clark's the only way her easement rights could be stronger would be if 
she ovvned fee simple title to that thirty foot wide strip of land. "Color" is defined as "An 
apparent} legally insufficient, ground of action, admitted in a defendant's pleading to 
exist for the plaintiff; especially, a plaintiffs apparent (and usually false) right or title to 
property ... " Black's Law Dictionary, 7th Ed., 259 (1999). "Color of title" is defined as 
"A written instrument or other evidence that appears to give title, does not do so.n 
p. 260. of lawtt is defined as 'Tne appearance or semblance. without the 
substance. a legal There is nothmg "apparent" about Clark's easement 
"legally 
easement 
"the substance a legal 
has over Thornton's is 
made all 
quite clear its 2014, Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant 
Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting 
Defendant Clark's Motion Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter-claims 
Against Thornton. Following that decision, Thornton's attorney to claim at ora! 
argument that Clark simply has a "colorable claim~ to an easement is beyond cavil. 
Thornton further makes an ab~urd argument that Clark no longer owns the 
dominant estate. Memorandum Law in Support of Reconsider, 
pp. 14-15. There is no factual basis to Thornton's argument Clark and Pandrea 
o>vvned property as tenants common which was adjacent to 
Clark Pandrea owned as common 
partitioned Judge Luster. However, in no way have Pandrea or been 
divested the estate. There is no legal basis 
MEMORANDUM DECIS!OIII ANO ORDER 
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Christensen v. 142 Idaho 132, 1 P.3d. 
Hadley, 150 Idaho 282, 246 P.3d 391 (2010) and Tungsten Holdings, 
Idaho 69, 137 P.3d 456 (2006). 
Drake, 143 
Hodgins contains the very quote which is the undoing of Thornton's argument 
The Idaho Supreme Court in Hodgins wrote: "When an appurtenant easement is 
created, it becomes fixed as an appurtenance to the real property, which is subject to 
the prescriptive use and may be claimed by a successor in interest.'' 139 Idaho 225, 
230, 76 P.3d 969, 974 {citing Marshall v. Blair, 130 Idaho 675,680, 946 P.2d 975, 980}. 
(italics added}. This tells us that as a matter of iaw, to determine what the dominant 
estate is, the pertinent time to make that determination is when the easement was 
created. The easement appurtenant in the present case was created on December 
992, when Wiltse expressly and specifically signed it in favor Pandrea and Clark. At 
that moment ''it becomes fixed as an appurtenance to the real property. At that 
moment Pandrea and Clark owned adjacent property as tenants in common. 'The real 
property" in this case is the property held as tenants in common (until earlier this year) 
by Pandrea and Clark. All Judge Luster did on January 14, 2014, in a different lawsuit, 
was to partition that property between Pandrea and Clark, but Pandrea and Clark still 
own the dominant estate. But more importantly, Hodgins tells us January 14, 2014, ls 
not the pertinent time period to determine the dominant estate ... December 1, 992, is 
the pertinent date. And Hodgins tells us that anyone to whom either Pandrea or Clark 
chose to transfer their property in the future, will receive the benefit of the easement 
across Thornton's land. If a subsequent transferee of Pandrea or Clark would 
MEMORANDUM DECIS!ON ANO ORDER 
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While 
post-apportionment retain that same benefit 
correctly quotl;!S Christensen he misapplies that quote. 
quote is "Thus, where one seeks to use an easement appurtenant to an identified 
dominant estate to serve a parcel other than that dominant estate, it is impermissible as 
a matter of law and the factual inquiry regarding increased use is not conducted." 
Memorandum Law Support of Plsaintiffs Motion to Reconsider, p. 16 (citing 
Christensen, 142 Idaho 132, 137, 124 P.3d. 1008, 1013). However, Thornton is 
seriously mi$guided when, immediately following the above quote, he argues: 
Thus, in this case, where Kari Ciark seeks to use the easement conveyed 
from Parcel B, in order to serve as access to Parcel C, it is impermissible 
as a matter of law. If the easement attaches to land, it attaches to Parcel 
B, the land from the portion of the land containing the easement 
was conveyed, and no other. 
Paree! B and C, was not before the Court on 
judgment and there is no admissible evidence before the Court at this time on 
reconsideration. event, the Court must look at what Pandrea and Clark owned 
on December 1, 1992, not colored pencil drawings with new alphabet designations 
ascribed by John Thornton. There is no doubt what Pandrea and Clark owned on 
December 1 992; there is no doubt Wiltse intended that property to be the dominant 
property. taking quotes from case law out of context, and then applying that to facts 
not in evidence, ,..,.,.,.,,.,..,,., simply intends to create confusion in what is a clear issue. 
Likewise Thornton tv,;ists the quotation from Coward. Thornton correctly quotes 
the terms the servitude ... provide otherwise, appurtenant easement or 
used the benefit of property other estate." 
250 [sic 150] Idaho 282,287.246 P.3d 391, 396). Ali this means is 
to use easement across Thornton's property. Additionally, the Idaho 
Supreme Court Coward determined Cowards did not have an express easement, 
\a1hich is certainly not the situation in the present case. 
Finally, Tungsten is not on point as the Idaho Supreme Court reversed because 
Tungsten failed to put on any evidence that he had bought the Siemsens' (the grantees 
of the easement) property. 143 Idaho 69, 71, 137 P.3d 456,459. In the present case, 
there is no doubt Thornton is the successor in interest to Wiltse, the grantee of the 
easement Thornton's predecessor Wiltse specifically stated Clark and Pandrea held 
the easement over what is now Thornton's property. 
Thornton's argument that Clark no longer owns the dominant estate is really just 
a repackaged version of the argument Thornton floated past this Court at summary 
judgment That argument was that the owner of the appurtenant property had be an 
adjacent owner. Thornton's argument was that since Judge Luster apportioned the 
property between Pandrea and Clark, Clark's property no longer touched (no longer 
was adjacent Thornton's !and, Clark's easement was no longer in effect The 
problem is such argument finds no basis in the law, as this Court previously found: 
At oral argument, Thornton's attorney argued that an easement 
appurtenant had to be adjacent to the property burdened. Thornton's 
attorney stated: "The easement, if any, appertaining to the adjacent 
parcel only appertains to the adjacent parcel." No legal authority 
supporting such circular argument has ever been submitted by Thornton. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter-Claims Against Thornton. 
Thornton's Motion to Reconsider Summary Judgment is denied. 
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AMEND FINDINGS 
Pandrea requests fact its 
fL 2014. rv1emorandum Decision Order Granting Clark's Motion Summary 
Judgment, which she believes were made in errorc Memorandum In Support of 
Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Facts and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motion 
to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing: 
and Granting Partial Summary Judgment ir Favor of Clark. pp. 11-22. Specifically, she 
claims the Court erred in making findings of fact when it summarized the following in the 
Procedural History and Factual Background section of the Memorandum Decision and 
Order· 1) Pandrea and Clark jointly owned a twenty-acre parcel of land (the specific 
language used by the Court reads "on May 11, 2011, Pandrea sued Clark to partition 
the tv,enty-acre parcel land in Bonner County case number CV-2011-835. 
"Pandrea and Clark are sisters who still own land bordering Thornton's land"; "VViltse 
and Pandrea had obtained the two-acre parcel of land from Clark and Pandrea, by 
Bonner County Quitclaim Deed, Instrument No. 416381, on November 10, 1992"; and 
4) "Clark maintains that since the 1940s the road referred to in Warranty Deed, 
Instrument No. 525386, which goes through the Thornton Property, is the only road her 
family has used to access approximately twenty acres of land that was jointly owned by 
Pandrea and Clark." Id. (citing April, 9, 2014, Memorandum Decision and Order 
Granting Clark's Motion Summary Judgment, pp. 1, 4, 5), 
The Court did not make findings of fact in Its April, 9, 2014, Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment The Court is not 
the finder of fact in this case. A demand for trial was filed Clark on December 9, 
3. Defendant Clark's Answer, Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaim and Demand for 
Trial, p. 7. The above quoted language is contained in the Procedural History and 
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was based on the evidence submitted 
granting judgment in favor of Clark, the Court found that Clark established 
the absence of a genuine issue of material fact through the evidence it submitted to the 
Court in support of its Motion for Partial Summary Judgment That shifted the burden to 
Thornton to provide a sufficient showing establish the essential elements of his case. 
Thornton failed to do so. The Court construed the admissible facts presented to it 
drawing all reasonable factual inferences in favor of Thornton, the non-moving party. 
After doing so, it found Thornton failed to meet his burden and establish a genuine 
issue of material fact on the issues. At no time did this Court make findings of facts. 
Because no findings were made, Pandrea's motion to amend findings of fact is denied. 
ANALYSIS OF PANDREA'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER. 
Pandrea moves this Court to "reconsider" its April 9, 2014, Order granting Clark's 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment " , . whereby Pandrea was denied her inclusion as 
a necessary party and her Memorandum and Affidavits in Support of Thornton's 
Response to Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment was allowed to be stricken. 
Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Facts and to Alter or Amend 
Judgment; Motion to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying 
Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summary Judgment in Favor of Clark, pp. 1-2, 
The Court, in its April 9, 2014, decision, wrote, in its entirety: 
Also, at the March 14, 2014, hearing, the Court took up the issue of 
"Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's 
Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and the 
Affidavits Filed in Support Thereoe The basis of that motion was 
Pandrea is not an adverse party to Clark, and Clark's motion for summary 
judgment cr.iy pertained to Thornton's claims against Clark and Clark's 
counterclaims against Thornton. Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's 
Motion Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs 
Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and the 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ANO ORDER 
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counsel for objected, stated her client was prejudiced, 
but articulated no actual prejudice. Accordingly, this Court granted Clark's 
motion to shorten time. The Court then heard argument the 
attorneys and Pandrea. At the conclusion of oral argument, the Court 
granted "Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and 
the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof', because Pandrea is not an 
adverse party to Clark (thus, the Court stated it did not need to reach the 
untimeliness of Pandrea's submissions}. An order to that effect has not 
been submitted, so the Court will include such at the end of this decision. 
Although the motion to strike was granted. the Court will discuss 
Pandrea·s claims and arguments in this memorandum decision. to provide 
context. The affidavits submitted by Pandrea have been read by the 
Court, but will not be considered in this motion for summary judgment 
ber..veen Clark and Thornton. 
i2lo2 29 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Partial Summar1 Judgment on Clark's Counter-Claims Against Thornton, pp. 
Pandrea now seeks a reconsideration of the decision on the Motion to Strike 
Memorandum Support of Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Facts and to Alter 
or Amend Judgment; Motion to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's Motion to Strike: 
Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partial Summary Judgment in Favor of 
Clark, p. 22. Specifically, Pandrea claims "Clark was required to include Pandrea as a 
party to her counterclaim against Thornton for quiet title in Thornton's Property and 
quiet title Pandrea's interest in the same property." Id. Pandrea cites .RC.P. 3(a) 
for this proposition, such is inapt At any point in time, Pandrea could have filed her 
own counterclaim against Thornton, but Pandrea chose not to. 
Moreover, Pandrea claims she is adversely affected 
an easement across the Property because for 
Property via the easement she must also cross the Pandrea Property. 
failing to include Pandrea as a necessary 
MEMORANDUM OECtSION ANO ORDER 
granting 
reach the Clark 
p. By 
as was a 
depriving her protect her property." 
she undoubtedly a party action as Clark can 
crossing Pandrea's Property, not just the Thornton Property." 28 (emphasis In 
original). As such, she claims it was error for the 
affidavits. Id 
to strike her memorandum and 
Pandrea also challenges the Court's decision granting partial summary judgment 
to Clarie Memorandum in Support of Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Facts 
and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motion to Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's 
Motion Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting Partiai Summary Judgment 
in Favor of 29. She contends "the Court determined that there was a '20-acre 
Parcel' between Clark/Pandrea; there is no substantial 
competent on to support fact. this a 
genuine issue of material fact Id. 
In response, Clark contends Pandrea is not an adverse party Clark's Motion 
for Summary Judgment against Thornton. Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's 
Objection to Pandrea's Motion to Amend and Motion to Reconsider, p. 3. Moreover, 
Clark maintains "Pandrea does not have any standing to challenge the Judgment that 
was entered regarding Clark's legal rights as they pertain to Thornton's property. Id. 
The Court agrees Clark that Pandrea does have standing challenge 
the Judgment "[T]he doctrine of standing focuses on the party seeking relief and 
on the issues the party wishes have adjudicated, Branch Inc. of Associated 
Contractors V. Dist 1, 1 Idaho , 240, 846 239, 
242 App. 1993) (citing §§ 10-1205 -1206). "To satisfy the requirement of 





or redress claimed "Doe 




The claimed injury must be against the party whose standing is in 
{citing Abolafia v, Reeves, 152 Idaho 898, 902, 277 P.3d 345, 349 
lack of standing was made even more clear on May 6, 2014, when Pandrea 
signed the "Stipulation Order Dismissal of Complaint to Quite Title and 
for Damages Against Defendant Mary Pandrea. May 201 this Court signed 
the Order of Dismissal of Plaintiff's Complaint Damages Against 
Defendant The of in case naming 
Pandrea as defendant was the pleading which made Pandrea a 
Thornton's complaint against Pandrea has been dismissed, at Pandrea's stipulation 
upon Pandrea's signature, all times, Pandrea has completely lacked standing to 
request this Court to reconsider its opinion or its Judgment At present, due to her own 
stipulation, she is not even a party, 
While it may be true that Clark can reach her property by crossing the 
Pandrea property after crossing the Thornton property, the Judgment in this case did 
not grant Clark an easement across the Pandrea property, nor could the Court have 
done so this litigation. But in litigation, Clark was granted an easement across 
the Pandrea Property on January 24, 2014, when District Judge P, Luster issued 
a Revised Judgment and Decree in Bonner 
835, awarding Clark 10A23 acres of real property real 
property "subject an easement appurtenant the ingress over 
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E as 
Affidavit Joel 
The Judgment in case does alter or change the easement rights 
awarded to Clark in Bonner County case number 201 835. Rather, the Judgment 
in this case grants Clark an easement across the Thornton Property, which leads to the 
easement on the Pandrea Property. The only property rights affected by the Judgment 
in this case are those of Clark and Thornton. Pandrea is attempting to make the 
easement granted to Clark in Bonner County case number 201 835 ineffective. 
and the Judgment entered by Judge Luster. Pandrea does not have an 
interest in the Property, as it pertains to the easement 
Moreover, the evidence before the Court is that Bonner case number 
1 was initiated Pandrea on May Pandrea sued Clark to 
partition land and Pandrea as tenants common. Defendant 
Answer Affirmative Defenses and Counterclaim, p. 5 ,r 6; Affidavit Joel Hazel, 
Exhibit Affidavit of Mary Pandrea, Exhibit 1 Pandrea now claims that somehow a 
genuine issue of material fact exists about the parcel, such that summary judgment 
should not have been av;.iarded in this case. It is unclear, given the evidence provided 
to this Court, how she could make that claim if she had standing to do so. 
As such, the Court denies Pandrea's motion to reconsider. 
VI. PANDREA'S MOTION TO VOID JUDGMENT, 
A motion for relief from a final judgment, to 
the sound discretion of the court. Clear Springs 
, 143, 845 559, 561 992); Johnston v. r-at,co,B'. 
(1979). "Although courts have broad discretion to grant a 
judgment, that discretion is bounded the requirement that the 
MEMORANDUM DECISiON AND ORDER 
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153 425, 283 742,746 { quoting Miller 
1291daho 349, 924 P.2d 607,611 (1996)). "It is incumbent upon a party 
seeking relief from a judgment not only to meet the requirements of .R.C.P. 60(b), but 
also to show, plead or present evidence of facts which, if established, would constitute 
a meritorious defense to the action." Maynard v. Nguyen, 152 Idaho 724,726,274 P.3d 
589, 591 (2011) (citing Ponderosa Paint Mfg., Inc. v. Yack, 125 Idaho 310, 31 870 
P.2d 663, 670 (Ct App.1994)). 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b) provides in pertinent part: 
On motion and upon such terms as are just. the court may relieve a party 
or his legal representative from a final judgment, order, or proceeding for 
the following reasons: (1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable 
neglect; (2) newty discovered evidence which by due diligence could not 
have been discovered in time to move for a new trial under Rule 59{b); 
fraud (whether heretofore denominated intrinsic or extrinsic), 
misrepresentation, or other misconduct of an adverse party; (4) the 
judgment is void; (5) the judgment has been satisfied, released, or 
discharged, or a prior judgment upon which it is based has been reversed 
or otherwise vacated, or it is no longer equitable that the judgment should 
have prospective application; or (6) any other reason justifying relief from 
the operation of the judgment 
LRC.P. 60(b}. "Idaho's Rule 60(b) is similar to that found in the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure. LRC.P. 60(b), Federal Rules Comparison. Several federal circuits have 
held that a non-party has standing to bring a Rule 60(b) motion so long as the non-party 
was directly affected by the judgment sought to be set aside. Campbell v. Ki/dew, 
Idaho 640, 646, 115 P. 3d 731, 737 (2005) (citing Eyak Native Viii. v. Exxon Corp., 25 
F.3d 773, 777 (9th Cir.1994); Houck v. Folding Carton Admln, 881 F.2d 494, 505 




Pandrea seeks t'ie Judgment was entered in on 
2014, to RC,P, 60(b}, alleging Clark lacks standing to quiet title to an 
easement new solely belonging to the Pandrea Property, as determined by Bonner 
County case number CV 2011 835. Pandrea's Motion to Void Judgment, pp. 1, 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Void Judgment, pp. 6-7. In support of 
this position, Pandrea relies upon Tungsten Holdings, Inc. v. Drake, 143 Idaho 69, 137 
P.3d 456 (2006). that case, the Idaho Supreme Court found that "close examination 
eX:'1ibits, and trial transcripts reveals no evidence to support the district 
court's finding that the Tungsten property was previously owned the Siemsens" and 
as a successor interest the grantees of the easement in question. 143 Idaho 
Pandrea maintains is no evidence that Pandrea 
and Clark jointly twenty acres of land with Clark (Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of 
Motion to Judgment, p. despite the fact that she submits as evidence to this 
Court a decision issued by District Judge John P. Luster in Bonner County case number 
CV 2011 835, where a twenty acres of land owned by Clark and Pandrea as tenants in 
common was partitioned, with Clark receiving 10.423 acres and Pandrea rece!ving 
12.739 acres. Affidavit of Mary Pandrea, Exhibit 1 Unlike Tungsten Holdings, this is 
evidence that Clark previously owned the entire parcel as tenants in common 
Pandrea. As such, Clark does have standing to seek quiet title of the easement 
In turn. Clark requests that this Court strike Pandrea's Motion to Judgment 
and the memorandum and affidavit filed in support of the motion because Pandrea is 
an adverse party Clark and, as such, has no standing challenge the judgment 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Objection to Pandera's Motion p. 





The finds Pandrea does not have standing to challenge Judgment 
since she was not directly affected by it As stated above. "the doctrine of standing 
focuses on the party seeking relief and not on the issues the party wishes to have 
adjudicated." Idaho Branch Inc. of Associated Gen Contractors of Am. v. Nampa Hwy. 
Dist No. 1, 123 Idaho 237, 240, 846 P.2d 239, 242 (Ct App. 1993) (citing !.C. §§ 10-
1205 206). "To satisfy the requirement of standing litigants must allege an injury in 
fact, a fairly traceable causal connection between the claimed injury and the challenged 
conduct, and a substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will prevent or 
redress the claimed injury." Doe v. Doe, 155 ldaho 660, 315 P.3d 848, 850 {2013) 
(citing Bagley, Idaho 806, 807, 241 P.3d 979, 980 The claimed must 
be against the party whose standing is in question. (citing Abolafia v. 152 
Idaho 898, 902, 277 P.3d 345, 349 (2012)). 
Pandrea claims that she is damaged by the Judgment in this case because her 
"property value would be diminished by up to 30%", "she [will] not be able to further 
develop her property, and the property would be greatly burdened if it were ever sold. tt 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Void Judgment pp. 10, 11. 
The Judgment in this case grants Clark an easement across the Thornton 
Property and not the Pandrea Property. While it may be true that once Clark 
crosses the Thornton Property, she must then cross the Pandrea Property to access 
the Clark Property, the Judgment in the present case does not give Ciark any right to 
cross the Pandrea Property. However, Clark was granted an easement across the 
Pandrea Property on January 24, 2014, when District Judge John Luster issued a 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
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case 
acres of real property and awarding Pandrea 739 acres 
and 
over the parcel awarded to Plaintiff Mary E Pandrea as the servient parcel and estate . 
Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit C. That easement right exists whether or not a 
Judgment was awarded to Clark in this case. The Judgment in this case does not alter 
or change the easement rights awarded to Clark in Bonner County case number CV 
201 835. The only property rights affected by the Judgment in this case are those of 
Clark and Thornton. Pandrea does not have an interest in the Thornton Property, as it 
pertains to the easement granted to Clarlc 
For the above stated reasons, Pandera's Motion to Void the Judgment is denied. 
VU. ANALYSIS OF CLARK'S MOTION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
COSTS. 
On May 12, 4, Clark filed ''Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Motion for 
Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs", a ''Brief in Support of Defendant/Counterclaimant 
Clark's Motion for Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs", and an "Affidavit/Memorandum 
of Joel P. Haze! in Support of Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs." This was timely, 
as the Judgment was entered by this Court on April 30, 2014, I.RC.P. 54(d)(5). On 
May 16, 2014, Thornton filed "Plaintiffs Reply Brief in Support of His Motion to 
Reconsider Summary Judgment" that reply, Thornton did not address Clark's 
for attorney fees against Thornton Instead, Thornton obliquely stated: ''The court 
should reconsider its order granting summary judgment and Thornton should be 
costs for having defend against baseless claims that are 
of 




May 27t 2014~ filed «Plaintiffs Objection and'""''",...," 
Disallow Defendant Kari Clark's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs.~ Under 
54(e)(5), attorney fees are to be processed in the same manner as costs, and under 
LRC.P. 54{e)(6), objections to attorney fees are to be made in the same manner as an 
objection to costs as provided by LRC.P. 54(d)(6). Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
provides. party may object to the claimed costs of another party set forth 
a memorandum of costs by filing and serving on adverse parties a motion to disallow 
or all of such costs fourteen days cf service of the memorandum of 
cost Because the of the act", in this case the day filing of Clark's motion for 
'"'H-"'""""' fees is to be included in computing amount of time 
passed said objection was timely filed 
Under LR P. 54( d)(7), the Court is required to a hearing if there has been 
an objection to costs. 
vm. CONCLUSION AND ORDER. 
For the reasons stated above, 
IS HEREBY ORDERED Thornton's "Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider Summary 
Judgment and Notice of Hearing" is DENIED. 
IS FURTHER ORDERED Pandrea's motion to amend findings of fact is 
DENIED. 
IS FURTHER ORDERED Pandrea's motion to reconsider Clark's ""'"''""''"' 
summary judgment is DENIED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED Pandrea's motion to void judgment is DENIED. 





trial June iS 
Entered this 2nd day of June, 2014, . I 
4~ ~-~-/h1 Mitchell, District Judge .......... 
! I 
Certificate ~f Sel'Vie,e } 
\ I 
certify Iha! on tha j r day of June,~( true copy of the foregoing was maned 
postage prepaid or was sent interoffice mail or facslmila to each of the following 
~ Ni«:# 
Val Thornton 208=2~27 
Mary E Pandrea, Pm Se 
Lawyer 



























The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeurd'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
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M:..A.RY a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary Pandrea Revocable 
n/a April 9, 2002; and 
Defendant, 
KARI A. CLARK, a single woman 
mdividually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
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IT ORDERED, DECREED that as set forth 
Warranty Deed, Bonner County Instrument No. 525386 and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner County 
Instrument No. 416381, K..ARI A. CLARK and KARI A. CLARK's heirs, successors and 
assigns have a 30.0 foot appurtenant easement for road right of way and utilities across the 
follo\.\ring described Tract lying Southeasterly Centerline of Tavern. Creek: 
A tract of land located in Section 11, Township 59 North, Range 2 West, Boise 
meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, more fully described as follows: 
Commencing at the Southeast corner said Section 11; thence North O degrees 
58'55" East along the East line of said Section a dis+..ance of 1325.42 feet; thence 
West a distance 1978.63 feet to the point of beginning; thence North 27 
degrees 57'08" West a distance of 448.04 feet; thence North O degrees 01'23" 
West a dis+..ance of 225.00 feet; thence South 70 degrees 01 '23" East a distance of 
245. 00 feet; thence South 46 degrees 01 '23" East a distance of 3 7 5 .00 feet; thence 
South 18 degrees 32'25" East a distance 195.54 feet; thence South 59 degrees 
26'55" East a distance feet to the Westerly right-of-way of the County 
Road; thence Southwesterly along the right-of-way the County Road to the 
thread Pack River; thence Northwesterly along the thread Pack River to a 
point that is South 27 degrees 57'08" East the point of beginning; thence North 
27 degrees 57'08" West to the point ofbeginning. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJlJDGED A.!'iTI DECREED that the appurtenant 
easement across the above described tract land is situated in the Southeast Quarter (SEl/4) 
Section Eleven 1 To~1J.Shlp Fifty-nine 
Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, being a portion 
North, Range Two West of the Boise 
that easement previously descnbed in 
Instrument No. 226223, which is Thi.11:y 
side of the following described centerline: 
feet in width and lying Fifteen feet on each 
Commencing at a poii"lt on the north said SEl/4 which is 89"58'35" 
192.12 feet from the nortJ1west comer of the SEl/4; thence, leaving said north line 
in a perpendicular direction S 00°01 '25" E, 1206.24 feet to a point; thence, 
parallel to the nor-JJ line of the SEI/4, N 89°58'35" E, 735.50 feet to the 
intersection of the centerline of that easement described in Instrument 226223 
and the northwesterly line of that parcel descnoed in Instrument No. 525386 
which is the POIN1 OF thence, leaving said northwesterly 
centerline the follo\\mg courses: S 
s 









IS FURTHER ORDERED, A.DJlJDGED _t\.:~v DECREED that the above descnbed 
appurtenant easement grants KARI A. CLARK and KARI A CLAR._K.'s heirs, successors and 
assigns the right to use said easement for right way and utilities to the following descnbed 
ten and 423/lOOOs (10.423) acres of real property that were awarded to KA.RI A. CLARK 
















A tract of land situated in the Southeast Quarter (SEl/4) of Section Eleven (1 
To'\¥nship Fifty-nine (59) North, Range Two West of the Boise Meridian, 
Bonner County, Idaho; being a portion of that parcel described in Instrument No. 
396781; more particularly descnbed as follows: 
Beginning at the northwest comer said SEl/4, which is marked on the ground 
by a 2" brass cap stamped PE 3 318; thence, along the north line the N 
89°58'35" E, 1003.87 feet to the centerline a creek; thence, leaving said north 
line and along said centerline the following Three cou.."'"Ses: S 53°38'47" W 
103.74 feet; thence S 29°42'32" W, 93.41 feet; thence S 46°3 '11" W, 4L15 feet; 
thence, leaving said centerline S 00°00'13" E, feet to a 5/8" rebar; thence, 
continuing S 116.74 feet to a rebar, which ma..rk:s on the ground 
the northeast comer that parcel descnbed in Instrument Ne. 389489; thence, 
along the bounda..7 that parcel described in Instrument No. 389489 the 
following Two cou..rses: N 81°41'17" W, 122.60 feet to the northwest comer 
thereof; thence S 04°14'29" E, 142.10 feet to the southwesterly comer of that 
parcel descnbed in Instrument No. 389489; thence S 63°18'32" W, 715.77 feet to 
the thread of Pack River as it was found to exist April 22, 2013; thence, along the 
thread of the river the follo'INmg Five (5) courses: N 13°48'51" E, 103.04 feet, 
thence N 03°30'35" W 56.87 feet; thence N 08°08'32" W, 123.52 feet; thence N 
21°08'12" W, 73.68 feet; thence N 41°11'16" W, 115.48 feet to the intersection 
with the west line the SE 1/4 of Section 11; thence, lea'ving said thread of the 
river and along said west line N 00°55'33" E, 85.02 feet to a 5/8" reba:r and plastic 
cap stamped PLS 7877; thence, continuing along said west line N 00°55'33" 
23 L08 feet to the POIN1 OF BEGIN'.NING, encompassing an area of 10.423 
acres. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJlJ'DGED .A..c~'D DECREED that JOHN F. 
THOR.1>.J'TON wrongfully interfered witl1 KARI A. CLARK's easement rights. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, i\.DJUDGED A.1."'ID DECREED that JOHN F. 
interfering easement 
AMENDED JUDGMENT -3 








by this Amended Judgment. 
remove any gate blocking the easement established 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED A .... ~v DECREED that KA.RI A. CLARK's 
counterclaim for damages related to the wrongful interference claim against JOHN 
THORt"\TTON is dismissed with prejudice. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED A.1'JD DECREED that KA.RI A CLARK is 
9 awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs in the total sum of$~\ 1 5"°50, \ 7 against 
I 
10 JOHN F. THORJ\1TON. 
IT IS FlJRTHER ORDERED, ADJlJDGED AND DECREED that KARI A. CLARK 
12 is awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs 
13 against JOHN F. TH0&"'\1TON's attorney, VALERIE THORl'i'TON, as a sanction pu,-suant to 
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4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4672 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Joel P. Hazel 
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The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2 
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The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 



















M.A.R Y E. P A.'l\IDREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
u/aApril 9, 2002; and 
Defendant, 
KARI A. CLARK, a single woman 
mdividually and as Trustee of tbe Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari A. 




-- ,I JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
:; ,., IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJ1JDGED 
/ / Plaintift7Counterdefendant JOHN F. THOR.NTON's 
II 






























ORDERED, that as set 
Warranty Deed, Bonner County Instrument No. 525386 and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner County 
Instrument No. 416381, KARI A. CLARK and KARI A. CLI\RK's heirs, successors and 
assigns have a 30.0 foot appurtenant easement for road right of way and utilities across the 
following described Tract lying Southeasterly of the Centerline of Tavern Creek: 
A tract ofland located in Section 11, Township 59 North, Range 2 West, Boise 
meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, more fully described as follows: 
Commencing at the Southeast comer of said Section 11; thence North O degrees 
58'5511 East along the East line of said Section a distance of 1325.42 feet; thence 
West a distance of 1978.63 feet to the point of beginning; thence North 
degrees 57108" West a distance of 448.04 feet; thence North O degrees 01 '23" 
West a distance of 225.00 feet; thence South 70 degrees 01 '23" East a distance of 
245.00 feet; thence South 46 degrees 01 '23" East a distance of 375.00 feet; thence 
South 18 degrees 32'25" East a distance of 195.54 feet; thence South 59 degrees 
26'55" East a distance of 302.20 feet to the Westerly right-of-way of the County 
Road; thence Southwesterly along the right-of-way the County Road to the 
thread Pack River; thence Northwesterly along the thread of Pack River to a 
point that is South 27 degrees 57'08" East of the point of beginning; thence North 
27 degrees 57'08" West to the point of beginning. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED A.ND DECREED that the appurtenant 
easement across the above descn'bed tract of land is situated in the Southeast Quarter (SEI/4) 
Section Eleven (11 ), Township Fifty-nine North, Range Two (2) West of the Boise 
.u~,u..._ • .........,. Bonner County, Idaho, being a portion of that easement previously descnbed ir1 
No. 226223, which is Thirty feet in width and lying Fifteen (1 feet on each 
side of the following described centerline: 
Commencing at a on the north said is N 
192.12 feet from the northwest comer of the SEl/4; thence, leaving said north line 
in a perpendicular direction S 00°0 l '25" E, 1206.24 feet to a point; thence, 
parallel to the north line of the SEI/4, N 89°58'35" E, 735.50 feet to the 
intersection of the centerline of that easement described in Instrument No. 226223 
and the northwesterly line of that parcel described in Instrument No. 525386 
which is the POINT BEGINN1NG; thence, leavi.11.g said northwesterly 
line and along said e,.,"llterline the followi..11.g Two courses: S 
62.68 feet; thence S to the intersection 
























appurtenant easement grants KARI A. CLARK and KARI A. CLARK's heirs, successors and 
assigns the right to use said easement for right way and utilities to the following descnbed 
ten and 423/lOOOs (10.423) acres of real property that were awarded to KAR1 A. CLl\RK 
pursuait1t to the Revised Judgment and Decree of Partition entered in Bonner County Case No. 
CV-2011-835: 
A tract of land situated in the Southeast Quarter (SEl/4) of Section Eleven (1 
Township Fifty-nine (59) North, Range Two (2) West of the Boise Meridian, 
Bonner County, Idaho; being a portion of that described in Instrument No. 
396781; more particularly described as follows: 
Beginning at the northwest corner said SEl/4, which is marked on the ground 
by a 2" brass cap stamped PE 3318; thence, along the north line of the SEl/4, N 
89°58'35" E, l 003.87 feet to the centerline of a creek; thence, leaving said north 
line and along said centerline the following Three courses: S 53°38'47" W, 
103.74 feet; thence S 29°42'32" W, 93.41 feet; thence S 46°31'11" W, 41.15 feet; 
thence, leaving said centerline S 00°00'13" 18.02 feet to a 5/8" rebar; thence, 
continuing S 00°00'13" E, 116.74 feet to a 5/8" rebar, marks on the ground 
the northeast comer of that parcel described in Instrument No. 389489; thence, 
along the boundary of that parcel described in Instrument No. 389489 the 
following Two (2) courses: N 81°41'17" W, 122.60 feet to the northwest comer 
thereof; thence S 04°14'29" E, 142.10 feet to the southwesterly comer of that 
parcel descnbed Instrument No. 389489; thence S 63°18'32" W, 5.77 feet to 
the thread of Pack River as it was found to exist April 2013; thence, along the 
thread of the river the following Five courses: N 13°48'51" E, 103.04 feet, 
thence N 03°30'35" W, 56.87 feet; thence N 08°08'32" W, 123.52 feet; thence N 
21°08'12" W, 73.68 feet; thence N 41°11'16" W, 115.48 feet to the intersection 
with the west line of the SEl/4 of Section 11, thence, leaving said thread of the 
river and along said west line N 00°55'33" E, 85.02 feet to a 5/8" rebar and plastic 
cap stamped PLS 7877; thence, continuing along said west line N 00°55'33" 
231.08 feet to the POU,rr OF BEGINNING, encompassing an area of 
acres. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED .A.i~'D DECREED that JOHN F. 
21 THOR....l'i'TON '\.VrongfuUy interfered easement rights. 
28 IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJlJDGED AND DECREED that F. 
easement 
AMENDED JUDGMENT - 3 
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successors 
this Amended Judgment. 
5 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED Ai~1) UL•~.L'-1..:,J,;.J.,F that A CLAR.K's 
6 counterclaim for damages related to the wrongful interference claim against JOHN 
7 THORNTON is dismissed with prejudice. 
8 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that KARI A CLARK is 
9 reasonable attorney's fees and costs in the total sum of $ ~ \ 
7 
5""30, \ 7 against 
lO F. THORNTON. 
ll IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that KARI A. u,~,uu~ 
I3 against JOHN F. THOR.i"\TTON's attorney, VALERIE THOR,l;.i'TON, as a sanction pursuant to 












and VALERIE THORNTON. 
DATED this ~'1:Jay of June, 






















CLER.K'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
to be forwarded, 
indicated below, to the follo"\\ring person(s}: 
Val Thornton [ ~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid J 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. [ J Hand Delivered 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 [ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
Mary E. Pandrea [ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
4672 Upper Pack River [ J Hand Delivered 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 [ ] Overnight Mail 
J Facsimile: 
Joel Hazel 1 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid j 
Jason M. Gray J Hand Delivered 
Witherspoon " Kelley [ Overnight Mail 
The Spokesman Review Building [ Facsimile: 208-667-8470 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Deputy Clerk 
A.11,1:ENTIED .ITJDGMENT s 
k:-\i4530\000!1GOlOl !75.dm: 
TO: Clerk of the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
451 West State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
:: 
-- - . 
J~1Iie L'~~ Folan cll 
Court - m CSR No. 639 
324 West Garden Avenue • P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
Phone: (208) 446-1130 
Email: j foland@kcgov.us 
DOCKET NO. 42332 
( JOHN F. THORNTON, 
( 
( vs . 
( 
( MARY PANDREA, et al 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on September 4, 2014, I lodged a transcript 
of 87 pages in length, including the March 14, 2014, Motion for Summary 
Judgment, the May 20, 2014, Motion for Reconsideration, the May 22, 2014, 
Motion to Void Judgment, and the June 30, 2014, Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs, in the above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of the County 
of Bonner in the First Judicial District. 


















LUKINS & i!..N.NlS, P.S. 
Attorney for De/em.Jan:s 
2014. 
NOTICE OF SGBSTITUTIO!'i OF COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANTS k..KN.NE H:t BAR.RETJ' A .. ,o 
DE.-\.ll!iNA L. DARRf:rr ONL \:' AS TO APPEAL OF p ANDREA z 
Val Thornton 
4685 Upper Pack 
Sandpoint, 83864 
Attorney for Appdl.crtJ! Joft._tt. F 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JOHN F. THORNTON, ) 





Mary E. Pandrea, ) 




KENNETH J. BARRETT and ) 
DEANNA L. BARRETT, ) 




VAL THORNTON, ) 
Intervenor and Appellant. ) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 42332-2014 
BONNER COUNTY CASE CV2013-1334 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Michael W. Rosedale, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do certify that the foregoing Record in this 
cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete 
Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellant Rule 28. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this day of 2015. 
Clerk's Certificate 1 
MICHAEL W. ROSEDALE 
Clerk of the District Court 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JOHN F. THORNTON, 
vs. 
Plaintiff~ Counter defendant and 
Appellant, 
Mary E. Pandrea, 
Defendant and Respondent, 
and 
KENNETH J. BARRETT and 























SUPREME COURT NO. 42332-2014 
BONNER COUNTY CASE CV2013-I334 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, Michael W. Rosedale, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that the following is 
offered as the Clerk's exhibit on appeal: 
NONE 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this C?t '' day of 2015. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 1 
MICHAEL W. ROSEDALE 
Clerk of the District Court 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JOHN F. THORNTON, 
vs. 
Plaintiff, Counter defendant and 
Appellant, 
Mary E. Pandrea, 
Defendant and Respondent, 
and 
KENNETH J. BARRETT and 























SUPREME COURT NO. 42332-2014 
BONNER COUNTY CASE CV2013-1334 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Michael W. Rosedale, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in 
and for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, by U.S. Postal 
Service, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
VAL THORNTON 
4685 UPPER PACK RIVER RD 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
NDREA MICHAEL G. SCHMIDT 
PACK RIVER RD 601 E. FRONT AVENUE 
T, ID 83864 SUITE #502 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
IN WITNESS yVHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this day of ~~'-"~ 2015. 
Certificate of Service 1 
Michael W. Rosedale 
Clerk of the District Court 
